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ORGANIZATION
OF THE
CITY GOVERNMENT FOR THE YEAR 1928
The last meeting of the City Council for the year 1927
was called to order in the Council Room, Monday
evening, January 2, 1928, and after transacting business
coming before the board, the meeting was adjourned to
the Opera House where final adjournment was taken.
The meeting for the purpose of organizing the City
Council for the year 1928 was called to order in the
Opera House at 7.40 o'clock in the evening, January 2,
1928.
The oath of office was administered by City Clerk Goss
to Mayor-elect W. Earle Goss and Councilmen-elect
Frank D. Prescott of Ward One, Antonio J. Denoncour
of Ward Two and Arthur B. Leonard of Ward Three.
The Council was called to order by Mayor Goss and
prayer was offered Ijy Rev. Wilton E. Cross.
Mayor Goss delivered the following address:
Ladies and Gentlemen, Fellow Citizens :
This is one of the happiest moments of my life. To
be re-elected to the office of Mayor for a second term
without opposition is the greatest compliment that any
city can pay to a nati^e son. I appreciate it and thank
you, and I assure you that I will give to the office all
that I did in 1927 plus a year's experience which is worth
a great deal.
My success last year was due largely to a cooperative
City Council. They supported me and each other in
everything. Harmony prevailed and where there is
harmony there is progress.
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I want to thank the three retiring Councihiien for their
perfect support, and I want to welcome to this body Mr.
Prescott, Mr. Denoncour and Mr. Leonard and assure
them that serving our City is a duty not to be dreaded,
but rather a pleasure and an honor and something that
everyone should do when called upon.
The year 1928 stands out before us a very important
one. It marks the one hundredth anniversary of tlie
founding of Franklin and already a large committee of
townspeople are busy with plans for a centennial observ-
ance. It is my desire that the City Government repre-
senting all the people, should take the lead in this affair,
and I believe that an appropriation of $2,500.00 s'hould
be voted at once to help defray expenses connected with
this celebration. The whole people of Franklin should
work together on this momentous occasion and make it
the biggest afifair that this city has ever had. Hundreds
of former citizens will return and we who are here should
ivelcome them home and entertain them royally.
By careful study and planning we were able to cut our
tax rate in 1927 one dollar on a thousand, and we would
like to at least maintain this low rate of $26.20 if it were
possible. Many do not realize that this tax rate is much
lower than that of the towns which surround us. There
are many also who do not realize that the manufacturing
concerns of this City have been paying taxes on a very
high valuation. Notwithstanding opinions to the con-
trary, the manufacturing plants are the backbone of any
community and to continue their existence among us, it
will be necessary in the year 1928 to reduce their valu-
ations, as is recommended by the State Tax Commission.
One concern was granted a reduction of $60,000.00 in
valuation in 1927 by the advice of the State Tax Com-
mission and others will be granted proportionate
amounts this year. Losing taxes from reduced valu-
ations of these amounts is a serious problem when con-
sidering that the expenditures remain the same. My
own solution, and I make it as a recommendation, is that
valuations on other properties or the tax rate be increased
whatever amount is necessary to make up the loss.
OKCANlzATloN
This will doubtless cause some criticism, but if every-
one would realize that this loss must be made up, they
will face the facts and agree that this recommendation
is fair.
Taking" up the more important departments of the
City :—
^
From my experience as Mayor, I have come to the
conclusion that no department of the whole City is closer
to the eyes of the people and calls forth more criticism
than the highwav department, and I only wish we could
afford to appropriate $50,000.00 or even $40,000.00 a year
for this department. During the past year we have
accomplished very much on our highways. The recent
flood caused a great deal of damage and hindered the
completion of several pieces of work which 'had been
laid out.
This year we hope to give a coating of gravel and oil
to nearly all the remaining streets in town thereby
eliminating mud and washouts which have always been
a great expense to the department and a nuisance to the
traveler.
I hope that we may be able to -lay a new piece of road
from West Bow street to the Junior High School and a
sidewalk from the Daniell Bridge to t'he bowling alley
on the south side of Central street.
The outlying roads will be repaired this year and
probably will be made better than they have ever been
before.
The highway equipment of trucks and snow-removing
apparatus is in the best of condition and with the
exception of a small road roller, I can think of nothing
to be purchased this year.
The Fire Department is in a very healthy condition.
The apparatus is up to date and ample for any city of
this size. Many people are apt to criticise the members
of this department and the way they handle fires, but for
a volunteer department they are very efficient and
deserve a great deal of praise and support from the
townspeople.
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We have recently purchased an inexpensive piece of
equipment for use in pumping water from cellars.- We
have also purchased an automatic switchboard for the
fire alarm system and I hope the council will vote to
build a small brick building to house this new equipment
at the corner of W^est Bow and Central streets.
The Police Department is very efficient. The way
volumes of traffic were handled this year at the Legion
arena without an accident is deserving of great credit.
Instituting a traffic officer at the corner of Franklin and
Central streets worked to the great satisfaction of every-
one, and 1 trust we may continue this service in 1928.
Doubtless the school ground will be used for parking
more than last year and thus relieve the situation on
Central street on Saturdays. Some criticism has been
made that the police officers on duty do not properly
cover the city, and I feel that this will be taken care of
this year and without the necessity of installing call
boxes.
I wish to say a word of praise for the School Board of
Franklin and the Superintendent of Schools. They are
all very interested and conscientious and are continually
striving to make our schools second to none in the state.
After looking over the budget for 1927, I was convinced
that every cent of money is very carefully alloted and
spent and that a larger appropriation could be used to
great advantage. New desks and chairs are being in-
stalled in two rooms each year. A cafeteria has recently
been opened at the Junior High School to provide hot
dishes and drinks for scholars who carry their dinners,
and numerous other improvements are continually being
made.
On vote of the City Council I recently employed law
counsel to determine whether or not the City of Franklin
was liable for the education of the boys at the Golden
Rule Farm, but no definite decision has been rendered
as yet.
So much for what your City Government has done
and hopes to do. I am delighted with the way the
affairs of Franklin are being conducted and I am most




Elected annually on the fourth Tuesday of November. Salary $200 a year.
W. Earle Goss
Councilmen
Elected by wards for three years. One member from each ward elected
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Standing Committees of the Council, 1928
Highways—Mailey, Lagace, Fowler.
Sewers—Redman, Fowler, Denoncour.
Fire Department—^Prescott, Garneau, Leonard.
Police—MailEy, Lagace, Leonard.
Schools—Lawrence, Redman, Garneau.
Public Lands and Buildings—Leonard, Garneau,
Redman.
Ordinances—Fowler, Denoncour, Lawrence.





Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $1500 a year, including
services as Clerk of Board of Assessors.
Irving V. Goss
City Solicitor




Elected annually by the City Council. Salary §150 a year.
William A. Dussault
Assessors
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary .?300 a year each.
James PL Gerlacii Joseph A. Comire
John W. Gerry
* Died July 30, 1928.
t Elected Auk. 6. 1928.
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Overseer of the Poor
Elected ai\mially by the City Council. Salary SlOO a year.
Irving \'. Goss
Highway Commissioner
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary §1800 a year.
JAMRS C. NOWELL
Janitor of Memorial Hall
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary §460 a year.
Squire Durham
Tax Collector
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary S750 a year.
George S. French
Janitor of Heating Plant
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary .5920 a year.
SouiRE Durham
Board of Water Commissioners
Two member.s elected annually by the City Council for three years. No
salary. Salary of Clerk, §200 a year.
Term E.xpires.
David T. Atvvood [anuary 7, 1929
George D. Mowe January 7, 1929
Harry F. Davis January 6, 1930
Edmund J. Garneau January 6, 1930
DociTE J. Rousseau January 5, 1931
Irving V. Goss January 5, 1931
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Superintendent of Water Works
Appointed by the Water Commissioners.
Edward J. Judkins
City Physician
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $100 per year.
William E. Smith
Board of Park Commissioners
Established March 3, 1913. One member elected annually by the City
Council for three years. No salary.
Term Expires.
:\Irs. Herman J. Odell March 3, 1928
Arthur M. Hancock March 3, 1929
*Edward G. Leach March 3, 1930
flRviNG V. Goss March 3, 1930
Board of Health
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary of first, ?200 ; second, $50;
third, $25.
William E. Smith. Secretary and Milk Inspector
Irving \'. Goss William S. Stewart
Trustees of Public Library
Two elected annually by the City Council for three years. No salary.
Term Expires.
Arthur M. Hancock • January 7, 1929
Walter F. Duffy January 7, 1929
Miss Anna G. Blodgett January 6, 1930
Miss Mary A. Proctor January 6, 1930
Miss Mary E. Scribner January 5, 1931
Arthur L. Smythe January 5, 1931
* Died July 30, 1928.
t Elected October 1, 1928.
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City Auditor
Appointed annually by the Mayor. Salary §100 per year.
C. Lillian Sleeper
Tree Warden
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary §200 per year.
James C. Nowell
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber
Appointed annually.
Harry E. Colby Lewis Russell
George S. Davenport Edmund J. Garneau
Arthur W. Jones Ernest H. Smith
Purchasing Agent
Appointed by the City Council.
Irving V. Goss
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of FrankHn
One elected annually by the City Council, for a three year term.
Term Expires.
Warren F. Daniell September 13, 1929
Richard W. Sulloway September 13, 1930
Irving V. Goss September 13, 1931
POLICE DEPARTMENT
City Marshal
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $2000 per year.
John Manche;ster
Police
Appointed by the City Council. Compensation •?4.50 per day.





Appointed by City Council upon recommendation of City Marshal.





















Appointed by the Governor and Council. Salary SGOO per year.
Thomas F. Clifford
Clerk
Appointed by the Justice. Salary §150 per year.
Edward L. Welch
Probation Officer
Appointed by the Justice. Salary SlOO per year.
Wilton E. Cross
FIRE DEPARTMENT
One chief and two assistant engineers elected annually by the City Council.
Salary, chief engineer §150 and 75c per hour for services at fires ;
assistant engineers $50 a year each and 75c per




John E. Cunningham Lrslif; N. Boomhowi^r
Firemen
Appointed by the engineers. Salary $25 a year each, and 50c per hour
for all services.
Hose Company, No. 1
Capt. Alwin C. Dean, 10 men.
Engine Company, No. 1
Capt. Edgar H. Wheeler, 15 men
Hook and Ladder Company
Capt. Albert Garneau, 15 men.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm




Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—George S. Davenport
Elected biennially by the ward.
Ward C/rr)^—William H. Turcotte
WARD TWO
Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—John Turner
Elected biennially by the ward.
]]\ird Clerk—Adelard Gauthier
WARD THREE
Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—William H. Martin
Elected biennially by the ward.
JVard Clerk—Arthur B. Leonard
Ballot Inspectors
WARD ONE
Alvin C. Gilman Herbert A. Grieein
George S. French Lester C. MaxField
WARD TWO
Hector Morin Leslie Buchanan
Albert Garneau Rodney A. Grieein
WARD THREE
Harry F. Davis John P. Dempsey
George H. Bartlett Ernest L. Burleigh
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Supervisors of Check Lists
Elected biennially by the ward.
WARD ONE
Harry E. Richardson Albert H. Barney
Gforge; G. Fowlkr
WARD TWO
Ernlst J. MiciiAuD J. Charlfs RiEl
Philip Roussfau
WARD THREE
Bland C. Redman Frfd E. Durham
William H. Mayor
Board of Education
One member elected annually for a three year term, at special meetings
held for that purpose. No Salary.
Term Expires.
Maximf a. Proulx January 7, 1929
Marguerite T. Clifford January 6, 1930
James B. Woodman January 5, 1931
APPROPRIATIONS
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resohition relating- to the appropriations for the year
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin,
as follows
:





Water Debt Bonds $2,250 00
Water Works Notes of April 1,
1927 190 00
Mack H. & L. Truck and Chevro-
let Truck Loan 382 50
IMemorial Hall and Sewer Exten-
sion Bonds 1,750 00'
Nesmith School Registered Bond,
1927 L316 25
Temporary Loans LlOO 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 1,200 00
Odell Memorial Arch Fund 80 00
Odell Park Cottage Fund 80 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 240 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 1,518 75
Junior High School Loan 2,250 00
$12,357 50
Centennial Celebration 2.500 00
Citv Poor 4,500 00
Fire Department 13,000 00
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Fire Alarm House 2,000 00
Highways 32,000 00
Sidewalks 600 00
Trunk Line Maintenance 3,300 00
State Aid Maintenance 4,000 00
State Aid Construction 7^,777 50
Garbage Removal 2,700 00
Sewers 50 00
Sewer Maintenance 500 00
Memorial Hall 2,500 00
Memorial Day 300 00
Public Library 4,500 00
Police Department 6,500 00
Salaries 5,900 00
Street Lighting 8,600 00
Public Health Nurse L700 00
State Tax 2L508 45
County Tax 12,198 25
Tree Warden 600 00
Incidentals 3,300 00
Red Cross 300 00
Schools 75,889 00
Hospital 1,000 00
Odell Park 500 00
Heating Plant 1,900 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 3,000 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 2,250 00
Water Works Bonds 5,000 00
Junior High School Loan 4,000 00
Mack H. & L. and Chevrolet Hose Truck
Loan 3,000 00
Nesmith School Loan 1,500 00
Water Works Notes of April 1, 1927 1,000 00
Band Concerts 200 00
$248,430 70
Passed June 11, 1928.
Approved,
W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
FINANCIAL REPORT
VALUATION OF THE CITY OF FRANKLIN,
APRIL 1, 1928
3,224 Polls
Improved and unimproved land and build-
ings $3,409,585 00
164 Horses 15,030 00
7 Asses and Mules 550 00
362 Cows 27,490 00
8 Other Neat Stock 735 00
25 Sheep 200 00
16 Hogs 245 00
6777 Fowl 6,777 00
37 Vehicles 1,750 00
5 Portable Mills 525 00
1 Boat 100 00
Wood, Lumber, etc 1,325 00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 18,650 00
Stock in Trade 1.318,790 00
Mills, Factories and their Machinery 2,659,100 00
$7,460,852 00
Less Soldiers' Exemption 50,660 00
$7,410,192 00
Taxes Assessed
State Tax $21,508 45
County Tax 12,198 25
Public Library 4,500 00
School Money by Law 26,1 12 98
Bearing Money " 4,069 70
Poll Taxes . . ' 6,448 00
National Bank Tax 1,522 00
$76,359 38
To Meet Appropriations 138,500
$214,859 38
EXPENDITURES
Authorized by the City Council as shown by the books


















June 11, Total appropriations $12,357 50
Received from Franklin National
Bank 120 00
Paid
Memorial Hall and Sewer
Extension Bonds .... $1,750 00
Nesmith School, Park
and Heating Plant
Registered Bond 1,316 25
Water Works Bonds .... 2,250 00
EXPICNDITURKS 23
Temporary Loans 1,585 21
Oclell ^lemorial Arch
Fund 160 00
Odell Park Cottage Fund 160 00
Central Street Improve-
ment Loan 240 00
Water Works Notes of
March 1, 1927 190 00
Cemetery Trust Funds . . 1,178 77
New Da'niell Bridge Loan 1,518 75
Junior High School Loan 2,250 00
Mack City Service and
Chevrolet Hose Truck
Loan 427 50
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, overdrawn . . . 548 98
$13,026 48 $13,026 48
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
To the Mayor and City Council of Franklin :
I herewith submit the annual report of the Highway
Department for the year 1928.
Practically all of the time during' the first few months
of the year was devoted to repairing damage to the high-
ways caused by the freshet of November 3rd and 4th,
1927, and the following roads and streets were recon-
structed and put in good condition for public travel
:
Daniell street, Proctor Avenue, Smith Hill road, Leigh-
ton road, Gerrish road, Dole road and S'hannon road.
The expense of the repairs was $10,855.54 and the
amount paid out in November and December 1927, was
$2,905.35, making a total expenditure of $13,760.89 for
flood damage.
It was expected that the State would pay all of the
flood expense under the vote passed at the special meet-
ing of the Legislature called for the purpose of assisting
the towns and cities where excessive damage had been
caused by the freshet, but the Governor and Council, to
w'hom the matter was referred, decided that the City of
Franklin could be reimbursed only for the amount of
money spent in excess of one-fifth of one per cent of the
valuation of the city.
According to their decision we would receive nothing
until the city had paid out more than $15,300.00 and then
only the amount expended in excess of that sum.
New Gravel Construction
The purchase of four new one ton Chevrolet trucks,
and a large tract of land on the New Hampton road from
whic'h excellent gravel was obtained, enabled the depart-
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nient to cover with gravel and put in good condition the
following roads and streets:
The road on the southeast and northeast shores of
AN'ebster lake, a distance of 1^ miles; Chestnut street,
1.500 feet; Park street, 300 feet; Pearl street, 300 feet;
Charles street, 800 feet; Clark street, 1,500 feet; Kendall
street, 800 feet ; Dearborn street. 800 feet ; Munroe street
and Pearl Place, 1,400 feet; Highland avenue, 1,100 feet;
Cross road, 1,400 feet.
It is the intention of the officials to have a coat of
Tarvia B applied on all the above mentioned roads, thus
making them free from danger of washouts.
Sidewalks
A new concrete walk was constructed on the east side
of Central street from the Daniell bridge to Elliott's
garage to accommodate the students attending the Junior
Hig^h School and to obviate the danger of crossing to the
other side of Central street which they had been in the
habit of doing.
Considerable recovering of walks was done on River,
Elkins, East High and Franklin streets.
Bridges
The Cross bridge has been re-planked.
The Needle Shop bridge and Beaupre bridge were both
thoroughly repaired by putting in new^ stringers and re-
planking.
State Aid Construction
About 2,200 feet of Daniel Webster Birthplace road
was graded and covered with gravel and all necessary
culverts have been installed.
Nearly all of the roadway to South Main street has
been graded and the road will be completed during the
year 1929.
Trunk Line Maintenance
A coat of Tarvia B and sand was applied on the
Andover road from Summit street to the Andover town
line.
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State Aid Maintenance
The Sanbornton road from Cheney street to Gate brook
did not require any repairs during the year. From Gate
brook to the Sanbornton town line the road was treated
with a coat of Tarvia B and sand.
It was found necessary to scarify and roll a large
portion of the Hill road and the entire roadway from the
Plains road to the Hill town line was treated with a coat
of Tarvia B and sand.
I wish to thank the Mayor and Highway Gommittee
for their interest and assistance in planning the work
during the year.
JAMES G. NOWELL, Gommissioner.
HIGH WAV DEPART Nfi: NT 2/
Auto Trucks, Horses, Carts, Tools, Etc., in Highway
Department as Estimated December 31, 1928.
1 Maccar Truck $1,000 00
1 Mack Truck 2.000 00
1 Reo Truck 1 .000 00
4 Chevrolet Trucks 2,100 00
1 Chevrolet Truck 300 00
2 Ford Trucks 200 00
5 Horses 600 00
3 Two Horse sleds 75 00
1 f Jne Horse sled 1 5 00
3 Two Horse carts 220 00
1 Garbage wagon 50 00
1 Street Sprinkler 125 00
2 Road machines 400 00
3 Snow rollers 100 00
7 Snow plows 210 00
1 Mud scraper 40 00
1 Macadam harrow 10 00
2 Plows 25 00
1 Street sweeper 10 00
5 Road drags (wood) 100 00
1 Road drag (iron) 15 00
2 Sets double harness 80 00
Extra parts harness and collars 30 00
Sulphur, ginger, etc., for horses 2 00
Curry combs, cards and brushes 3 00
2 Pair feed bags 3 00
4 Hay forks 2 00
2 Barn brooms 1 00
1 Wagon jack 1 75
Halters, blankets, whififletrees and neck
yokes 45 00
1 Steam roller and scarifier 1.500 00
1 Crusher plant 500 00
2 Hand tampers 3 00
1 Steam drill and drills 70 00
1 Steam pump 25 00
Tractor with saw 400 00
1 Two wheel cart 25 00
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2 Small hand saws 3 00
30 Brace jacks for ditches 30 00
1 Tin funnel 50
1 Gasoline tank 50 00
2 Bush scythes and snathes 6 00
100 Empty tar barrels 36 00
2 Scythe stones 50
2 Cold chisels 70
1 10-foot measuring stick 1 00
1 Nail puller 1 00
C. L. Best tractor, Sargent plow 3,000 00
1 Large set pulley blocks and ropes 10 00
2 Three-legged hoists 5 00
1 Tar kettle 75 00
100 Feet old fire hose 10 00
100 Feet 1 % inch rubber hose 100 00
Stoves and office furniture 30 00
6 Cable chains 15 00
4 Bridle chains 4 00
4 Street sweeper's carts 24 00
15 Street brushes 7 00
2 Sand screens 5 00
1 Grindstone 3 00
4 Tool boxes 20 00
20 Round and square pointed shovels (short
handles) 9 50
2 Scoop shovels 2 00
5 Iron rakes 1 50
9 Snow shovels 2 25
6 Grub hoes 3 00
15 Picks 15 00
4 Dung forks 6 40
4 Potato diggers 4 00
5 Small hoes 2 50
5 Manhole shovels 10 00
2 Axes 2 00
5 Steel drills 5 00
1 Set pulley blocks and rope 1 00
1 Bush hook 50
1 Small hammer 1 00
2 Stone hammers 1 70
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2 Stripping; hammers 2 00
2 Ice bars 1 00
1 Trowel 1 00
2 Cant dogs 4 00
5 Crow bars 8 20
2 Draw shaves 2 00
9 Garbage cans 9 00
500 Tons stone 750 00
14 Lanterns 14 00
53 Sew^er cleaning rods 10 00
1 Chain block .^ 35 00
2 Pair bush cutters 2 00
2 Snathes and scythes 2 00
1 Bit l)race and bits 4 50
2 Paint scrapers 50
>2 Barrel bridge paint 40 00
1 bushel basket 1 00
100 Feet steel corners for cement curb 5 00
40 Stone highway bounds '. . . 60 00
1 Cleaning worm for sewers 3 00
2 Self propelling nozzles 50 00
50 loads sand 100 00
Miscellaneous tile pipe 100 00
Miscellaneous lumber 20 00
3 Metal culvert pipes 188 20
2 Water Pails 1 00
1 Fordson and Sargent plow 1,200 00
$17,408 20
Corrugated Iron Culvert Pipe
400 Feet in length of 24-inch pipe 800 00
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
1928
June 11, Appropriation $32,000 00
Received :
—
D. T. Atwood, for plowing driveway 1 00
Irving J. Kelley, for dressing at City stable. . 26 30
U. S. Fidelity & Guarantee Co., settlement for
damage to Sanborn ]:)ridge 55 00
Central N. H. Telephone Co., for cutting
down and trimming trees 52 91
Ernest Murphy, for posts 3 00
L. P. Smith, for pumping out cellar 7 75
N. H. Orphans' Home, for tractor and man. . 141 20
Franklin Light & Power Co., for calcium
chloride 2 10
Schools, for labor at Junior High 88 74
State Highway Department 27 81
State Highwav Department, for freight on
roller . . .' 2 70
State Treasurer, for snow account 16 50
Ernest Alurphy, for labor 2 08
Cash for gasoHne 25
Schools, for dynamite 3 36
Park Commission, for labor 2 35
Cash for junk 50
Cash for cold patch 3 40
E. T. Drake, for stone 2 55
Orp'hans' Home, for use of tractor 53 62
Franklin Mills, for use of tractor 45 33
F. H. Marsh, for plowing walk 5 00
W. K. Goss, for cold patch and labor 1 50
Overseer of the Poor, for sawing and trucking
wood 144 00
M. Sternberg, for damage to traffic beacon. . . 21 15
Franklin Water Works, for gasoline 71 34
L. H. MacAloon, for use of trucks 198 67
Norman Proulx, for damage to Sanborn
bridge 5 80
Transfer to Trunk Line Maintenance, for use
of trucks and teams 1,228 32
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Transfer to State Aid Maintenance, for use of
trucks and teams 2,176 95
Transfer to State Aid Construction, for use of
trucks and teams 2,388 77
Transfer to State Aid Maintenance, Flood
Account, for use of trucks and teams 309 38
Transfer to Trunk Line Maintenance, Flood
Account 857 47
Transfer to Flood Damage Account 10,855 54
Transfer to Fire Department, for gasoline... 127 56
Transfer to Police Department, for gasoline 13 20
Transfer to Garbage Removal, for use of
trucks and teams 962 50
Balance to Transfer Account, overdrawn.... 826 57
Paid :—
General Repairs 49,634 29
Snow Paths 2,053 86
Bridges 694 02
Land, New Hampton road 350 00
$52,732 17 $52,732 17
Total expenditures for Highway Department 52,732 17
Less Credits 19,905 60
Net expenditures for Highway Department $32,826 57
$856 34
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A. C. Elliott, labor and parts
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts. .
Benson Auto Co., labor and parts. .
Frank H. Gerlach, labor and parts. .
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
JMack Motor Truck Co., parts for
Mack truck
Mar. 5, Pay Roll, week ending, Feb. 11....
Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 18....
Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 25....
Pay Roll, week ending March 3. . . ,
Towne & Robie, advertising
Mrs. Abbie Sweatt, hay
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline. .
H. K. Grant, blacksmithing
Arthur Duhamel, thawing pipe
Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing radiator
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., oats
and corn
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
H. E. Colby, labor and repairs
E. G. Colby, shoeing horses
Benson Auto Co., repairs on trucks
Prescott's Garage, supplies and re-
pairs on trucks
A. C. Elliott, repairs and supplies. . .
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending IMarc'h 10. . .
Pay Roll, week ending March 17. . .
Pay Roll, week ending March 24. . .
Pay Roll, week ending March 31. . .
Peter Dana Est., horse feed, oats and
bran 17 30
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on radiator core
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline. .
Chas. A. Hoagland, repairing re-
diator
John B. Varick Co., dynamite
Mack Motor Truck Co., radiator core
The Barrett Co., Tarvia B
24 06
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The Pioneer Mfg. Co., street mark-
ing" paint 17 75
Gerlach's Garage, repairs and parts 60 15
F. B. Hill, repairing harness 3 00
W. S. Gihnan, supplies 4 50
Wm. H. Martin, repairing rail 12 51
Judkins & Wallace, thawing pipes. . 37 46
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing 12 80
Prescott's Garage, repairs and parts 96 70
The Central Garage, repairs and
parts 38 38
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending April 7 278 28
Pay Roll, week ending April 14 553 15
Pay Roll, week ending April 21. . . . 552 59
Pay Roll, week ending April 28. . . . 512 55
Pay Roll, week ending May 5 565 03
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
tar, paint and dynamite 19 72
Fuller Brush Co., street brooms. ... 10 29
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
steam roller to Ward 1 7 50
Luther C. Thompson, hay 22 45
John F. Tilton, hay 20 90
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 16 16
Chas. E. Douphinett, coal 2 40
Keegan & French, enamel and brush 1 70
Eugene Routhier, repairing wall... 30 25
William H. Martin, repairing steam
roller 24 81
Towne & Robie, signs 1 75
American Gas Accumulator Co.,
tank of gas 13 00
Pierce-Perry Co., flue scraper 1 27
H. K. Grant, blacksmithing 14 95
New England Metal Culvert Co.,
culverts 81 14
Warren E. Gregory, salt petre 35
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline 144 00
Judkins & Wallace, thawing pipes. . 38 77
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing 35 86
Benson Auto Co., repairs and parts 85 61
TllGIIWAV DKPARTMF.NT 35
A\'. S. Stewart, dynamite, caps and
fuses ' 30 10
Central (larage, parts and labor.... 55 53
Prescott's Garage, parts and repairs ^^7 54
C. P. Stevens, supplies 42 04
Edw. G. Colby, shoeing" horses and
repairs 67 66
Mack Motor Truck Co., labor and
parts 69 14
A. C. Elliott, repairs and parts .... 163 36
Gerlach's Garage, Inc.. labor and
parts 28 40
June 4. Pay Roll, week ending May 12 734 07
Pay Roll, \veek ending May 19 731 81
Pay Roll, week ending May 26 670 99
Pay Roll, \yeek ending June 2 678 34
Benson Auto Co., 4 Cheyrolet 1 ton
trucks 3,520 70
American Raihyay Express Co., ex-
press on parts for traffic beacon 76
Central Garage (Bristol), tire and
tube 65 65
Dr. E. T. Drake, treatment of Ray
Wescott 2 00
D3-ar Sales & Machinery Co., brush 7 50
Buffalo-Springfield Roller Co., pump 21 35
George E. Clark, hay 31 95
International Paper Co., soda ash. . 60
H. K. Grant, repairs 7 40
The Central Garage, labor and parts 10 10
Peter Dana Est., oats 45 15
Albert Barney, corn and horse feed 18 85
Gulf Refining Co., oil 27 55
A. L. Rogers, repairing curtains. ... 3 00
Henry J. Proulx, insurance premium 84 00
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., corn,
oats and rock salt 102 25
Ed^v. G. Colby, shoeing horses 27 15
Niles Machinery Co., beacon head.. 45 00
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing 6 77
Dion Bros., coal 71 86
36 CITY OP FRANKLIN
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline 137 00
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 30 83
Archie Morrill, wiring traffic beacon 37 04
Benson Auto Co., repairs on trucks 31 57
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
roller 2 70
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts. . 239 77
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 71 32
July 6, Pay Roll, week ending June 9 395 14
Pay Roll, week ending June 16 783 77
Pay Roll, week ending June 23 725 7Z
Pay Roll, week ending June 30 651 12
Ernest J. Michaud, Vicks' vapor
humidifier 25 00
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 281 00
New England Metal Culvert Co.,
culverts 94 66
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 16 05
Foster's Garage, labor 1 00
Mack Motor Truck Co., labor and
material 40 28
Franklin Lig'ht & Power Co., blinker
and lamps 6 70
John B. Varick Co., dynamite 20 75
Dion Bros., coal 27 77
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., culvert. ... 18 03
Martin Lasak, repairing reins 7 50
H. K. Grant, repairs 6 45
Charles M. Emery, shavings 4 50
Solvay Sales Corp., calcium chloride 32 42
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 216 00
The Barrett Co., Tarvia B 3,875 58
E. G. Colby, shoeing horses 6 30
Keegan & French, supplies 38 14
G. A. Rennie, use of auto 1 00
Benson Auto Co., labor and supplies 72 42
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts . . 121 23
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing 22 97
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 38 23
A. C. Elliott, labor and parts 57 89
F. H. Gerlach, labor and parts 88 93
722 09
38 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Albert H. Barney, horse feed, corn
and oats 41 50
Mack Motor Truck Co., repairs on
Hub meter 2 71
Atherton W. Frost, insurance pre-
miums 196 85
State Highway Garage, pressing on
tires 10 00
W. S. Stewart, caps and fuse 6 20
New England Metal Culvert Co.,
culverts 49 59
Edward G. Colby, shoeing horses 30 00
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline 295 05
W. E. Clark Lumber Co., lumber. . . 16 15
Keegan & French, supplies 61 55
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., corn,
oats and salt 52 48
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing 22 05
A. C. Elliott, repairs and parts 56 48
F. H. Gerlach, labor and parts 32 18
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts . . 254 90
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 24 85
Eugene Routhier, repairing man-
holes 17 00
Martin Lasak, repairing harness. ... 9 70
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 8 409 50
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 15 521 20
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 22 443 46
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 29 676 33
Walter Dow, hay 46 70
Public Service Co. of N. H., blinker
at Webster street 4 50
C. A. Dorval & Co., supplies 4 51
E. C. Melendy, repairing tire, gaso-
line 1 77
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline. . 302 40
John B. Varick Co., dynamite 10 38
W. S. Gilman, kerosene 75
Elmer D. Kelley, repairing road. ... 92 98
Benson Auto Co., repairs and parts 111 12
HIGHWAY dkpartmf.nt 39
99 69
40 CITY OF FRANKLIN
The Central Garage, repairs and
parts
Benson Auto Co., repairs and parts
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 10. . . .
Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 17 ... .
Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 24. . . .
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 3
Boston & Maine R. R.. express on
snow fence
L. M. Pike & Son, concrete work. . .
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press
John F. Tilton, hay
Albert H. Barney, oats, horse feed. .
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline
AV. E. Clark Lumber Co., milling. . .
C. A. Dorval & Co., supplies
C. D. Files Tractor Co., Inc., part
for tractor
Geo. E. Clark, bedding- and posts. . .
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., oats,
bran, etc
E. C. Melendy, repairs
Niles Machine Co., parts for traffic
beacon
H. K. Grant, blacksmithing
Leon R. Sargent, labor on manhole
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
W. S Gilman, kerosene and sup-
plies
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
Mack Motor Truck Co., new cab for
Mack truck
E. G. Colby, shoeing 'horses
18, Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 8
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 15
H. E. Colby, l^lacksmithing
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., gasoline. .
Archie H. Morrill, labor on ground. .
H. K. Grant, blacksmithing
33 40
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C. A. Dorval & Co., supplies 5 36
Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing" radiator. . 2 50
A. L. Rogers, repairing curtain on
truck 1 50
A. Lagace, M. D., professional serv-
ices rendered injured workman. . 4 00
A. C. Elliott, labor and parts 2 50
E. C. Melendy, repairing tire 75
Edw. G. Colby, shoeing horses 17 20
Public Service Co. of N. H., blinker
at Webster street 3 00
Albert H. Barney, oats 6 80
Griffin Drug Co., supplies 85
W. S. Stewart, fuse and caps 2 80
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 2 73
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts. . 47 81
Aliefif & Collins, labor and parts 13 70
Benson Auto Co., labor and parts. . . 8 67
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service for
year 1928 77 70
Franklin Light & Power Co., elec-
tricity for year 1928 15 18
Public Service Co. of N. H., elec-
tricity for 1928 6 22





Feb. 6, Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 17, 1927 $124 24
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 24, 1927 137 50
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 31. 1927 47 25
Pay Roll, week ending Jan. 21, 1928 289 32
Pay Roll, week ending Jan. 28, 1928 281 92
Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 4, 1928 92 72
]\Iar. 6, Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 11, 1928 103 46
Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 18, 1928 142 50
Pay Roll, week ending Feb. 25, 1928 187 83
42 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Pay Roll, week ending Mar. 3. 1928 88 70
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending Mar. 10, 1928 173 65
Pay Roll, week ending Mar. 17, 1928 177 66
Pay Roll, week ending Mar. 24, 1928 142 19
July 6, State Highway Dept., balance due
on snow account 33 97




Feb. 6, Beaupre Bros. Foundry, ornamental
iron work on Sanborn bridge
damaged by auto accident $55 05
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 14 95
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending April 28. . . . 28 24
E. G. & E. AV. Leach, insurance pre-
mium 25 00
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 3 75
Keegan & French, brushes and paint 25 90
W. E. Clark Lumber Co., lumber.. 7 49
June 4, Pay Roll, week ending May 5 22 50
Keegan & French, paint 4 05
Aug. 4, Pay Roll, week ending July 14 86 00
Pay Roll, week ending July 21.... 54 75
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 14 84
W. E. Clark Lumber Co., hemlock
plank 301 95
Nov. 8, Beaupre Bros. Foundry, repairing
bridge 5 80
E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance
premium 31 25
Dec. 3, E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance
premium 31 25
$712 77
Less cash refunded by Keegan &






By cash, for concrete
walk
Apr. 2, Sulloway Mills, l:)ricks. .
May 7, Eugene Routhier, repair-
ing sidewalk
July 6, Pay Roll, week ending-
June 30
Sept. 5, C. P. Stevens Co., sup-
plies
Nov. 8, L. M. Pike and Son, re-
pairing and construct-
ing concrete walks... 1,311 24
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, overdrawn.... 792 12
44 CITV OF FRANKLIN
SEWER MAINTENANCE
1928. Paid :—
June 11, Appropriation $500 00
Feb. 6, Pay Roll, flusliing sewers $11 50
June 4, Pay Roll, week ending
May 12 47 41
Pay Roll, week ending
May 19 6 03
Aug. 6, Sulloway Mills, bricks.. 2 00
Oct. 1, W. H. Martin, surveying 1 80
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 13 23 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 20 11 75
Transfer from Fire Dept.,
hose 15 00
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, unexpended . . 381 01
$500 00 $500 00
GARBAGE
1928. Paid :—
June 11, Appropriation $2,700 00
Received from sale of
tickets 264 35
Feb. 6, Pav Roll, week ending
'Dec. 17, 1927 $11 50
Pav Roll, week ending
' Dec. 24, 1927 23 00
Pav Roll, week ending
'Dec. 31, 1927 19 25
Pav Roll, week ending
'Jan. 7, 1928 80 41
Pay Roll, week ending
Jan. 14, 1928 28 85
Pay Roll, week ending
Jan. 21, 1928 16 73
HIGHWAY DKPARTMUNT 45
Pav Roll, week ending
'Jan. 28, 1928 25 91
Pav Roll, week ending
'Feb. 4, 1928 23 16
]\Irs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump. ... 15 00
Alar. 5, Pay Roll, week ending
Feb. 11, 1928 ^. 114 18
Pay Roll, week ending
Feb. 18, 1928 29 52
Pav Roll, week ending
'Feb. 25, 1928 20 95
Pay Roll, week ending
Mar. 3, 1928 25 91
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump. ... 15 00
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending
'Mar. 10, 1928 86 38
Pay Roll, week ending
Mar. 17 21 88
Pay Roll, week ending
Mar. 24 \ 35 00
Pav Roll, week ending
'Mar. 31 24 56
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending
April 7 148 89
Pay Roll, week ending-
' April 14 30 50
Pay Roll, week ending
April 21 22 48
Pay Roll, week ending
April 28 33 47
Pay Roll, week ending
May 5 145 20
IMrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
June 4, Pav Roll, week ending
'May 12 45 50
46 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Pay Roll, week ending-
May 19 24 56
Pay Roll, week ending
Alay 26 22 34
Pay Roll, week ending
June 2 27 84
IVIrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Julv 6, Pay Roll, Aveek ending
'June 9 177 00
Pay Roll, week ending
"June 16 32 47
Pay Roll, week ending
'June 23
^. 28 31




IMrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Pay Roll, distributing
notices 3 25
Aug. 6, Pav Roll. Aveek ending
'
July 7 42 00
Pay Roll, week ending
'July 14 126 00
Pay Roll, week ending
'July 21 49 96
Pay Roll, week ending
July 28 32 42
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 4 30 50
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Towne & Robie, printing
notices 2 75
Sept. 5. Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 11 116 63
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 18 34 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 25 \ 34 25
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 47
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 1 32 97
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending-
Sept. 8 104 75
Pay Roll, week ending-
Sept. 15 34 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 22 34 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 29 34 50
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 6 126 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 13 24 79
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 20 27 88
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 27 36 42
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 3 31.99
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 10 143 97
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 17 37 86
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 24 34 55
Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 1 39 25
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Dec. 18, Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 8 159 02
Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 15 37 08
48 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds, use
of land for dump .... 15 00
Transfer from Highway
for trucks and teams 962 50
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, overdrawn . . . 973 44
$3,937 79 $3,937 79
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $3,300 00
Transfer from State Aid
Maintenance 332 89
Feb. 6, Pay Roll, week ending'
Dec. 17, 1927 $15 33
Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 24, 1927 7 75
Walter E. Clark Lumber
Co., lumber 233 48
Mar. 5, Pav Roll, week ending
'
Feb. 25. 1928 18 41
Pay Roll, week ending
March 3, 1928 16 00
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending
March 17 42 50
Pay Roll, week ending
March 31 72 41
American Railway Express
Co., express on rods . . 44
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending
April 7 . 121 19
Pay Roll, week ending
April 14 160 45
Pay Roll, week ending
April 21 158 95
Pay Roll, week ending
April 28 124 98
Pay Roll, week ending
May 5 86 75
HIGHWAY DKPARTMF.NT 49
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on posts
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on mixer
June 4, Pay Roll, week ending
May 12
Pay Roll, week ending
May 19
Pay Roll, week ending
June 2
July 6, Pay Roll, week ending
June 9
Pay Roll, week ending
June 16
Pay Roll, week ending
June 23
Pay Roll, week ending
June 30
N. E. Metal Culvert Co.,
culvert
Benson Auto Co., kerosene
Aug. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
July 7 .
Pay Roll, week ending
July 14
Pay Roll, week ending
July 28
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 4
Sept. 5, Pav Roll, week ending
^Aug. 11
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 18
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 1
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 8
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 15
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 29
1
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Nov. 8, Pav Roll, week ending
'
Oct. 6 42 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 3 52 28
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 10 19 80
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 17 7 75
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 24 23 00
Transfer from highways,
trucks and teams .... 1,228 32
Due from State 81 94
$3,714 83 $3,714 83
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE FLOOD
ACCOUNT
1928.
Cash from State Treasurer $1,738 46
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending
April 21 $25 22
Pay Roll, week ending
May 5 95 42
Aug. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
July 14 38 66
Sept. 5, Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on cement posts 1 7Z
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 15 7 22
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 22 112 60
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 29 146 79
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 6 131 06
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 13 9 72
Keegan & French, reset-




Judkins & Wallace, gal-
vanized iron
C. P. vStevens Co., cement
and tile pipe
Chadwick & Kidder, lum-
ber
Dec. 18, Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 8
Pay Roll, week ending
Dec. 15
American Railway Express
Co., express on road
lights
Transfer from highways,
trucks and teams ....
1 25
52 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Pay Roll, week ending
March 31 261 61
Mav 7, Pay Roll, week ending
April 7 270 07
Pay Roll, week ending
April 14 . 127 61
Pay Roll, week ending
'April 21 185 28
Pay Roll, week ending
April 28 98 58
Pay Roll, week ending
May 5 135 90
Tune 4, Pay Roll, week ending
May 12 17 75
Pay Roll, week ending
May 19 297 31
Pay Roll, week ending
May 26 422 50
Pay Roll, week ending
June 2 273 25
H. E. Colby, sharpening
scarifier teeth 2 35
July 6, Pay Roll, week ending
June 9 457 66
Pay Roll, week ending
'
June 16 196 33
Pay Roll, week ending
June 23 136 94
Pay Roll, week ending
June 30 213 84
Aug. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
July 7 99 75
Pay Roll, week ending
July 14 132 25
Pay Roll, week ending
July 21 196 28
Pay Roll, week ending
July 28 20 25
Sept. 5, Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 18 34 50
I'ay Roll, week ending
Auff. 25 69 00
inc. II WAV DKPARTMKNT 53
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 1 7 00
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 15 57 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 22 46 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 29 38 75
Benson Auto Co., repairing
cement mixer 4 18
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 6 23 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 13 50 94
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 20 46 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 27 43 55
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 10 23 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 17 38 75
Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 24 11 50
18, Transfer from highways,
trucks and teams .... 2,176 95
Transfer to Trunk Line
Maintenance 332 89
Due from State 1,279 23
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities, 1929 ac-
count 632 76
$7,613 34 $7,613 34
54 CITY OF FRANKLIN
STATE AID MAINTENANCE FLOOD ACCOUNT
1928.
Cash from State Treasurer $436 44
Julv 6, Pay Roll, week ending
June 16 $30 50
Aug. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
July 28 42 00
C. P. Stevens Co., spikes 4 05
Sept. 5, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 1 46 00
American Railway Express
Co., express on bolts. . 51
W. E. Clark Lumber Co.,
planing lumber 4 00
Transfer from Highways,
trucks and teams .... 309 38
$436 44 $436 44
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities, 1927 account.. $81 67
Appropriation 3,777 50
- Due from State 1,645 83
July 6, North East Metal Culvert
Co., culverts $56 35
Aug. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
July 14 148 89
Pay Roll, week ending
July 21 169 47
Pay Roll, week ending
July 28 155 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 4 195 56
Sept. 5, Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 11 382 50
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 18 450 03
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 25 266 60
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 55
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 1 513 44
Albert H. Barney, feed
bags 1 20
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 40 03
W. E. Clark Lumber Co.,
lumber 42 00
H. K. Grant, sharpening
tools 4 40
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 8 189 64
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 15 308 84
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 22 245 22
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 6 24 00
Keegan & French, resetting
glass 2 29
Judkins '& Wallace, gal-
vanized iron 1 56
Geo. E. Clark, posts 17 50
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending
Nov. 24 14 95
Dec. 18, W. S. Stewart, dynamite,
caps and fuses 15 05
Transfer from highways,
trucks and teams .... 2,388 77
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn .... 128 54
;,633 54 $5,633 54
FEDERAL AID RECONSTRUCTION
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $97 34
Paid :—
Feb. 6, State Highway Depart-
ment, amount due state
to balance 1928 account $97 34
$97 34 $97 34
FIRE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEER'S REPORT
The following report from December 31, 1927 to De-
cember 31, 1928 is submitted: The manual force consists
of Chief Harry E. Colby and two assistants, John E.
Cunning-ham and Leslie N. Boomhower. The combi-
nation chemical and pumper, 15 men, Edward Wheeler,
captain. The City Service Hook and Ladder Company,
No. 1, 15 men, Albert Garneau, captain. Hose Com-
pany, No. 1, South Main Street, 10 men, Alwin Dean,
captain.
Location of Apparatus
Hose Company, No. 1, South Main Street
One Auto Hose Truck. 500 feet hose.
One 12-foot roof ladder.
One 25-foot extension ladder.
One 30-foot ladder.
500 feet 2^ inch hose, extra.
Central Fire Station
One American LaFrance Triple Combination Truck, 1
Mack City Service Hook and Ladder Truck, one Oakland
Hose truck, wnth eight pony extinguishers, one 25-foot
extension ladder, one 25-foot roof ladder, axes and
shovels. There is at the Central Fire Station 2,500 feet
of 2^2 inch hose in good condition.
FIRE DEPARTMENT 57
Hose 3, Central Street, Opposite Paper Mill B
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, spanners and 400
feet of 2^ inch hose.
Hose 4, Head of Elm Avenue
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners
and 400 feet of 2^ inch 'hose. One two-wheeled truck
equipped with one 31 -foot roof ladder, one 28-foot, one
20-foot and one 15-foot ladder.
Hose 5, Pearl Street Near Park Street
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners
and 400 feet 23^2 inch hose.
Hose 6, Sturtevant Street
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners
and 400 feet of 25^ inch hose.
Pony extinguishers to be used by any person for fire
purposes in the vicinity of the places of keeping, are in
tile following places : City Hall four, Franklin passenger
station one.
We have on Hose No. 1, 500 feet of hose.
We have on the American LaFrance Triple Combi-
nation Truck, 1000 feet of hose.
We have on the Mack City Service Hook and Ladder
Truck, 500 feet of hose. Also a collar pump.
Recommendations
We recommend the purchase of new fire hose and fire
alarm boxes.
HARRY E. COLBY, Chief.
JOHN E. CUNNINGHAM, Ass't and Clerk.
LESLIE BOOMHOWER, Ass't.
Board of Engineers.
58 CITY OF FRANKLIN
Location of Boxes
12 North Alain Street, Bristol Crossing.
13 Webster Street, Near Foundry.
14 Corner Webster and North Main Streets.
15 Private Box. Webster Hotel.
16 Corner Depot and South Main Streets.
17 Corner Central and Main Streets.
18
21 Junction of East and West Bow Streets
22 Corner Franklin and Winnipiseogee Streets.
23 Paper Mill Square.
24 Glenwood Avenue.
25 Front of Bank.
26 Private Box. Franklin Lig'ht & Power Co.
27 Corner East Bow and Central Streets.
28 Front of Freight Depot.
29 Corner Elkins and Grove Streets.
31 Corner Prospect and School Streets.
32 Front of Dr. Adams' house, View Street.
34 Corner Central and Pearl Streets.
35 Corner Pleasant and Orchard Streets.
36 Corner Highland Avenue and Beech Street.
y? Corner Sanborn and Proctor Streets.
38 Corner Central and Lancaster Streets.
39




45 New Hampton Road.
46 Sanborn Road.
47 South Prospect Street.
48 Leighton Road.
51 Corner Central Street and Glenwood Avenue.
52 South End Railroad Street.
53 Corner Franklin and School Streets.
54 Hospital.
114 Orphans' Home.
5-5-5-5 Extreme emergency or danger call.
FIRK DlCPARTMENT 59
Engineer's Report
Record of Fires, January 1, 1928 to December 31, 1928
January 2. Box 34. Alarm for fire in house owned by
Irene Pieroni and occupied l)y Sylvio Moscardini on Pearl
Street. Cause, defective chimney. No loss.
January 2. Box 27. Alarm for fire in boiler room at
International Paper Company's, near Cross Road. No
damage.
January 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Geo. H. P. Perkins and occupied by Archie Mahan, ofif
Franklin street. No damage.
January 3. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Ada Rayno on Webster street. No
damage.
January 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Azard Brassard on Cross Road. No
damage.
January 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Charles B. Prescott and occupied by Edward Laplante
on Wells street. No damage.
January 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Rev. J. J. Brophy and occupied by George Lane at 96
School street. No damage.
January 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Azard Brassard on Cross Road. No
damage.
January 5. Still alarm for fire in auto owned by Ernest
Michaud at 35 Elkins street. Cause, defective wire. No
damage.
January 11. Still alarm for fire in stacks at saw shop
owned and occupied by G. W. Griffin Co. on Memorial
street. No damage.
60 ClTV OF FRANKLIN
January 11. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Mary Philbrick on New Hampton Road.
No damage.
January 13. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Leonard C. Leighton on East Pleasant
street. No damage.
January 15. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Edward Crowley at 753 Central street.
No damage.
January 19. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Joseph Marceau at 174 Franklin
street. No damage.
January 19. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Hebert Mfg. Co. and occupied by Alphonse Laclair.
No damage.
January 21. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Dr. C. P. Leclerc at 138 Sanborn street.
No damage.
January 23. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Mrs. E. S. Edmunds and occupied by William Leclair
Jr. at 18 Pine street. No damage.
January 23. Box Zl . False alarm.
January 24. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Milo Unwin on Depot street. No
damage.
January 31. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Milo Unwin on Depot street. No damage.
January 31. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Milo Unwin on Depot street. No damage.
February 1. Still alarm for chimney fire in building
owned by Dr. C. W. Adams and occuo'ed by Dana Young
as lunch room. No damage.
FIRR DEPARTMENT 61
February 1. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owne'i
and occupied by Philip Jalbert at 14 Elkins street. No
damage.
February 1. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by John Shepard and occupied by Elliott C. Healey at 11
Pine street. No damage.
February 1. Still alarm for fire in auto in garage owned
by Louis H. Douphinett on Central street. No damage.
February 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by E. D. Kelley and occupied by William Drapeau on East
Bow street. No damage.
February 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in tenement
house owned by Mrs. H. Wells at 105 Salisbury street.
No damage.
February 3. Still alarm for chimney fire in Baptist
Church. No damage.
February 5. Box 16. Alarm for fire in house owned
by Charles B. Prescott and occupied by Edward Laplante
on Wells street. Damage $10, covered by insurance. No
loss.
February 6. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by George Burres at 78 Central street. No
damage.
February 6. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Franklin Needle Co. and occupied by Leonard Piper
on I^orth Main street. No damage.
February 9. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Edward Rocheleau at 30 West High street. No damage.
February 11. Still alarm for chimney fire in house on
Chestnut street owned by Lawrence Klisczski. No
damage.
February 15. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Charles Dodge at 41 Summit street.
No damage.
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February 17. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by A. V. Gilkerson on Franklin street.
No damage.
February 17. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by George Foster at 31 Prospect
street. No damage.
February 18. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Shepard Brothers and occupied by P. Hebert
on Sanborn street. No damage.
February 19. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Chadwick & Kidder and occupied by Elmer Her-
bert on East Bow street. No damage.
February 18. Still alarm for chimney ifire in house
owned and occupied by Mrs. George Dimn at 195 Frank-
lin street. No damage.
February 20. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Mrs. E. S. Edmunds and occupied by James Frye
at 18 Pine street. No damage.
Fe'bruary 21. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Edward Rocheleau at 30 West
High street. No damage.
February 21. Still alarm for chimney fire at 20 Elkins
street. No damage.
February 22. Box 17. Alarm for chimney fire in brick
block owned by Frank N. Parsons and occupied by Warren
Danforth. No damage.
February 22. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Shepard Brothers and occupied by Edward Joyal
at 83 Sanborn street. No damage.
February 25. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Hector Dion on Central street. No
damage.
February 25. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Hebert Mfg. Co. and occupied by Wilfred
Gignac on Willow street. No damage.
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February 25. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Sulloway Mills on Central street. No damage.
February 26. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Leander LaLime on Anderson
avenue. No damage.
FelDruary 26. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Arline Rogers at 20 Maple street.
No damage.
February 29. Still alarm for fire around steam pipe in
building owned by Leach and Proctor on Central street.
No damage.
March 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Mabel Philbrick on New Hampton Road.
No damage.
March 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Franklin Needle Company and occupied by Leonard
Piper on North Main street. No damage.
March 3. Box 47. Alarm for fire in house owned and
occupied by Clarence Hill on South Prospect street.
March 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by James Nowell on Summit street. No
damage.
March 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house occupied
by Mrs. E. Schalt on Smith Hill. No damage.
March 5. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Mrs. Warren Heath and occupied by J. Chowen on
Glenwood avenue. No damage.
March 5. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by James Nowell on Summit street. No
damage.
March 8. Still alarm for chimney fire in Shepard block
on Memorial street owned by Shepard Brothers. No
damage.
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March 10. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Harry Jaffe at 11 Anderson avenue. No
damage.
March 16. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Wilfred St. Cyr on New Hampton Road.
No damage.
March 16. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by J. Henry MacDonald on Summit street.
No damage.
March 21. 5 blows. Fire in farm building of F. A.
Muzzey in Salisbury.
March 23. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Paul M. Watts on Sanborn Road. No
damage.
March 23. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Charles H. Bean Jr. at 18 Highland
avenue. No damage.
March 24. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by John Astbury at 11 South Main street.
No damage.
March 26. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Wiggin Gilman at 14 South Main street. No damage.
March 27. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by E. Beaupre at 21 Spring street. No
damage.
March 28. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by C. Beaupre on Webster street. No
damage.
April 1. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
James Auger on Elkins street. No damage.
April 2. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
Joseph Bolduc on Glenwood avenue. No damage.
April 6. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
Frank N. Parsons on South Main street. No damage.
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April 6. Six blows. Brush fire on land owned by
Harry Michie on Salisbury Road. No damage.
April 6. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
William Leclair on plains. No damage.
April 7. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Perlie D. Smith and occupied by John Dodge at 98
Summit street. No damage.
April 11. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Leonard C. Leighton on East Pleasant
street. No damage.
April 11. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
H. L. Powell. No damage.
April 11. Box 53. Alarm for fire in house owned by
Mrs. Robert Whitehead and occupied by Joseph Whitehead
on Elkins street. No damage. Cause, oil stove over
heated.
April 15. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Mrs. Elias Ayles and occupied by Harry Burton on
Ayles Court. No damage.
April 17. Still alarm for chimney fire in house occupied
by R. Stevens on Summit street. No damage.
April 17. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Charles B. Prescott and occupied by Stephen Dustin on
North Main street. No damage.
April 17. Five blows. Alarm for fire on roof of house
owned and occupied by A. M. Kelley at Hill.
April 18. Box 12. Grass fire on land owned by Boston
Excelsior Company on North Main street. Set by train.
April 21. Box 21. Alarm for fire in chimney of house
owned by E. D. Kelley and occupied by William Drapeau
on East Bow street. No damage.
April 21. Still alarm for brush fire on land owned by
Mrs. E. S. Edmunds on South Franklin street. No
damage.
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April 21. Still alarm for fire in leaves on land owned
by Baptist Church on School street. No damage.
April 22. Still alarm for fire in cellar of house owned
by Mrs. H. W. Burleigh on South Main street. No
damage.
April 24. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
Horace Wells on South Main street. No damage.
April 25. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Perley Whitehead on Prospect street.
No damage.
May 4. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by W. S. Kimball at 34 Central street. No
damage.
May 7. Still alarm for chimney fire in house occupied
by Mrs. Bunnell on Salisbury street. No damage.
May 9. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by John Wise at 90 South Main street. No
damage.
May 10. Still alarm for fire on land owned by City of
Franklin on South Prospect street. No damage.
May 12. Still alarm for chimney fire in building owned
by D. J. Rousseau on Central street. No damage.
May 13. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
Louis Stevens and occupied by Edward Willard on Pleas-
ant street. No damage.
May 13. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
George E. Clark on South Main street. No damage.
May 13. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Arthur Duhamel at 53 Prospect street.
No damage.
May 14. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned and
occupied by George E. Clark on South Main street. No
damage.
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May 16. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned by
Nellie Ferrin and occupied by Grover Welters at 62 Maple
Square. No damage.
May 17. Still alarm for chimney fire at 72 Summit
street. No damage.
May 18. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Charles Prescott and occupied by E. Lewis on North
Main street. No damage.
May 18. Still alarm for chimney fire in house occupied
by Roy Stevens on Summit street. No damage.
May 23. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned by
Charles Prescott on North Main street. No damage.
May 24. Still alarm for chimney fire in block owned
by Frank N. Parsons and occupied by Warren Danforth
on North Main street. No damage.
June 10. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Edward L. Welch at 19 Pine street. No
damage.
June 12. Grass fire on B. & M. Railroad land on Hill
Road. No damage.
June 14. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned by
Arthur Simonds ofif Hill Road. No damage.
June 17. Still alarm for rubbish fire in rear of Baker
Shop on West Bow street. No damage.
June 18. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Perley Smith and occupied by John Dodge at 88 Summit
street. No damage.
June 23. Still alarm for fire in tempering room at
Franklin Needle Company's on North Main street. No
damage.
June 24. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Lee Sargent on Gilman street. No
damas^e.
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July 7. Six blows. Alarm for fire in shop owned by
Winter Hill Ice Co. at East Andover.
July 8. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by William Annis on North Main street. No
damage.
July 10. Box 42. Alarm for fire in Ford car at Web-
ster Lake. No damage.
July 10. Five blows. False alarm for fire at East
Andover.
July 13. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Ralph Raffaelly and occupied by George Masse. No
damage.
July 16. Still alarm for chimney fire in house on Chest-
nut street owned and occupied by Lawrence Klisczski.
No damage.
July 21. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Charles B. Prescott and occupied byThomas Keating
at 26 Pemigewasset street. No damage.
August 21. Call for Lungmotor to Webster Lake.
August 27. Still alarm for fire in auto owned by Al-
phonse Beaupre on Spring street. No damage.
August 30. False alarm caused by tree falling across
wires at Franklin Junction.
September 4. Box 25. Alarm for fire in building
owned by Joseph Kropp and occupied by fruit store of
Harry Kyrka, clothing store of Bernard Dinkin, furniture
store of Kropp Furniture Company on ground floor and
by tenements on second and third floors. Value of build-
ing, $18,000; insurance on building $12,000. Damage to
building, $3,260; insurance paid, $3,260. Value of con-
tents of rooms on second and third floors, $1,000; insur-
ance on contents of rooms $500; damage $186, insurance
paid $186. Value of contents of Kropp Furniture Co.,
$9,000; damage to furniture, $2,260; insurance on furni-
ture, $6,000; insurance paid, $2,260. Value of contents
in Dinkin Dry Goods Store, $3,000 ; damage to contents,
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$2,500; insurance on $2,500; insurance paid $1,800; loss
$700. Value of Kyrka Fruit Co., $4,000; damage to,
$4,000; insurance on, $3,500, insurance paid, $1,790; loss
$2,310.
September 17. Five blows. Alarm for fire in farm
buildings owned and occupied by Joseph Williams on Salis-
bury Road. Value of buildings $5,000, damage to build-
ings $5,000; insurance on buildings $1,500, insurance paid
$1,500. Value of contents $1,500. damage to contents
$1,500; insurance on contents $500, insurance paid $500.
Loss $4,500. Set by lightning.
September 22. Box 22. Alarm for fire in house owned
by John Lemire and occupied by George St. Louis on
Grove street. No damage.
September 27. False alarm. Box 27.
October 2. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Sherman Davenport on Salisbury Road.
No damage. •
October 4. Still alarm for fire in farm buildings owned
and occupied bv Mrs. Warren Webster on Smith Hill Road.
Value of buildings $35,000, damage to buildings $35,000;
insurance on buildings $4,000, insurance paid $3,564.
\^alue of contents $5,000, damage to contents $5,000; in-
surance on contents, none ; insurance paid, none. Loss,
$36,436.
October 6. Still alarm for fire in rubbish in Freight
Yard of Boston & Maine Railroad on River street. No
damage.-
October 8. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by Mrs. Charles Dodge at 41 Summit street.
No damage.
October 10. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
and occupied by George E. Clark on Central street. No
damage.
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October 11. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned
by Boston and Maine Railroad at Franklin Junction. No
damage.
October 16. Still alarm for fire around gasoline pump
at filling station owned by Frank Buczynski on West
Bow street. No damage.
October 29. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by Rev. J. J. Brophy on School street. No damage.
October 30. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Harry Gilchrist and occupied by Joseph Bre-
conier on Anderson avenue. No damage.
October 31. Still alarm for chimney fire in house owned
by J. P. Blais at 16 South Main street. No damage.
November 1. Still alarm for brush fire on land owned
by Charles Slack on Plains. No damage.
November 6. Still alarm for chimney fire in building
occupied by William Darling and oWned by Kenrick Es-
tate on North Main street. No damage.
November 6. Four blows. Alarm for lost children of
W. A. Gilson on Lake Road.
November 8. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Peter Lasante. No damage.
November 12. Still alarm for grass fire on land owned
by Mrs. Florence K. Hackett on South Main street. No
damage.
November 15. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Louis Tessier at 27 Chestnut street.
No damage.
November 24. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
occupied by Leon Trottier at 61 Elkins street. No damage.
November 26. Still alarm for chimney fire .in house
owned and occupied by Woodbury Crowley on Salisbury
street. No damage.
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November 27. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Joseph A. Pinard at 173 Franklin
street. No damage.
November 29. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
occupied by W. Haines on South Main street. No damage.
Novem])er 30. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
occupied by A. H. Marceau at 72) Franklin street. No
damage.
December 1. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by J. P. Blais and occupied by Charles Dorval on
Pemigewasset street. No damage.
December 8. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by David Barg on West Bow street.
No damage.
December 9. Box 53. Alarm for fire in house and
garage owned and occupied by Maurice Deshaies on West
High street. Value of property, $8,000; damage to pro-
perty, $1,800. Insurance on, $4,000; insurance paid,
$1,800. No loss.
December 9. Still alarm for chimnev fire in house
owned and occupied Ijy Edward C. Crowley at 753 Central
street. No damage.
December 10. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Will'am Ralph at 144 Railroad
street. No damage.
December 12. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Ernest Petelle on East Pleasant
street. No damage.
December 15. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by George Foster at 31 Prospect
street. No damage.
December 16. Box 42. Alarm for fire in Ford car
owned by Harry Bushman on Plains.
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Deceml^er 22. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Perley Whitehead on Prospect
street. No damage.
December 23. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned and occupied by Milo Unwin on Depot street. No
damage.
December 27. Box 13. Alarm for fire in house owned
by Tyler Robinson on Plains. Value of building, $1,000,
damage to building $1,000; insurance on building, $600,
insurance paid, $600. Value of contents $500, damage to
contents $500, covered by insurance. Cause unknown.
December 30. Still alarm for chimney fire in house
owned by Lucien Courtois and occupied by Eugene Cote
on Sanborn street. No damage.
Number of bell alarms, 23.
Number of still alarms, 135.
Number of false alarms, 4.
Number of grass fires, 15.
Number of brush fires, 4.
Number of auto fires, 5.
Number of gasoline fires, 1.
Number of oil fires, 3.
Number of rubbish fires, 2.
Number of calls for lungmotor, 1.
Number of calls for missing persons, 1.
Number of chimney fires, 106.
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Report of Engine Company, No. 1
Number of alarms answered, 40.
Number of bell alarms answered, 20.
Number of still alarms answered, 17.
Number of false alarms answered, 3.
Number of miles traveled, 159.
Number of feet of hose laid, 4150.
Number of gallons of chemical used, 300.
Number of feet of ladders used, 96.
Number of hours pumping at fires, 2.
Report of Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1
Number of alarms answered, 19.
Number of bell alarms answered, 15.
Number of still alarms answered, 4.
Number of false alarms answered, 2.
Number of gallons of chemical used. 35.
Number of feet of ladders used, 605.
Number of feet of hose laid, 500.
Number of miles traveled, 42.8.
Report of Hose Company, No. 1
Number of alarms answered; 48.
Number of bell alarms answered, 16.
Number of still alarms answered, 28,
Number of false alarms answered, 4.
Number of feet of hose laid, 300.
Number of gallons of chemical used, 175.
Report of Oakland Chimney Fire Truck
Approximate number of miles traveled at fires, 190.
Number of gallons of chemical used. 532.
Number of still alarms answered. 107.
Number of bell alarms answered, 13.
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Regulations of the Franklin Fire Department
Adopted December 20, 1909.
Section 1. The fire department of the City of Frank-
lin shall be composed of a c'hief engineer, first assistant
engineer, second assistant engineer, and a superintendent
of fire alarms, who shall each be appointed by the city
council ; combination chemical and pumper company to
consist of fifteen men, one hose company to consist of
ten men and one hook and ladder company to consist of
fifteen men.
Section 2. The chief engineer and two assistant en-
gineers shall constitute a board of engineers and shall
exercise the power of firewards.
Section 3. The chief engineer and each assistant en-
gineer shall hold 'his office and perform his duties until
his successor takes his oath of office.
Section 4. The City Council, for cause, after hearing,
may remove from office the chief engineer or any as-
sistant engineer.
Chief Engineer
Section 5. The chief engineer shall have sole com-
mand over all persons present at fires whether members
of the fire department or not.
Article 1. He shall direct all proper measures for
extinguishing fires, protecting property, preserving order
at fires, and enforcing laws, ordinances and regulations
regarding fires.
Article 2. He shall have charge of and examine into
the condition of all fire apparatus, fire alarm system,
houses and all fire department property and shall cause
needed repairs to be made under the direction of the
committee on fire department of the City Council.
Article 3. He shall certify all pay rolls and bills
against the department and shall be responsible for the
care of all property connected with the fire department.
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Article 4. In the absence of the chief engineer the
next engineer in rank, who may be present, shall have
power to perform the duties of the chief engineer.
Board of Engineers
Section 6. The board of engineers shall inspect and
make themselves familiar with all shops, factories, hotels,
tenement houses, public buildings, halls, churches and
schoolhouses once a year, and study the location of all
hydrants and generally inform themselves in all matters
pertaining to their duties.
Article 1. They shall have control of all persons ap-
pointed to serve in any company of the fire department
and shall have power to direct and control the labor of
all persons present at a fire.
Article 2. They may from time to time make and
enforce such regulations for the government of the de-
partment as they deem proper.
Article 3. They may establish such regulations re-
specting public safety, kindling, guarding, safe keeping,
prevention, and extinguishment of fires, and for the re-
mo\'al of combustibles from any place, and the keeping
or storing of explosives, as they think expedient, which
shall be signed by a major part of them, approved by the
Council and recorded by the city clerk, and attested
copies posted in two or more public places in the city
thirty days before they shall take effect.
(a) Penalties not exceeding ten dollars for each
offense may be prescribed for breach of such regulations
and such regulations shall remain in force until altered
or annulled.
Article 4. They shall examine the qualifications and
fitness of all applicants for membership in the depart-
ment and no person, whose application has not been
approved by a majority of the board of engineers, shall
1)ecome a member of the company.
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Article 5. At the first meeting in each year, after the
qualification of the engineers, they shall proceed to elect,
by a majority vote, a clerk of the board of engineers, a
captain, a lieutenant and a clerk for each company, each
of whom shall hold ofiice until his successor is elected.
Article 6. Any member of any company may be dis-
missed from the department or from office in a company
by two-thirds vote of the board present.
Article 7. They shall in conjunction with the annual
report of the chief engineer, make recommendations as
to the needs of the department.
Article 8. Every engineer shall cause any fire deemed
by him to be dangerous, in any street or elsewhere to be
extinguished or removed.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm
Section 7. The fire alarm system shall be under the
control of the chief engineer, with direct supervision by
a superintendent of fire alarm, who shall be elected by
the Council.
Committee on Fire Department
Section 8. Article 1. They shall direct all repairs of
the houses, fire alarm system, and fire apparatus.
Article 2. They in conjunction with the board of en-
gineers shall hold meetings on the last Wednesday of
each month.
Adopted December 5 and 19, 1910.
Amended May 20, 1918.
1. That the salary of the chief engineer be $150 a year
and 75 cents per hour for actual service at fires. It is
understood under this arrangement that he shall not
put in any time except for fires.
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2. That the number of assistant engineers shall be
two, and that the salaries of each shall be $50 per year
and 75 cents per hour for actual service at fires. Also
that two alternates from the regular force be appointed
by the chief engineer on January 1, to serve in absence
of assistant engineer at a proportionate salary.
3. That the clerk of the Board of Engineers shall
receive a salary of $15 per year for his services.
4. That the members of the various companies shall
each receive a salary of $25 per year and 50 cents per
hour for all services.
. 5. That the Superintendent of Fire Alarm shall attend
to all repairs on the fire alarm system.
Under this head it is understood that he shall at all
times keep the line clear of trees and branc'hes and other
obstructions and shall not receive extra pay except for
manual labor ; that he shall attend to the winding of all
clocks and see that the house man at the Central Fire
Station takes proper care of the storage batteries and
switch board ; and he shall see to the procuring of supplies
for the whole system through the purchasing agent, with
the approval of the chief engineer and fire department
committee.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
1928.
Jan. 1, Balance of 1927 account
from Resources and
Liabilities $1,316 44
June 11, Appropriation 13,000 00
Received :-
—
John Heath, for stove 10 00
J. W. Quimby, for use of
syphon 5 00
Town of Salisbury, for
services 46 50
Boston & Maine R. R., for
brush fires 14 00
State Treasurer, for forest
bills 17 22
Ernest Murphy, for stove
funnel 2 00
Standard Oil Co., for serv-
ices 13 00
Winter Hill Ice Co., for
services 50 00
Franklin Needle Co., for
Foamite 2 45
Town of Hill, for services 26 50
State Treasurer, for put-
ting up forest fire signs 5 10
F. N. Parsons and A. J.
Davis for burning
grass 7 00
Transfer to Sewer Main-
tenance, hose 15 00
Paid :—
General Expense $11,875 19
Fire Alarm 2,304 59
Balance to transfer ac-
count, unexpended . . . 350 43
$14,530 21 $14,530 21
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• Charles R. Dodge, labor at Ward One
Engine House
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal . .
C. P. Stevens Co., screws and hinges
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts
for trucks
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending March 10 ....
Pay Roll, week ending March 17 ....
Pay Roll, week ending March 24 ....
Pay Roll, week ending March 31 ....
S. E. Stevens, books for recording
fires
C. A. Dorval, distilled water
Franklin Light & Power Co.. lamps . .
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., oil and
grease
Arthur H. Blanchard, repairing nozzle
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts . .
Judkins & Wallace, labor and supplies
Engine Co. No. 1, pay roll
Hose Co. No. 1, pay roll
H. & L. Co. No. 1, pay roll
May 7, Pay Roll, week ending April 7
Pay Roll, week ending April 14 ....
Pay Roll, week ending April 21 ....
Pal Roll, week ending April 28 ....
Pay Roll, week ending May 5
Fabric Fire Hose Co.. hose
Maurice Dodge, posting forest fire
notices
Wm. H. Martin, surveying and pipe
for posts
Prescott's Garage, repairs and parts
Charles R. Dodge, labor at Hose No.
1 Fire House
Towne & Robie, advertising
C. P. Stevens, supplies
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
June 4, Pay Roll, week ending May 12 ....
Pay Roll, week ending May 19 ....
Pay Roll, week ending May 26 ....
Pay Roll, week ending June 2 . . •
60 42
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C. P. Stevens, supplies
Keegan & French, paint and oil ....
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts . .
S. E. Stevens, printing
C. A. Dorval & Co., supplies
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on generator
July 6, Pay Roll, week ending June 9
Pay Roll, week ending June 16 ....
Pay Roll, week ending June 23 ....
Pay Roll, week ending June 30 ....
Cloverdale Co., lard
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on chargers
Mack Motor Truck Co.. repairs ....
Holmes & Nelson Co., cheese cloth . .
Gignac & Gerry, lunches
American Lafrance Fire Engine Co.,
valve springs
Prescott's Garage, labor and supplies
Benson Auto Co., tar remover
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
H. E. Colby, services as chief engineer
John E. Cunningham, services as as-
sistant engineer 46 00
Leslie Boomhower, services as as-
sistant engineer and fire warden 100 75
Aug. 6, Pav Roll, week ending July 7 93 00
Pay Roll, week ending July 14 93 00
Pay Roll, week ending July 21 93 00
Pay Roll, week ending July 28 93 00
Pay Roll, week ending Aug. 4 93 00
Niles Machine Co., head for blinker 45 00
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots 5 38
Prescott's Garage, labor 2 25
American Lafrance & Foamite Ind.,
foamite recharges 14 59
American Lafrance Fire Engine Co.,
repairing truck 54 17
Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing radiator.. 1 75
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 52
Geo. W. Griffin, sketch plans 150 00
3
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Jtidkins & Wallace, pipe 62
C. A. Dorval & Co., trouble light and
distilled water 3 50
Jean M. Shaw, insurance premiums
on fire trucks
Sept. 5, Pay Roll, week ending Aug. 11 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Aug. 18 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Aug. 25 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 1
Beaupre Bros. Foundry, aluminum
castings for fire truck
Tudkins & Wallace, repairing leak . .
Mack Motor Truck Co., felt
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 8
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 15 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 22 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Sept. 29 ....
L. J. Cherrier, grates for boiler ....
Leslie Boomhower, excavating under
Ward 1 Engine House
C. A. Dorval & Co., tar remover ....
Edwin H. Sweatt, repairing floor
reel house ,. .
S. E. Stevens, time books
Milo Unwin, excavating under Engine
House
T. F. Clifford, insurance premium . .
Hose Co. No. 1, pay roll
H. & L. Co. No. 1, pay roll
Engine Co. No. 1, pay roll
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending Oct. 6
Pay Roll, week ending Oct. 13
Pay Roll, week ending Oct. 20
Pay Roll, week ending Oct. 27
Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 3
Keegan & French, paint and brushes
Prescott's Garage, repairs on trucks
and oil
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber




American La franee & Foamite Inds.,
supplies 1 26
Sulloway Mills, carboy of acid 4 99
Russell & Foster, lumber
Dion Bros., wood and coal
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
J. M. Hardy, supplies
Benson Auto Co., repairs
Edwin H. Sweatt, repairs at Ward
One Engine House
C. P. Stevens, supplies
Judkins & Wallace, installing toilet in
\Vard One Engine House
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 10 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 17 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Nov. 24 ....
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 1
Chas. E. Douphinett, coal
Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing tank
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Dr. J. B. Woodman, service rendered
injured firemen
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., oil
C. P. Stevens, supplies
Leon R. Sargent, cementing cellar
floor Ward 1 Engine House . . .
Dec. 18, Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 8
Pay Roll, week ending Dec. 18
Archie H. Morrill, installing light,
Hose No. 1 House
Prescott's Garage, labor and parts . .
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies
Louis J. Cherrier, union, nipple ....
W. S. Stewart, time book
Solomon & Barg, mittens
H. A. Griffin, alcohol
C. A. Dorval & Co., supplies
Dion Brothers, coal
Gignac & Gerry, lunches for firemen
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Benson Auto Co., labor
E. C. Melendy, repairing tire
13
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Chase & Dearborn, repairs and serv-
ice car
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
H. E. Colby services as chief en-
gineer
John E. Cunningham, services as as-
sistant engineer
Leslie N. Boomhower, services as
assistant engineer
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights to
Sept. 1st
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
to Dec. 1st
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service for
year
•Transfer from heating plant, coal
Transfer from Highway Department
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FIRE ALARM HOUSE
1928.
June 11. Appropriation $2.000 00
Paid :—
July 6, Leon A. Howe, cash on ac-
count of contract . . .-. $450 00
Leon A. Howe, cash on ac-
count of contract .... 100 00
Leon A. Howe, cash on ac-
count of contract .... 350 00
Keegan & French, paint
and brush 4 65
Aug. 6, Leon A. Howe, cash on
account of contract . . 150 00
Leon A. Howe, cash on
account of contract . . 450 00
C. P. Stevens Co.. sup-
plies 16 20
Pay Roll, month of July 36 25
Judkins & Wallace, pipe. . 4 62
Leon A. Howe, mason
work 70 60
Sept. 5, Leon A. Howe, cash on
account of contract . . 400 00
Leon A. Howe, cash on
account of contract . . 52 50
Keegan & French, supplies 2 80
PVanklin Water Works,
labor 35 60
Dec. 3, Public Service Co. of N.
H.. supplies 50 60
18. Public Service Co. of N.
H.. supplies 7 65
Archie Morrill, installing
lights 69 84
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn .... 251 31
$2,251 31 $2,251 31
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
for the Year 1928
I herewith submit my report for the year ending De-
cember 31st, 1928. There have been 74 criminal cases for
the following offenses.
Assault 4




Failure to return to scene of auto accident 2
Illegal possession of liquor 3
Keeping liquor for sale 1
Larceny 4
Manufacturing liquor illegally 1
Non-support 1
Operating automobile under influence of liquor. . . 10
( )perating automobile not registered 3
Operating automobile without license 1
Reckless driving of automobile 3
Transportation of liquor 1
Unlawful transfer of automobile plates 2
Violation of automobile speed laws 2
Violation of Fish and Game laws 2
\'iolation of parking ordinance 1
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN MANCHESTER. City Marshal
CITY OF P'RANKLIN
MUNICIPAL COURT OF FRANKLIN
The number of cases entered for the fiscal year beginning
December 15, 1927 and ending December 15, 1928 was
seventy-nine which were disposed of as follows
:
Sentenced to pay fine and costs M
Sentenced to pay costs 3
Sentenced to House of Correction and to pay fine
and costs 2
Sentenced to pay fine and costs, House of Correction
sentence suspended 11
Sentenced to pay costs, House of Correction Sen-
tence suspended 5
Sentenced to pay costs. House of Correction Sen-
tence 3
Sentenced to jail 2
Sentenced to House of Correction and furnish bond
to keep peace 1
Continued 2
Committed to House of Correction in Default of
fine and costs 10
Bound over to Superior Court 2






Balance to City Treasurer $931 6C
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD L. WELCH, Clerk.
policf; department 89
REPORT OF PROBATION OFFICER
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
:
During the year 1928 the following cases have been





Massachusetts Department of Correction 1
By order of the Juvenile Court two juveniles were
placed in the Industrial School awaiting action by the
Superior Court.
Respectfully submitted,
WILTON E. CROSS, Probation Officer.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
1928.
June 11. Appropriation $6,500 00
Received from
:
Municipal Court, fines and
costs 932 80
A. Beaupre, for telephone
and telegraph 16 45
Isaac Jeanson, for services
of men 4 00
Boston & Maine R. R., for
police service at Ken-
rick underpass 2,462 99




Feb. 6, Western Union Telegraph
Co., telegrams $4 30
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lamp 35




Benson Auto Co., use of
automobile 3 00
Alphonse Beaupre, use of
automobile 1 1 50
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 6 04
Earl L. Lawrence, repair-
ing clock 1 50
Peter Shepard, cleaning
police station 2 25
Carpenter's Coach Line,
taxi service 2 00
Mar. 5, Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 3 96
Herbert A. Griffin, flash-
lierht batteries 30
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Alphonse Beaupre, use of
car 8 50
G. A. Rennie, use of car 4 00
Towne & Robie, paper . . 50
Apr. 2, Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 2 92
Thomas F. Clifford, salary
as Judge of Municipal
Court to April 1 150 00
Edward L. Welch, presid-
ing at court 12 00
Judkins & Wallace, repairs 7 15
Prescott's Garage, use of
truck 2 00
Peter Shepard, cleaning
police station 2 00
May 7, G. A. Rennie, use of auto 5 50
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity and
spot light 30 90
Alphonse Beaupre, use of
auto 7 00
H. E. Colby, repairing sign 1 00
E. C. Melendy, supplies
and labor 4 69
John B. Varick Co., police
badges 12 08
W. S. Stewart, batteries
and bulb 75
Henry L. Young, repairing
chairs 8 50
Geo. G. Fowler, motorcycle 200 00
C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps 2 00
June 4. Peter Shepard, cleaning
cells 2 00
H. E. Colby, repairing
traffic post 5 54
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity and
flood light 59 60
G. A. Rennie, use of auto 3 50
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Benson Auto Co.. use of
auto 50
July 6, Archie Morrill, labor and
parts for searchlight 4 95
Howard R. Kelley, supplies 14 60
Peter Shepard, cleaning
cells 2 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co., spotlight and elec-
tricity 30 50
Sanders' Dry Cleaning Co.,
cleaning suits 5 75
Holmes & Nelson Co.,
moth container 1 00
Thomas F. Clififord, salary
as Judge of Municipal
Court to July 1 150 00
E. L. Welch, salary as
Clerk of Court to
July 1 75 00
Wilton E. Cross, salary as
Probation Officer to
July 1 50 00
Niles Machine Co., 1 stop
sign 4 85
E. C. Melendy, labor and
supplies 27 57
G. A. Rennie, use of auto-
mobile 1 00
Gignac '& Gerry, lunches
for prisoners 10 45
Aug. 6, Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 3 16
G. A. Rennie, use of auto-
mobile 75
Towne & Robie, tags .... 3 00
Alphonse Beaupre, use of
auto 11 25
Judkins & Wallace, repairs 10 36
D. J. Rousseau, coats and
hats for police 174 34
POUCE DEPARTMENT 93
H. A. Griffin, flash light
battery
Sept. 5, Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 13
Pay Roll, week ending
Aug. 20
Pav Roll, week ending
\\ug. 27
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 4
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity
Peter Shepard, cleaning
up police station ....
C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps
W. S. Stewart, flash light
battery
Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 11
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 18 ..' .
Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 2
Thomas F. Clifford, salary
as Judge of Municipal
Court to October 1 . .
E. C. Melendy, tire, tube
and oil
Alphonse Beaupre use of
car
Public Service Co. of N.
H., spotlight




Nov. 8, Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 9
Pay Roll, week ending
Oct. 16
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 95
Edward L. Welch, serv-
ices presiding at ses-
sions of Municipal
Court 27 00
Public Service Co. of N.
H., spot light 27 50
Gignac & Gerry, lunches
for prisoners 6 40
Central N. H. Tel. Co..
service for year 1928 167 99
John Manchester, salary
as City Marshal for
year 1928 2,000 00
Loren B. Greeley, serv-
ices as night officer,
year 1928 1,669 50
Warren Danforth, serv-
ices as night officer,
year 1928 1,669 50
Louis Bassett, police serv-
ice, year 1928 800 00
Charles F. Hayden, police
service, year 1928 . . . 7^7 15
Tames P. McCarthy, police
service, year 1928 110 50
Loren B. Greeley, extra
police service, year
1928 57 24
A. H. Manuel, police serv-
ice, year 1928 63 46
Martin Streeter. police ser-
vice, year 1928 148 30
John Hancock, police serv-
ice, year 1928 8 80
Francis Claffey, police
service, year 1928 .. . 4 40
Algot Eliasson, police ser-
vice, year 1928 18 80
L. C. Leighton, police ser-
vice, year 1928 14 00
Benjamin Brown, police
service, year 1928 ... 14 80
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Roy Butler, police service,
MKMORTAL IIALI. 97





Sept. 5, Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage 1 50
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 8 88
Keegan & French, supplies 2 63
judkins & Wallace, repair-
ing leak 55 89
Oct. 1, Shepard Bros., Bon Ami . . 36
A. H. Manuel, police serv-
ice 1 60
Public Service Co. of N.
H.. electricity 14 39
H. E. Colby, fire escape . . 266 50
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage 1 50
Nov. 8, Public Service Co. of N.
H., electricity and
lamps 28 72
Keegan & French, paint. . 4 53
Judkins & Wallace, plumb-
ing 5 00
Eugene Routhier, repair-
ing loose bricks 9 00
Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage 12 00
Dec. 3, Basil E. Rhodes, care of
stage 16 50
John E. St. Clair, tuning
piano 3 50
Public Service Co. of N.
H., electricity 55 53
Judkins & Wallace, plumb-
ing 57 74
Dec. 18, Griflin Drug Co., supplies 2 00
To Resources and Liabili-
ties, 1929 account for
fire escapes 450 00
To Transfer from Heat-
ing Plant 700 00
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To Transfer from Janitor
account '. 460 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn .... 282 00






Cash, costs advertising tax
sales 1 75




Board of Health 615 92
Cemeteries 22 50
Balance to transfer account
overdrawn 71 72
S3,380 72 $3,380 72
Paid :—
Feb. 6. C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps $10 00
Towne 8z Robie, filing cards 2 25
Jean M. Shaw, treasurer's bond .... 60 00
S. E. Stevens, envelopes 2 50
C. H. Bean, rent of box 75
Dennison & Sons, draft book 17 50
Automotive Service Bureau, reprinted
automobile price lists 2 24
Alar. 5. Beach & Belledeu, Inc., wire staples 2 09
C. P. Stevens Co., twine 42
Edmund H. Brown, recording deed . . 87
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints 1 40
Edson C. Eastman, books 22 40
iXCrUKXTALS 101
Towne & Robie, printing 24 50
Apr. 2, Geo. S. French, collector, supplies ... 70 72
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on ballots 55
Franklin Light & Power Co., lamps
for voting booths 2 40
Towne & Robie, advertising and
printing 23 95
C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps for City
Reports 1 65
C. H, Bean, P. M., stamps for in-
ventory blanks 16 68
C. H. Bean, P. M., box rent 75
Geo. S. Davenport, setting up booths 10 00
E. G. & E. W. Leach, tax collector's
bond 50 00
May 7, C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps 10 00
Edmund H. Brown, list of conveyances 14 80
G. A. Rennie, use of auto 50
Edson C. Eastman Co., books .... 1 90
Towne & Robie, City Reports 1,208 25
Towne & Robie, printing 79 50
H. E. Colby, moving hand tub 1 00
W. S. Stewart, supplies 30 69
Geo. S. French, supplies 62 64
Automotive Service Bureau, manual. . 3 91
Beach & Belledeu, pencil sharpener 5 11
July 6, Francis T. Douphinett, decorating
public buildings 134 00
H. E. Colby, making check list board 4 55
A. W. Rowell, Treas., dues for As-
sessors' Association 2 00
Joseph A. Cleary, repainting signs . . 5 00
Towne & Robie, envelopes and paper 3 00
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., signs. . 10 00
American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on signs 74
C. H. Bean, P. M., box rent 75
C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps 10 00
Aug. 6. Harry W. Wallace, abatement of tax 1 36
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
for band 3 00
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Towne & Robie, printing
Irving V. Goss, recording vital sta-
tistics
Sept. 5, American Railway Express Co., ex-
press on tank of oxygen
Lnngmotor Corp., tank of oxygen . .
.
S. E. Stevens, printing
W. S. Stewart, supplies
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints
Franklin Light & Power Co., lighting
band concerts
Oct. 1, R. W. Reynolds, repairing typewriter
Franklin Savings Bank, postage and
insurance on bonds to Boston . . .
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints
Towne & Robie, printing
Nov. 8, C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps and box rent
The First National Bank of Boston,
preparing and certifying bonds. .
The Birmingham Pen Co., pens
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints
Dec. 3, Geo. S. French, collector, supplies . .
C. P. Stevens Co., padlock
C. H. Bean, P. M., stamps
Towne & Robie, envelopes
Geo. S. Davenport, setting up voting
booths
Geo. E. Clark, carrying ballots
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints
Dec. 18, W. S. Stewart, supplies
H. E. Colby, moving hand tub
Alphonse Beaupre, use of car
Automotive Service Bureau, reprints
Towne 8i Robie, printing ballots,
checklists, etc.
J. B. Woodman, M. D., return of
births and deaths
Chas. W. Adams, M. D., return of
deaths






J. Sarah Barney, M. D., return of
death
A. Lagace, M. D., return of births
and deaths
F. J. McQuade, M. D., return of
births and deaths
W. E. Smith, M. D., return of births
and deaths
E. T. Drake, M. D., return of births
and deaths
F. A. Bakeman, M. D., return of
births and deaths
A. A. Beaton, M. D., return of births
and deaths
Irving V. Goss, returning and re-
cording vital statistics
Pay roll, return of marriages . .
.
Central N. H. Telephone Co., service
for year
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.BOARD OF HEALTH
The Board of Health respectfully submits the following
report for 1928
:
Contagious diseases reported for which disinfecting was
necessary, tuberculosis 2, scarlet fever 2, diphtheria 20
with two deaths. A few cases of measles were reported
with no deaths.
The total number of deaths the entire year exclusive of
still borns was 83. The number of bodies brought here
for burial from other places was 36. The dairies of the
milk men have been inspected periodically with a man
from the State Board of Health with the idea of getting
the best possible milk for Franklin.
In concluding this report we wish to thank the Honor-
able Mayor and Councilmen for their hearty support given
us in the performance of our duties.








May 1, Cash from Red Cross for
toxin antitoxin $7 40
Paid :—






Guy Gilman, dead cat 50
Augustas Bill, dead cat 50
Robert M.. Merrill, Jr.,
cat 50
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Lawrence Gauthier, dead
cat 50
Wilfred Heath, dead cat 50
Lawrence Hanks, dead
cat 50
E P. Lemire, bread de-
livered to Jos. Aube
^v'hile quarantined for
diphtheria 1 1 75
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal delivered to
Jos. Aube, while quar-
antined for diphtheria 16 25
Shepard Bros., goods de-
livered to Jos. Aube
while cjuar a n t i n e d
for diphtheria 27 68
J. D. McDonnell, goods
delivered to Ernest
Masse, while quaran-
tined for diphtheria . . 8 00
M. A. Proulx, goods de-
livered to Napoleon
Desroc'h e r, while
quarantined for diph-
theria 22 18
M. J. Surowiec, goods de-
livered to Eugene
Dargie while quaran-
tined for diphtheria. . 25 15
C. W. Auger, milk de-
livered to Nestor Le-
mire, while quaran-
tined for diphtheria. . 5 04
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Chas. E. Douphinett, coal
delivered to Nestor
Lemire while quaran-
tined for diphtheria. . 16 51




Hugh Fraser, butter de-
livered to Nestor Le-
mire while quaran-
tined for diphtheria.. 3 30
Mrs. E. M. Balcom, eggs
delivered to Nestor
Lemire, while quaran-
tined for diphtheria. . 3 00
M. A. Proulx, goods de-
livered to Nestor Le-
mire while quaran-
tined for diphtheria. . 6 85
Dion Bros., wood deliv-
ered to Peter Trottier
while quarantined for
diphtheria 8 00
F. J. Southniayd, goods
delivered to Peter
Trottier while quar-
antined for diphtheria 20 68
Warren E. Gregory, fumi-
gators 73 15
Mar. 5, Kenneth Boo m h o w e r,
bringing in dead cat 50
Raymond Hebert, bring-
ing in dead cat 50
James Auger, meat deliv-
ered to Donat Ther-
rien while quaran-
tined for diphtheria.. 7 50
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Lederle Antitoxin Labo-
ratories 1 44
Nov. 8, Pay Roll, dead cats 2 00
Warren E. Gregory, fu-
migators 9 50
Dec. 3, Pay Roll, dead cats 3 50
18, Griffin Drug Co., fumi-
gators 2 90
Balance to Incidentals. . 615 92
$623 32 $623 32
CEMETERIES
1928.
June 2, Pay Roll, for labor at
Shaw's Corner ceme-
tery $22 50
Transfer to Incidentals. . $22 50
$22 50 $22 50
CLAIMS FOR DAMAGE
1928. Paid :—
July 6, Benj. F. Kimball, for
damage caused by
lack of railing on the
Winnipesaukee river
near the Daniell
bridge . . . : $500 00
Dec. 18, To Transfer Account.... $500 00




June 11, Appropriation $75,889 00
Transfer from Dog
License Account .... 823 41
Paid :—
Jan. 11, W. A. Dussault, treasurer $4.500 00
26, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,000 00
Feb. 8, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,500 00
23, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,500 00
Mar. 6, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 2,500 00
22, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 3,500 00
Apr. 5, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,500 00
19, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4.000 00
May 3, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 2,500 00
17, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 3,500 00
23, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,000 00
June 15, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 3,500 00
28, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 500 00
Sept. 1, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 1,000 00
13, W. A. Dussault, treasurer, 4,500 00
27, W. A. Dussault, treasurer, 4,500 00
Oct. 11, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,500 00
26, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,500 00
Nov. 16, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,700 00
22, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 3,000 00
Dec. 13, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 2,500 00
18, W. A. Dussault, treasurer 4,112 41
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, overdrawn . . . 2,600 00
$79,312 41 $79,312 41
no CITY OF FRANKUN
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $894 83
Paid :—
July 6, W. A. Dussault, treasurer $894 83
$894 83 $894 83
RED CROSS
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $300 00
Paid:—
Dec. 11, Charles H. Scribner,
treasurer $300 00
$300 00 $300 00
LAND DAMAGE PUNCH BROOK ROAD
Paid :—
"Mar. 5, George H. P. Perkins. . . . $100 00
Dec. 18, To Transfer Account . . $100 00
$100 00 $100 00
MEMORIAL DAY
June 11, Appropriation $300 00
Paid :—
4, Arthur E. S'haw Post,
A. L., $300 00




June 11, Appropriation $5,900 00
Paid
:
W. Earle Goss, mayor . . $200 00
W. E. Smith, Secretary
Board of Health and
Milk Inspector 200 00
Wm. S. Stewart, Board of
Health 25 00
John W. Gerry, assessor 300 00
James H. Gerlach, asses-
sor 300 00
J. A. Comire, assessor . . . 300 00
C. Lillian Sleeper, au-
ditor 100 00
W. E. Smith, City Phy-
sician 100 00
W. A. Dassault, City
Treasurer 150 00
E. G. Leach, City Solici-
tor to July 30, 1928.. 116 67
Dennis Edward Sullivan,
City Solicitor July 31,
1928 83 33
Ruth L. Sawyer, assistant
at City Clerk's office 780 00
I. V. Goss, Board of
Health 50 00
I. V. Goss, Overseer of
the Poor 100 00
I. V. Goss, City Clerk and
Clerk of the Board of
Assessors 1,500 00
Pay Rolls, election of-
ficers 947 00
Pay Rolls, drawing jurors 34 00
Jan. 5, C. J. Nourie, on account
of salary as Tax Col-
lector year 1925 and
balance of year 1926 300 00
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C. J. Nourie, balance of
salary as Tax Collec-
tor, year 1925 25 00
19, C. J. Nourie, on account
of salary as Tax Col-
lector, year 1927 .... 160 00
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count unexpended ... 129 00
$5,900 00 $5,900 00
STREET LIGHTING
1928
June 11, Appropriation $8,600 00
Paid :—
May 7, Franklin Light & Power
Co., for quarter end-
ing March 31 $2,137 50
July 6, Franklin' Light & Power
Co., for quarter end-
ing June 30 2,126 02
Oct. 1, Public Service Co., of N.
H., for quarter ending
Sept. 30 2,131 50
Public Service Co. of N.
H., for lights at Web-
ster lake, from June 1
to Oct. 1 90 00
Dec. 18, Public Service Co. of N.
H., for quarter ending
Dec. 31, 1928 2,122 33
Balance to Transfer Ac-
count, overdrawn ... 7 35




Oct. 1, Pay Roll, week ending
Sept. 8 $22 67
To Transfer Account .... $22 67
$22 67 $22 67
JANITOR
1928. Paid :—
Squire Durham $1,380 00
Transfer to Heating Plant ' $920 00
Transfer to Memorial
Hall 460 00
$1,380 00 $1,380 00
TREE WARDEN
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $600 00
Received :
—
From E. G. & E. W.
Leach, insurance re-
fund 14 25
From property owners for




Feb. 6, Pay Roll, week ending
Jan. 21 $11 25
Pay Roll, week ending
Jan. 28 60 00
]\lar. 5, C. H. Bean, postage .... 18 00
Apr. 2, Pay Roll, week ending
'March 10 61 12
Pay Roll, week ending
March 17 88 00
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I [HATING PLANT 115
Paid :—
Feb. 6, Charles B. Dole, trucking
coal $31 50
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on coal 88 39
Charles B. Dole, trucking
coal 32 14
Fay roll, firing boilers ... 2 92
O. M. Ross, installing
switches on blowers in
boiler room 14 02
Pay Roll, week ending
Tan. 28, 1928 1 25
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on coal 526 41
Charles B. Dole, trucking-
coal 28 66
Carbon, Coal & Coke Co.,
coal 120 38
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 16 30
Keegan & French, hoe . . 1 25
Russell Coal Co., coal ... 489 86
Mar. 5, Russell Coal Co., coal ... 146 75
Pav Roll, week ending
^
Feb. 18 7 00
C. B. Dole, trucking coal 31 45
Pay Roll, w^eek ending
Feb. 25 18 00
Pay Roll, week ending
March 3 26 25
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal 275 16
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity 13 39
Apr. 2, C. B. Dole, trucking coal . . 28 83
Pay Roll, week ending
March 10 ^. 7 50
Pay Roll, w'eek ending
March 17 2 75
C. B. Dole, trucking coal . . 28 50
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Russell Coal Co., coal . . .
Franklin Light & Power
Co.. electricity
Wm. H. Martin, repairs
and parts
]\Iay 7, Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal
C. B. Dole, trucking coal
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal
Russell Coal Co., coal . . .
Judkins & Wallace, repairs
Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity
June 4, Franklin Light & Power
Co., electricity
Sept. 5, Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing
wheelbarrow
Wm. H. Martin, changing
pipe
Hebert Mfg. Co., fire clay





John Bowen, cleaning out
chimney
H. E. Colby, repairs ....
Oct. 1. Public Service Co. of N.
H., electricity
Charles B. Dole, trucking
coal
Russell Coal Co., coal . .
.
Boston & Maine, freight
on coal 494 74
Nov. 8, PubHc Service Co. of N.
H., electricity and sup-
plies 12 03
C. P. Stevens Co., bolts . . 32
Wm. H. Martin, repairs on
boiler 119 48
267 50
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Russell Coal Co., coal . . .
Dec. 3, C. B. Dole, trucking coal
Boston & R. R., freight
on coal
Public Service Co. of N.
H., electricity
John H. Bowen, firing
boilers




Central N. H. Tel. Co.,
service for year
Transfer from Janitor ac-
count
Balance to transfer ac-




OVERSEER OF THE POOR
1928.
Paid :—
Irving V. Goss $11,313 65
Bv transfer to Merrimack
County $5,822 06
By transfer to City Poor
Account 5,491 59
$11,313 65 $11,313 65
MERRIMACK COUNTY
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $1,992 27
Feb. 1, By cash, pauper account $1,426 30
By cash, aid to soldiers . . 565 97
Aug. 1, By cash, pauper account 2,614 98
By cash, aid to soldiers.. 1,062 87
Dec. 18, To. transfer from Over-
seer of the Poor ac-
count 5,822 06
To Resources and Lia-
bilities, due from
County 2,144 21
$7,814 33 $7,814 33
COUNTY POOR
Albert Bergeron $47 00
John H. Bowen 143 36
Albert Brouillard • 56 00
Alice A. Chase 193 78
Charles Dorval 248 00
COUNTY POOR 119
Stacy Daigneault 339 67
Charles Dockham 71 87
Louis Duff 6 00
Victoria Doucette 152 75
Florence Durgin 120 86
Louise Davis 25 00
Daniel Emery 6 00
Silas Glines 25 00
Stephen Gray 190 51
Israel Hamel 12 05
Mrs. H. Hawthorne 38 54
Archie Herbert 27 99
Elmer Herbert 123 42
Leroy Herbert 28 05
Walter Jordan 60 00
Burt Kimball 364 47
Harry Lord 68 61
Stephen Martell 55 00
Romeo jMontembeault .... 262 35
John W. Morse 29 90
Marjory Peak 293 69
Mary Perras 179 00
Calvin Smart 55 12
Mary Smith 208 00
Geo. E. Stevens 126 86
Sylvester Sargent 49 00
Donat Therrien . 35 75
A. Thompson 17 05
Leland K. Wescott 303 52
Benj. F. Wyatt 6 00
Thomas Yeo 188 90
Transient Paupers 36 92
Aid to soldiers and their
families 1,626 07
$5,822 06
120 CITY OF FRANKLIN
CITY POOR
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $4,500 00
Paid :—
Pauline Chepley $931 50
Abbie Clark 392 15
Harold Fancy 161 20
George E. Joyal 140 29
Mabel Laramie 12 00
E. D. Kempton 70 00
Ella Kelley 103 65
Margaret Kelley 90 00
Leon Leblanc 243 83
Horace Locke 292 08
Ned Marsh 32 95
Adam Nowaj 401 88
Thomas and Arthur Proulx 220 00
George St. Louis 110 39
Peter Shepard 112 72
William D. Tracy 57 50
Esther Woodhouse 292 08
Aid to soldiers and their
families 1,827 Z7
Balance to transfer ac-
count overdrawn 991 59
$5,491 59 $5,491 59
BAND CONCERTS
1928.
June 11. Appropriation $200 00
Paid :—
Oct. 1, Franklin City Band $200 00
$200 00 $200 00
STATK AND COUNTY TAX 121
WATER COMMISSIONERS
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $1,300 00
Nov. 1. By cash $1,300 00
$1,300 00 $1,300 00
STATE TAX
1928.
Tune 11, Appropriation $21,508 45
Dec. 3, To Monthly Draft $21,508 45
$21,508 45 $21,508 45
COUNTY TAX
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $12,198 25
Dec. 3, To Monthly Draft $12,198 25
$12,198 25 $12,198 25
PUBLIC LIBRARY
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $4,500 00
Paid :—
A. M. Hancock, Treasurer $4,500 00
$4,500 00 $4,500 00




FLOOD DAMAGE LOAN 123
WATER WORKS NOTES OF APRIL 1, 1927
1928.
Tan. 1. From Resources and Lia-
bilities $4,000 00
Paid :—
Apr. 1, Franklin Savings Bank . . $1,000 00
To Resources and Lia-
bilities 3,000 00
$4,000 00 $4,000 00
FLOOD DAMAGE LOAN
1928.
Dec. 19, Borrowed of Franklin
Savings Bank $12,000 00
Dec. 19, To Resources and Lia-
bilities $12,000 00
$12,000 00 $12,000 00
WATER WORKS NOTE OF APRIL 1, 1927
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $1,000 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $1,000 00
$1,000 00 $1,000 00
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LOAN
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $50,000 00
Paid :—
Dec. 18, Franklin Savings Bank . . $4,000 00
To Resources and Lia-
bilities 46,000 00
$50,000 00 $50,000 00
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CENTRAL STREET IMPROVEMENT LOAN
1928.




Aug. 6, Franklin Savings Bank.. $3,000 00
Dec. 18, To Resources and Lia-
bilities 3,000 00
$6,000 00 $6,000 00
ODELL PARK COTTAGE FUND
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $4,000 00
Dec. 18, To Resources and Lia-
bilities $4,000 00
$4,000 00 $4,000 00
ODELL MEMORIAL ARCH FUND
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $4,000 00
Dec. 18, To Resources and Lia-
bilities $4,000 00
$4,000 00 $4,000 00
CENTRAL STREET IMPROVEMENT LOAN
1928.
Jan. 17, Appropriation $3,000 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $3,000 00
$3,000 00 $3,000 00
NEW DAKIELL BRIDGE 125
NESMITH SCHOOL, HEATING PLANT AND
PARK REGISTERED BOND
1928.
Ian. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $30,000 00
Paid :—
June 4, Franklin Saving-s Bank.. $1,500 00
Dec. 18, To Resources and Lia-
bilities 28,500 00
$30,000 00 $30,000 00
NESMITH SCHOOL HEATING PLANT AND
PARK REFUNDING BOND
1928.
Tune 11, Appropriation $1,500 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $1,500 00
$1,500 00 $1,500 00
NEW DANIELL BRIDGE LOAN
1928.
Tan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $33,750 00
Paid :—
Dec. 18, Franklin Savings Bank . . $2,250 00
To Resources and Lia-
bilities 31,500 00
$33,750 00 $33,750 00
NEW DANIELL BRIDGE
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $2,250 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $2,250 00
$2,250 00 $2,250 00
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TEMPORARY LOANS
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $13,000 00
Feb. 9, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10,000 00
Mar. 6, Borrowed, Lucie H. Odell 10,000 00
Mar. 31, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 15,000 00
Apr. 19, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10,000 00
May 9, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10,000 00
16, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10,000 00
June 1, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10,000 00
June 15, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 5,000 00
Aug. 6, Paid Franklin Savings
Bank 88,000 00
Sept. 5, Loaned to Franklin Na-
tional Bank 30,000 00
12, Repaid by Franklin Sav-
tional Bank 10,000 00
28, Repaid by Franklin Na-
tional Bank 10,000 00
Oct. 5, Repaid by Franklin Na-
tional Bank 10,000 00
Nov. 9, Borrowed, Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 12,000 00
Dec. 18, Paid Franklin Savings
Bank 9,000 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities 8,000 00
$135,000 O0$135,000 00
cemete;ry trust funds 127
WATER WORKS REFUNDING BONDS
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $5,000 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $5,000 00
$5,000 00 $5,000 00
MACK CITY SERVICE AND CHEVROLET HOSE
TRUCK LOAN
1928.
June 11, Appropriation $3,000 00
Dec. 18, To Transfer Account .... $3,000 00
$3,000 00 $3,000 00
MACK CITY SERVICE AND CHEVROLET HOSE
TRUCK LOAN
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $9,000 00
Dec. 18, To Monthly Draft ...... $3,000 00
To Resources and Lia-
bilities 6,000 00
$9,000 00 $9,000 00
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
1928.
Cash received $150 00
Paid :—
Aug. 6, C. M. Meader, Adm., cash
refunded on account
of disposing of lot of
J. Ray Sargent $75 00
Dec. 18, Transfer to Trustees of
Trust Funds 75 00
$150 00 $150 00
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LOAN
1928.
Tune 11, Appropriation $4,000 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account $4,000 00
$4,000 00 $4,000 00
BONDED DEBT
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities, Memorial Hall
and Sewer Extension
Refunding- Bonds . . . $50,000 00
Nesmith School, Heating-
Plant and Park Reg-
istered Bond 30,000 00
Water Works Refunding
Bonds 45,000 00
Cash received from sale








tober 1, 1928 $50,000 00
June 1, Franklin Savings Bank,




Oct. 1, Franklin National Bank,
Water Works Re-
funding Bonds 5,000 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities $118,500 00
$175,000 00 $175,000 00
damagf: by bogs 129
DOG LICENSES
Cash received for licenses $1,023 7Z
Paid :—
Mar. 5, Edson C. Eastman Co.,
for license tags $14 24
July 6, David A. Battis, for kill-
ing and burying dog 2 00
Aug. 6, Loren B. Greeley, for kill-
ing and burying dogs 4 00
Sept. 5, Loren B. Greeley, serv-
ices as dog officer and
expense of automo-
biles 60 00




by Dogs Account . . . 935 66
$1,023 7Z $1,023 73
DAMAGE BY DOGS
1928.
Transfer from Dog Li-
cense Account $935 66
Paid :—
Feb. 6, A. F. Foster, sheep killed
by dogs $25 00
Loren B. Greeley, killing
and burying dog .... 2 00
Dec. 3, Perlie D. Smith, hens
killed by dogs 85 25
Transfer to School Ac-
count 823 41
$935 66 $935 66




Treasurer ' $9,408 78
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $9,408 78
$9,408 78 $9,408 78
AUTOMOBILE PERMITS
1928.
Cash received $8,800 24
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $8,800 24
$8,800 24 $8,800 24
BILLIARD AND POOL TABLE LICENSES
1928.
Cash received $113 33
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $113 33
$113 33 $113 33
JUNK DEALERS' LICENSES
1928.
Cash received $30 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $30 00




Cash received $357 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $357 00
$357 00 $357 00
MILK DEALERS' LICENSES
1928.
Cash received $69 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $69 00
$69 00 $69 00
LIQUOR PERMITS
1928.
Cash received $1 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $1 00
$1 00 $1 00
CANDIDATES' FEES
1928.
Cash received $20 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts $20 00
$20 00 $20 00
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SUNDRY RECEIPTS
1928.
Interest, Tax on Intan-
gibles
FLOOD damage; account 133
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1928.
Jan. 1, From Resources and Lia-
bilities $13,266 88
3, By Cash from State
Treasurer $8,948 16
Feb. 1, B}' Cash from State
Treasurer 4,298 72
Dec. 18, Due City from Trunk
Line Maintenance Ac-
count 81 94
Due City from State Aid
Maintenance Account 1,279 35
Due City from State Aid
Construction Account 1,645 83
To Transfer Account, dif-
ference in account. . 20 00
Balance to Resources and
Liabilities, due City.. 3,007 12
$16,274 00 $16,274 00
FLOOD DAMAGE ACCOUNT
1928.
Dec. 18, Transferred from High-






Proctor avenue $10,855 54
To Transfer Account . . . $10,855 54
$10,855 54$10,855 54
In addition to the above, there was expended for flood
damage in November and December 1927, $2,905.35,
making the total expenditure $13,760.89.
134 CITY OF FRANKLIN
ODELL MEMORIAL ARCH FUND
"V^ote passed April 7, 1913
That, the City of Franklin hereby accepts the sum of
two thousand dollars given to said city, March 3, 1913, by
Mrs. Herman J. Odell, same to be known as the "Odell
Memorial Arch Fund," and said city hereby contracts
and agrees with the said Mrs. Herman J. Odell, her heirs
and assigns, to pay four percent interest annually on said
sum, said interest to be expended by duly authorized
agents of said city for the following purposes only, to
wit:
First. For the care and repair of the Odell Memorial
Arch.
Second. For the lighting of said arch.
Third. Balance for the care of the Odell Park.
It is further voted that a copy of this vote of acceptance
and contract shall be printed annually in the city reports.
Approved.






Sewer ]\Iaintenance 103 99
Garbag-e Removal 2,975 29
Trunk Line Maintenance 2,486 51
Trunk Line IMaintenance Flood Account 880 99
State Aid Maintenance 4,470 74
State Aid Maintenance Flood Account 127 06
State Aid Construction 3,244 77
Federal Aid Reconstruction 97 34
Fire Department 13,675 59
Fire Alarm House 2,251 31
Police 12,029 03
Memorial Hall 1,919 14
Incidentals 2,742 30
Claims for Damage 500 00
Board of Health 623 32
Red Cross 300 00
Land Damage, Punch Brook Road 100 00
Schools 79,312 41
Junior High School 894 83
Memorial Day 300 00
Salaries 5,771 00
Street Lighting 8,607 35
Kenrick LTnderpass 22 67
Janitor 1,380 00
Heating Plant 4,828 65
Tree Warden 815 21
Public Health Nurse 1,503 68
Overseer of the Poor 1 1,313 65
Band Concerts 200 00
State Tax 21,508 45
County Tax 12,198 25
Public Library 4,500 00
Odell Park 500 00
Centennial Celebration 2,874 74
Hospital 1,000 00
Cemeteries 22 50
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Water Works Note of April 1, 1927 1,000 00
Junior High School Loan 4,000 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 3,000 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 2,250 00
Temporary Loans 127,000 00
Mack City Service and Chevrolet Hose Truck
Loan 3,000 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 75 00
Bonded Debt 56,500 00
Interest, Nesmith School Registered Bond. . . L316 25
Interest, Memorial Hall and Sewer Bonds . . 1,750 00
Interest, Water Works Bonds 2,250 00
Interest, Temporary Loans 1,585 21
Interest, Odell Memorial Arch Fund 160 00
Interest, Odell Park Cottage Fund 160 00
Interest, Central Street Improvement Loan . . 240 00
Interest, Water Works Notes of April 1, 1927 190 00
Interest, Cemetery Trust Funds \,\7'& 77
Interest, New Daniell Bridge Loan 1,518 75
Interest, Junior High School Loan 2,250 00
Interest, Mack City Service and Chevrolet
Hose Truck Loan 427 50
Dog Licenses 88 07





Jan. 1, Balance uncollected $120 38
Subsequently assessed . . 55 00
Interest 30 31
Paid City Treasurer bv
by Geo. S. French . .\ $118 79
Balance uncollected 86 90
$205 69 $205 69
1925 List
1928.
Jan. 1, Balance uncollected .... $562 26
Subsecjuent assessments. 36 00
Interest 42 07
Paid City Treasurer by
C. J. Nourie .... $300 00
Paid City Treasurer by
Geo. S. French 215 51
Abatements 44 24
Balance uncollected 80 58
$640 Zi $640 33
1926 List
1928.
Jan. 1, Balance uncollected $1,440 40
Subsequent assessments . 44 00
Interest 68 97
Abatements . . . . • $433 74
Paid City Treasurer by
C. J. Nourie 6 40
Paid City Treasurer by
Geo. S. French 531 20
Discounts 5 53
Balance uncollected 576 50
$1,553 37 $1,553 37
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1927 List
1928.
Jan. 1, Balance uncollected $12,767 63
Interest 243 60
Subsequent assessments. 13 24
Abatements $449 03
Paid City Treasurer by
C. J. Nourie 4,643 49
Paid City Treasurer by
Geo. S. French 6,546 80
Balance uncollected 1,385 15
$13,024 47 $13,024 47
1928 List
Resident Tax List $195,815 48
Non-resident Tax List- . . 17,543 90
National Bank Tax 1,522 00




Paid City Treasurer 201,228 02
Balance uncollected 10,924 15
$216,174 32$216,174 32
GEO. S. FRENCH, Collector.
TREASURER'S REPORT
Receipts
Balance from 1927 $1,837 25
Highways
:
D. -T. Atwood for plowing driveway . . 1 00
I. J. Kelley, for dressing at stable, 1927 26
30
U. S. Fidelity & Guarantee Co., for
damage to Sanborn Bridge 55 00
Central N. H. Tel. Co., for cutting down
and trimming trees
Ernest Murphy, for posts
L. P. Smith, for pumping out cellar ....
Orphans' Home, for use of tractor ....
Franklin Light & Power Co., for cal-
cium chloride
Schools, labor at Junior Pligh School...
State Highway Department
State Highway Dept., freight on roller
State Treasurer, snow account
Ernest Murphy, for labor
For gasoline
Schools, for dynamite
Park Commission, for labor
For junk sold
For cold patch
E. T. Drake, for stone
Franklin Mills, use of trucks 45 33
F. H. Marsh, for plowing walk 5 00
Overseer of the Poor, for sawing and
trucking wood 144 00
M. Steinberg, for damage to traffic
beacon 21 15
W. E. Goss, for cold patch and labor. ... 1 50
52 91
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Franklin Water Works, for gasoline... 71 34
Iv. H. MacAloon, for use of trucks 198 67




Keegan & French, refunded, overpaid . . 18 75
Sewers
:
For permits 71 00




Trunk Line Maintenance Flood Account
:
State Treasurer 1,738 46
State Aid Maintenance Flood Account
:
State Treasurer 436 44
Fire Department
:
John Heath, for stove 10 00
J. W. Quimby, use of siphon 5 00
Town of Salisbury, for services 46 50
Boston & Maine R. R., for services .... 5 50
State Treasurer, for forest fires 17 22
State Treasurer, for putting up signs. . 5 10
F. N. Parsons and A. J. Davis, for burn-
ing grass 7 00
Boston & Maine R. R., brush fires 8 50
Ernest Murphy, for stove funnel 2 00
Standard Oil Co., for services 13 00
Winter Hill Ice Co., for services 50 00
Frankhn Needle Co., for foamite 2 45
Town of Hill, for services 26 50
Sidewalks
:




A. Beaupre, for telephone and telegraph
messages 9 90
F. Beaupre for telephone tolls 6 55
Isaac Jeanson, for services of men .... 4 00
Municipal Court, fines and costs 932 80
Boston & Maine R. R., for police service 2,462 99
Boston Bridge Works, for police service 161 25
Memorial Hall
:
From insurance companies for fire
damage 125 00
Rentals 602 50




Costs for advertising tax sales 1 75
Costs on collection of taxes 7 25
Board of Health
:
Red Cross for toxin antitoxin 7 40
Heating Plant
:
Franklin School District, coal 1,366 92
Public Library, heat 400 00
Franklin School District, heating High
and Hancock Schools 1,400 00
Tree Warden :
E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance refund 14 25
For destroying moths 106 80
Public Health Nurse
:
Hill School District 20 00
Merrimack County
:
Pauper account 4,041 28
Aid to Soldiers 1,628 84
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Water Commissioners
:
On account of Water Main to Ward One 1,300 00
On account of notes of April 1, 1927.. 4,000 00
Temporary Loans
:
Lucie H. Odell 10,000 00
Franklin Savings Bank 82,000 00
Repaid by Franklin National Bank 30,000 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 150 00
Bonded Debt:
From sale of Memorial Hall and Sewer
Extension Bonds 50,000 00
Interest Temporary Loans
:
Franklin National Bank 120 00
Dog Licenses 1,023 7Z
Sundry Receipts
:
Automobile Permits 8,800 24
Billiard and Pool Table Licenses 113 33
Junk Dealers Licenses 30 00
Show Licenses 357 00
Milk Dealers' Licenses 69 00
Liquor Permits 1 00
Candidate Fees 20 00
State Treasurer
:
Interest tax on Intangibles 1 58
Insurance Tax 47 06
Railroad Tax 3,269 40
Savings Bank Tax 14,210 51
Tax on Intangibles, 1928 9,408 78
C. J. Nourie, Collector, 1925 taxes 300 00
C. J. Nourie, Collector, 1926 taxes 6 40
C. J. Nourie, Collector, 1927 taxes 4,643 49
treasurer's report 143
Geo. S. French, Collector, 1924 taxes 118 79
Geo. S. French, Collector, 1925 taxes 215 51
Geo. S. French, Collector, 1926 taxes 531 20
Geo. S. French, Collector, 1927 taxes 6,546 80
Geo. S. French, Collector, 1928 taxes 201,228 02
State of New Hampshire
:
State Aid Construction 1,821 38
State Aid Maintenance 732 74
Trunk Line Maintenance 536 21
Trunk Line Maintenance Flood Account 448 08
State Aid Maintenance Flood Account. . 760 31
Tax on Intangibles, 1927 8,948 16
Flood Damage Loan
:
Franklin Savings Bank 12,000 00
$472,676 77
Disbursements
Paid, Orders of Mayor and Council Nos.
32033 to 33566 inclusive $470,385 65






State Aid INTaintenance to 1029 account $632 76
Water Works notes of April 1. 1927 3,000 00
Junior High School Loan 46,000 00
Central Street Improvement Loan 3,000 00
Odell Park Cottage Fund 4,000 00
Nesmith School. Heating Plant and Park Regis-
tered Bond, issued June 1. 1927, payable
serially, $1,500 per vear for 20 years, be-
ginning June 1. 1928 28,500 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Extension Refund-
ing Bonds, issued Oct. 1. 1928, payable
serially $3,000 per year for ten years and
$2,000 per year for ten years, beginning
October 1. '1929 '..... 50,000 OC
A\'ater Works Refunding Bonds, payable serial-
ly. $6,000 per year for five years and
$5,000 per vear for ten years, beginning
October 1, 1922 ' 40.000 00
Odell Memorial Arch Fund 4.000 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 31,500 00
Temporary Loans, Franklin Savins^s Bank .... 3,000 00
Lucie H. Odell, note ^. 5,000 00
Mack City Service and Chevrolet Hose Truck
Loan 6,000 00
Trustees of Trust Funds. Cemetery Trust Funds 33,676 00
Flood Damage Loan '. 12,000 00
Memorial Hall, balance to 1929 account 450 00
$270,758 76
KKSOL'kCKS AND IJAinLlTlKS 145
Resources
Due from State, Trunk Line Maintenance Ac-
count S 81 94
Due from State, State Aid Maintenance Account 1,279 35
Due from State, State Aid Construction 1,645 83
Due from 1924 Tax List 86 90
Due from 1925 Tax List 80 58
Due from 1926 Tax List 576 50
Due from 1927 Tax List 1,385 15
Due from 1928 Tax List 10,924 15
Due from Merrimack County 2,144 21
Cash in Treasury 2,291 12
Balance indebtedness 250,263 03
$270,758 76
Net debt, December 31, 1927 $253,788 20
Net debt, December 31, 1928 250,263 03
Net decrease of debt 1928 $3,525 17
TRANSFER ACCOUNT
Dr.
To total appropriations $248,430 70
Discounts, 1926 Tax List 5 53
Abatements, 1925 Tax List 44 24
Abatements, 1926 Tax List 433 74
Abatements, 1927 Tax List 449 03
Abatements, 1928 Tax List 934 95
Discounts, 1928 Tax List 3,087 20
Interest Account, overdrawn 548 98
Highways, overdrawn 826 57
Sidewalks, overdrawn 792 12
Garbage Removal, overdrawn 973 44
State Aid Construction, overdrawn 128 54
Fire Alarm House, overdrawn 251 31
Police, overdrawn 1,964 74
Memorial Hall, overdrawn 282 00
Incidentals, overdrawn 71 72
Claims for Damage, no appropriation 500 00
Land Damage, Punch Brook Road, no appro-
priation 100 00
Schools, overdrawn 2,600 00
Street Lighting, overdrawn 7 35
Tree Warden, overdrawn 94 16
City Poor, overdrawn 991 59
Centennial Celebration, overdrawn 374 74
Flood Damage, 1928, no appropriation 10,855 54
Kenrick Underpass, no appropriation 22 67
State of New Hampshire, difference in Trunk
Line Flood Account, 1927 20 00




1928 Tax List $214,881 38
Subsequent Assessments, 1924 Tax List .... 55 (X)
Svibsequent Assessments, 1925 Tax List .... 36 00
Interest, 1926 Tax List 68 97
Interest, 1924 Tax List 30 31
Interest, 1925 Tax List 42 07
Interest, 1927 Tax List 243 60
Subsequent Assessments, 1926 Tax List .... 44 00
Subsequent Assessments, 1927 Tax List .... 13 24
Subsequent Assessments, 1928 Tax List .... 1,204 78
Interest, 1928 Tax List 88 16
Sewers, unexpended 58 96
Sewer Maintenance, unexpended 381 01
Fire Department, unexpended 350 43
Salaries, unexpended 129 00
Heating Plant, unexpended 394 90
Public Health Nurse, unexpended 216 32
Water Commissioners, paid account notes of
April 1, 1927 4,000 00
New Daniell Bridge loan, paid 2,250 00
Central St. Improvement Loan, paid 3,000 00
Water Works Refunding Bonds, paid • 5,000 00
Junior High School, paid 4,000 00
Mack City Service and Chevrolet Hose Truck
Loan 3,000 00
Nesmith School, Heating Plant and Park
Bonds, paid 1,500 00
Water Works Notes of April 1, 1927, paid . . 1,000 00
Sundry Receipts 36,327 90
$278,316 03
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POLLS, VALUATION AND TAXES
ASSESSED
The number of polls, and the taxes assessed on the real





Frank N. Parsons 1895
Edward H. Sturtevant 1896
Charles W. Adams 1897—1898
Frank H. Daniel! 1899
Rufus G. Burleigh 1900—1901
Harry W. Daniell 1902
Isaac N. Blodgett 1903—1904
George E. Shepard « 1905
Willie L. Whittier 1906
Michael J. Nevins 1907—1908
Enos K. Sawyer 1909—1910
Seth W. Jones 1911—1912
William W. Edwards 1913—1914
Daniel E. Davis 1915
Alexander A. Beaton 1916—1917
Edward G. Leach 1918—1919
Daniel N. Whittaker 1920—1921
Louis H. Douphinett 1922—1924
Elmer D. Kelley 1925—1926
\y. Earle Goss 1927—1928
FINANCIAL STANDING—NET DEBT





































To the City Council of the City of FrankHn
:
The committee on linance has checked off the interest
coupons paid during the year, amounting- to three thousand
nine hundred fifty-five dollars ($3,955.00), also Water
Works Refunding Bonds of (Jctober 1, 1921, Numbers 36,
Z7, 38. 39, 40, amounting to five thousand dollars
($5,000.00) and Memorial Hall Refunding and Sewer Ex-
tension Funding Bonds, Numbers 1 to 50, amounting to
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) and have destroyed
same.
1928.
Jan. 1, On deposit in Franklin National Bank
to pay interest coupons not pre-
sented in 1927 $50 00
Paid Franklin National Bank on ac-
count of coupons becoming due
during the year 1928 4,000 00
$4,050 00
Coupons presented for payment and
destroyed by Finance Committee $3,955 00
On deposit in Franklin National Bank







The city has had no litigation or suits in Court during
the year. There are no claims pending against the city
at the present time.
DENNIS E. SULLIVAN, City Solicitor.
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
The following funds have been placed in the care of
the Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin in
trust, the income to be expended in the care of various
lots in cemeteries within the city, agreeable to Chapter 51
of the Public Statutes, and a resolution of the City Council














Aiken, J. B K-46
Aiken, Walter 0-16, 21
Ames, Arthur N...U-66
Amsden, S. H. and A.
A. Sleeper U-62
Atwood, Mrs. L. G. U-o6
BaJbi'oitt, Charles M. . .
Bailey, Frank C. . .R-23
Bailey, Sarah M. U-17
•Baird, Susan Page Y-28
Baker, Mary E. Y-41, 42
Ballou, Mary E. ..P-52
Bartlett, Charles W. P-1
Bartlett, Grace ....X-9
Beaupre, Sarah F. W-2S
Beckman, R 0-4
Blodgett, Isaac N. U-34
Blodgett, Monira P....
Q-y2 10
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LOT AND NO.










Elliott, Florence G. 2, 14
Ellsworth, Emeretta . .
Y-26







Evans, Ransom F. E-2, 7
Fellows, Gilbert G. L-71
Fifield, Emily C-11
Fifield, John W. . .L-60
Flanders, Frederick ...
J-64, 70
Floyd, James K. ..Y-o
Fortier, Wm. J. 0-12, 17
Foskett, E. E U-13
Fottler, Jacoh A-18, 19
Fowler, Alice D. U-21|
French, Charles B
. . K-2.5, 1-3 44. 1-3 49
Frost, Charles H. 0-46
Frost, George W. I-42|
Frost, Mary 0-91
Fullington, Lizzie T-25
George, D. A P-45





Gile, Alfred A. L-61, 67
Goodale, Fred U
Gordon, Charles S. D-38
Greeley, Clara E. 0-28
Greeley, George I. U-50
Greeley, Ira ...J-66, 72
Greeley, Pell M. and






















































































































CIvMETERY TRUST FUNDS 157
Green, Henry C. P-30
Hale, Isaac (Webster
Place Cemetery) ....
Haley, D. N J-8
Hall, Mrs. E. G. . . L-23
Hall, Mrs. F. W. R-12
Hammond, Freeman . .
J-36
Hancock, H. ..1-34, 39
Hancock, William H.
K-31
Hardy, Jameson . . P-33
Harmon, George A. ...
W-i/s, 31
Harrison, Mrs. P. C. P-34
Heath, E. R 1-53
Heath, Hannah O. R-22
Heath, Samuel ...L-49
Herrick, Daniel |
Hersey, Maria C. U-27
Howe, John N. ...D-57
Hoyt, I. B R-19
Huntoon, D. T. ..W-35
Ingalls, Horace ...1-12
Johnson, S. D. and A.
B E-5
Jones, Edgar A. and
John W. Sanborn . .
iP-4, 10
Judkins, Richard J-37|
Keiser, Nancy J. P-4i8
Kelley-Norris R-62 & 63
Kennedy, P. L. . . W-43
Kenrick Lot
Kimball, Elvira ..D-51
Knox, Ann M 0-38
Ladd, Dudley D-28, 31
Lane, Gilman D. L-63
Lang, John A. and
Bickford P-lo, 19
Locke, Horace . . . .S-75
McClure, Christina 0-23
McDaniell, Susan C. . .
100 00
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P-15 50 00 14 1 75 1 75
Thompson, D. T. ..1-31 75 00 1 86 2 63 2 50
Thompson, L. G. D-42 100 Oo| 3 17 3 50 3 00
Thompson, Seth ..G-14 50 00| 1 79 1 75 1
Thompson, Taylor P.
|
U-21 100 001 2 21 3 50 3 00
Thompson, Taylor \P.
for flowers U-21| 100 00| 10 91| 3. 50 1 1
Thompson, Thomas P.|
| | 1
A-10| 50 001 2 77| 1 75| 175
Thompson, W. W. E-37| 75 00| 1 25| 2 63| 2 50
Thorne, Jeremiah K-6| 258 00| 117 63 1 9 03| 5 00
Thurston, Abner ..J-3l| 200 00| 38 33| 7 00| 8 00
Tilton, Albert C. 'E-14| 100 00| 2 17| 3 50| 3 00
Toomer, Geo. A. T-30| 100 00| 3 33] 3 50| 3 00
Tuttle, Jacob B. ..I-28| 150 00| 9 13| 5 25| 5 00
Wadleigh, John B. Est.|
|
R-69| 50 00 29| 1 75| 1 75
AVadleigh, Jonathan T.|
|
E-17| 100 00 3 461 3 50| 3 00
Wadleigh, 'Warren E-12| 100 00 6 71| 3 50| 3 00
Wadleigh and Wood-l
man E-13, 18| 25 00 76| 88| 100
Wallace, Ephraim L.]
|
P-381 100 00 6 461 3 '50| 6 00
Warren, James B. Est]
L-ll 100 00 3 79| 3 50| 7 00
Webster, C. P., D. P.|
| |
Hardy, E. L. Sanborn
j j |
and E. Di. Currier]
| |
U-71| 100 00 8 12| 3 50 3 00
Wells, Joseph -H. Y-33| 100 00 2 17| 3 50 3 00
Weeks, Samuel D. I-37I 100 00| 1 34| 3 50 3 00
White, Thomas R. J-53 75 00 9 05| 2 63 3 50
Whitehead, Armenia . .
U-53 100 00 3 671 3 50 3 00
Whitehead, Mrs. Robert!
R-751 100 00 2 83| 3 50 3 00
Whittier, True P. I-35| 100 00 2 00| 3 50 3 00
Wiggin, Joseph Est. . .
|
j
E-i/a, 3li 35 00 39| 123 12^
Williams, MarstonW-18| 100 00 2 83| 3 50 3 00
Wilson, E. F. R-y2 71
1
50 00 2 25| 1 75 1 75
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162 CITV OF FRANKLIN
MARY J. COLBY FUND
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hunch-ed and
thirteen.
A resolution relating to the Mary J. Colby Fund.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as
folloivs :
Whereas, By the terms of the will of the late Mary J.
Colby, the sum of ten thousand dollars has been given to
the City of Franklin, N. H., in trust, the income to be used
annually for the support of the poor of said city, and the
principal to be known as the Mary J. Colby Fund
:
Be it Resolved, That the City of Franklin, N. H. in
accepting said trust fund hereby votes that same shall be
deposited by the Treasurer of said city as follows, to wit
:
That the sum of five thousand dollars shall be deposited to
the credit of the City of Franklin, in the Franklin Savings
Bank of Franklin, N. H., *(and the sum of twenty-five
hundred dollars shall be deposited to the credit of the City
of Franklin in each of the following named banks to wit
:
New Hampshire Savings Bank and Merrimack County
Savings Bank, both of Concord, N. H.), to be known a.i
the Mary J. Colby Fund, and that the annual interest or
dividends paid by said banks on said deposits shall be
expended for the benefit of the poor of Franklin, N. H.,
by an agent who shall be electee! by the City Council of
said city of Franklin, for a term of one year, and that said
agent shall annually make a return to said city of the
names of the persons assisted and the amounts to each,
but that said names shall not be included in the list of
paupers, or published.
Approved, W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed September 8, 1913.
^Enclosed clause repealed February 6, 1922.
That part of the above resolution relating to "an agent
who shall be elected by the City Council" was repealed
September 13, 1915, and trustees appointed under provi-
sions of Chapter 162, laws of 1915.
February 6, 1922. Amended by authorizing the Trus-
tee of Trust Funds to withdraw said money and invest
same in the Bonds of the City of Franklin.
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
THE CHARITY FUND
Mary J. Colby Fund
Deposited in Franklin Savings Bank $10,000 00
Ransom F. Evans Fund
City of Franklin. Bonds 2,000 00
Frank H. Chapman Fund
Green Mountain Power Corporation, Bonds. . 2,000 00




Cash on hand and in Franklin National Bank,
January 1, 1928 $302 23




To persons in need $766 87
Cash on hand and in Franklin National Bank,
January 1, 1929 337 02
$1,103 89
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS,
by Irving V. Goss, Trustee.
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TRUST FUNDS OF THE FRANKLIN PUBLIC
LIBRARY
Contributors' Fund $2,000 00
$2000 Interstate Public Service 4><s 1958.
Jeremiah Clark Fund $1,000 00
$1000 Green Mountain Power 5s 1948.
Michael and Mary Duffy Fund $2,500 00
$2000 Swiss Confederation 8s 1940
$500 Central Power & Light 5s 1956.
Frank and Ella Chapman Fund $2,000 00
Mary D. Aiken Fund $1,000 00
Frank L. Morrison Fund $500 00
$1000 Province of Alberta 6s 1930
$3000 Province of Alberta 6s 1931.
Harriet Sanborn Jones Fund $100 00
Franklin Savings Bank Book No. 17740.
Jan. 1, $166.13. Dec. 31, $174.43.
Florence Greeley Fund $50 00
Franklin Savings Bank Book No. 19960.
Jan. 1, $81.65. Dec. 31, $85.70.
A. M. HANCOCK, Treasurer.
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CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Notes on hand, December 31, 1927 $33,601 00
Net sums received in 1928 for permanent care
of lots 75 00
Total on hand, December 31, 1928 $33,676 00
Interest Account, Cemetery Trust Funds
Cash on hand, Franklin Savings Bank, De-
cember 31, 1927 $2,938 04
Received
1928.
May 4, Interest on bonds, Davison estate $100 00
Oct. 1, Dividend No. 59, Franklin Savings
Bank 101 88
Extra dividend Franklin Savings
Bank 25 47
4, Interest on bonds, Davison estate.. 50 00
Dec. 27, Interest Cemetery Trust Funds 1,178 77
$1,456 12
Paid
June 18, H. L. Young, care of lots, Franklin
cemetery 500 00
28, Care of lots. Call cemetery 12 75
Sept. 17, Care of lots, Webster lake cemetery 8 00
Nov. 23, H. L. Young, care of lots, Franklin
cemetery 500 00
28, Care of lots. Call cemetery 12 75
$1,055 55
Balance on hand, Franklin Savings
Bank, December 31, 1928 $3,338 61
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS,




FRANKLIN PARK COMMISSION 167
Webster Lake Park Fund
1928.
Jan. 1, On deposit Franklin Savings Bank
Book No. 21,913 $4,507 94
Oct. 1, Dividend extra 45 07
Dividend No. 59 180 28
Dec. 31, Total on deposit $4,733 29





Jan. 1, Balance in Franklin National Bank. . . $89 26
Jan. 1, Balance in Franklin Savings Bank... 752 08
Jan. 1, Balance in Librarian's hands 1 28
Appropriation by City Council 4,500 00
Interest from Trust Funds 525 73
Rent of Library Hall 36 50
Sale of Books 33 35
Fines 336 71
Rent of B,ooks 543 44
Lost and Damaged Books 8 10
Fees from Non-Residents 2 40
Gift from Woman's Club 20 00
Sale of Waste Paper 1 47
Sundry Receipts 2 00
Dividends, Franklin Savings Bank 18 42
U. S. Treasury Certificates due Jan. 1, 1928. .' 75 00
2000 Franklin Water Works 5s sold at 100.39 2,007 80
4250 Third Liberty Loan 414s sold at par. . . 4,250 00




Salaries, Librarian $1,440 00
Salaries, Assistants 1,128 32
Salaries, Janitor 300 00
Maintenance, grounds and buildings 123 23
Books and Magazines 1,320 43
Lighting 197 28
Insurance 106 92
Heating, City of Franklin 400 00





Branch, Ward One Reading Room
Purchased for Trust Funds :
2000 Interstate Public Service 4^>s at 94^
1000 Province of Alberta 6s 1930 at 102.20
3000 Province of Alberta 6s 1931 at 102.88
1000 Green Mountain Power 5s at 96^. .
Dec. 31, Balance in Franklin National Bank
Dec. 31, Balance in Franklin Savings Bank. .
Dec. 31, I^.alance in Librarian's hands
26
170 CITY OF FRANKLIN
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
To the Trustees of the Franklin Public Library
:
The out-standing event of the year was the production
of the Pageant giving Franklin's history in dramatic and
poetic form. This was written by Mrs. Alice R. Shepard
and Miss Ma>ry Proctor, and made an unforgettable
picture to those who were fortunate enough to see it.
The library was able to assist in this by providing a
place where costumes could be made and assigned. It
necessitated a slight increase in the expense for as-
sistants, but was helped in turn by the valuable historical
material that the Pageant brought forth.
Two reading lists have been made out for the use of
the schools, one in English Literature and the other in
History, covering various periods from early Egypt down
to the present time. The Commercial Classes under
Miss Glode typed them, and mimeographed copies were
distributed among the scholars.
The number of new titles added, 2701, larger than any
one year except 1907, was made necessary by these lists.
The present emphasis on economic and sociological
phases of history demands a great many supplementary
volumes which must be supplied by the Library, as con-
stant change is necessary to keep up with the progress
of events.
The most notable addition was "The Chronicles of
America" in fifty small volumes, the Franklin Woman's
Club giving part of the purchase price.
A new magazine and storage case has been added to
the reading room at a cost of $180.00.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. BARRON SHIRLEY, Librarian.
PUBLIC LIBRARY 171
Statistics for Year 1928
Books added by purchase during the year .... 2539
Books added by gift 122
Federal, State and Town documents added. . . 15
Number of volumes added by binding 25
Added 2701
Many replacements and primers for small children
not included.
The Library contained 6,976 books at the end of the
first year, 1907. It now contains over 16,000.
Number of newspapers currently received 7
Number of magazines currently received 53
Number of volumes of non-fiction lent, adult 6586
Number of volumes lent, juvenile 3856
Number of books in French 475
Number of volumes in fiction lent, adult. . . . 41,692
Number of volumes of fiction lent, juvenile. . . . 11,797
Number of unbound magazines lent 1193
Total circulation for 1928 65,599
This circulation represents a book sent out every three
and one-half minutes during the working hours of the
Library.














Report of Board of Water Commissioners
To the City Council of the City of Franklin
:
The Water Commissioners of the City of Franklin




Jan. 1, To balance from last report $ 853 98
To collected for water rents 15,470 52
To collected on service account.... 835 11
$17,159 61
Cr.
By amount paid on Service account $ 863 95
By amount paid on Expense account 10,102 99
By amount paid on Repairs account 84 21
By amount paid on Meter account 245 87
By cash on hand 562 59
By paid City of Franklin, on ac-
count of cash advanced 5,300 00
$17,159 61




Feb. 13, Labor pay rolls $612 92
Sundry cash items 24 51
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Bow street 32 20
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Glenwoocl avenue 20 72
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 1 08
E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance
premium 7 50
Thomas F. Clifford, insurance pre-
mium 7 50
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck 2 47
A¥. S. Darley & Co., repairing dip
needle 4 14
Odd Fellows' Block, rent for Decem-
ber and January 30 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., current
for cpiarter ending Jan. 1 112 50
Franklin Light & Power Co., lamps 3 42
Franklin Light & Power Co., ex-
cess pumping 41 68
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Bow street 19 13
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service for
month of January 5 83
Franklin Lig'ht & Power Co., lights 1 09
H. E. Colby, repairs on shut off and
rod3 1 50
Goulds Pumps, valves 31 93
Mar. 16, Labor pay rolls 335 00
Sundry cash items 6 65
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 1 90
Outlook Envelope Co., envelopes. . 10 02
Franklin Light & Power Co., lig^hts 1 08
Franklin Light & Power Co., labor
and thawing pipe on Plaiiis ' 17 50
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Central N. H. Tel. Co., service month
of February 10 52
Odd Fellows' Block, rent month of
February 15 00
C. A. Dorval & Co., charging and
rental of battery 1 75
Seneca G. Hoyt, galvanized iron. ... 3 84
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck 11 64
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 1 08
C. P. Stevens, lock 1 .90
Ware Coupling & Nipple Co., sleeve
connections 23 18
Keegan & French, emery cloth ^ 2 00
C. P. Stevens, lock and key 3 15
Apr. 11, Sundry cash items 27 35
Labor pay rolls 335 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Bow street 15 98
Irving V. Goss, services as clerk. ... 50 00
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of March 6 92
Odd Fellows' Block, rent month of
March 15 00
Ernest E. Elliott, trucking 1 50
G. W. Griffin Co., hack saws 2 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., labor
and supplies 58 55
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 7 50
Penberthy Injector Co., parts for oil
cup 2 20
Addressograph Sales Agency, adds 1 27
Towne & Robie, printing water bills 11 00
International Paper Co., labor and
shafting for pump 45 50
Goulds Pumps, valves complete for
pump 198 70
May 17, Sundry cash items 12 89
Labor pay rolls 448 13
Gulf Refining Co., oil 26 36
O. M. Ross, repairing lights at
pumping station 5 94
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Chadwick & Kidder, cement 7 00
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of April 6 92
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 1 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., repair-
ing lights 2 12
Franklin Light & Power Co., cur-
rent, rotary pump 112 50
W. S. Stewart, ledger and stub file . . 9 75
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck 5 90
H. E. Colby, clamps for hydrant,
forging 5 89
^ C. P. Stevens, belt dressing 42
Thomas F. Clifford, insurance pre-
mium 36 10
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal. . . 146 76
The Q. P. Signal Co., packing for
plungers 374 61
Towne & Robie, printing order
books 6 75
Rumsey Pump Co., machine bolts
for pumps 39 76
June 13, Sundry cash items 17 54
Labor pay rolls 355 00
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of May 6 92
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 1 00
Odd Fellows' Block, rent months
of April and May 30 00
International Paper Co., labor and
shafting for pump 68 10
Franklin Light & Power Co., lamps 1 32
C. P. Stevens, one light glass 1 59
Bow Street Garage, repairing Ford
truck 9 57
Prescott's Garage, tires and tubes. . . 17 10
Towne & Robie, letter heads, blank
books 9 75
July 16, Sundry receipts 7 80
Labor pay rolls 476 05
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Franklin Light & Power Co., cur-
rent, rotary pump 112 50
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Bow street 98 99
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 1 00
Central N. PL Tel. Co., service
month of June 6 92
Odd Fellow^s' Block, rent month of
June 15 00
Ludlow Valve IManufacturing Co.,
casting for hydrant
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck
Electro Bleaching Gas Co., chlorine
C. P. Stevens Co., washers and bolts
Franklin Light & Power Co., fuses
Rumsey Pump Co., plunger
Aug. 9, Sundry Cash items
Labor pay rolls
Irving V. Goss, services as clerk. . . .
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of July
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck
Rumsey Pump Co., packing gland
for pump
Geo. A. Caldwell Co., pipe cutter. . .
Judkins & Wallace, galvanized pails
.Charles Palmer, putting up fence. . .
Henry L. Young, desk c'hair
Sept. 19, Sundry cash items
Labor pay rolls 584 24
Rumsey Pump Co., valves and
springs 30 87
Odd Fellows' Block, rent months of
July and August 30 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights 5 00
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of August 6 92
A. R. Kenrick Est., yearly privilege
of laying new water main across
land on South Main street 20 00
11 11
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Myra Winslow, charts
Gulf Refining Co., oil
C. P. Stevens Co., belt lacing and
dry cells
Oct. 16, Sundry cash items
Labor pay rolls
E. J. Judkins, expense to N. E.
Water Works Convention
Boston & Maine R. R.. pipe privilege
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of September
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
McCloskey Torch Co., torches
W. R. Bland, cutting grass
Ludlow Valve Co., hydrant barrel
and pipe
Nov. 14, E. J. Judkins. postage
Labor pay rolls
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of October
Public Service Co. of N. H., lig^hts. .
Public Service Co. of N. H., power
Bow street 90 05
Public Service Co. of N. H., current,
rotary pump 1 12 50
Odd Fellows' Block, rent months of
September and October
Seneca G. Hoyt, repairing radiator. .
E. ]M. Perkins, rubber boots
Bow Street Garage, repairs on truck
H. E. Colby, labor on hydrant
Dec. 6, Sundry cash items
Labor pay rolls
Central N. H. Tel. Co., service
month of November
C. P. Stevens Co., alcohol
Outlook Envelope Co., envelopes . .
Crosby Steam Guage & Valve Co.,
charts
Dec. 18, Sundry cash items
Labor pay rolls
4 00
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Gulf Refining Co., oil and cup grease 15 22
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights. . 1 08
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights. . 4 20
City of Franklin, gasoline used dur-
ing year 71 34
Irving V. Goss, services as clerk. . . . 100 00
Earl L. Lawrence, repairing water
meter clock 2 50
C. P. Stevens Co., shovels, axes and
scythe 14 60
Electro Bleaching Gas Co., yoke. ... 5 17
Odd Fellows' Block, rent for Novem-
ber and December 30 00
Pierce-Perry Co., pipe vise 3 14
Leon A. Howe, salary as superin-
tendent to February 11, 1928... 240 00
Edward J. Judkins, salary as superin-
tendent from February 11 for re-
mainder of year 1928 1,610 00
$10,260 24





Apr. 11, National Meter Co., pistons and shaft
Sept. 19, National Meter Co., washers, gears,
pistons, screens, glasses and caps
Del. 6, National Meter Co., covers, gears and
pistons
18, Pittsburgh Equitable Meter Co.,
gaskets
$8
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Mar. 16, City of Franklin, cash advanced $1,000 00
Oct. 4, City of Franklin, cash advanced. . . . 1,300 00
26, City of Franklin, cash advanced. . . . 1,500 00
Dec. 18, City of Franklin, cash advanced 1,500 00
$5,300 00
INCOME
Received from water rents $15,470 52
Deduct maintenance 10,187 20
Net income for year $5,283 32





Feb. 13, St. Jude's Mission, overcharge by
error for work at Episcopal
church $31 76
Brown-Wales Co., stop and waste
cocks 25 05
Mar. 16, Pierce-Perry Co., bushings and ells 6 46
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Apr. 11, Pierce-Perry Co., valves 23 50
May 16, Chadwick Boston Lead Co., pipe. . . 29 19
Pierce-Perry Co., pipe 136 94
June 13, Geo. A. Caldwell Co., curb cocks. .. . 25 12
Geo. A. Caldwell Co., service boxes 29 40
Brown-Wales Co., stop and waste
cocks 22 68
Pierce-Perry Co., nipples, corpora-
tion stop and waste cocks, bush-
ings and ells 46 82
Braman, Dow & Co., ells, bus'hings
and couplings 19 58
July 16, Pierce-Perry Co., pipe 108 97
Sept. 19, Geo. A. Caldwell Co., curb cocks and
valve boxes 47 70
Brown-Wales Co., nipples and cor-
poration cocks 9 87
George H. Snell Co., tees and coup-
lings 34 15
Pierce-Perry Co., bushings, ells
couplings and unions 8 67
Oct. 9, Mueller Co., service clamps 16 62
Nov. 14, Geo. A. Caldwell Co., curb boxes. . . 18 00
Dec. 6. Pierce-Perry Co., bushings 1 22
Brown-Wales Co., nipples, stops and
drains 24 56
18, Geo. A. Caldwell Co.. stop and waste
cocks 36 11
Brown-Wales Co.. nipples and coup-
lings 4 33
$706 70
Transferred from Expense Account
for labor 157 25
$863 95
182 ClTV Dl' l-'RAXKLIN
METERS
1928.
Mar. 16. rittsburgh Hquitable Meter Co.,
meters $123 42
Sept. 19. Pittsburgh Equitable Meter Co.,
meter.s 122 45
$245 87
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR CONSTRUCTION
Balance of Service account $ 28 84
Meters 245 87
Total for 1928 $274 71
Construction to January 1, 1928 190,770 02
Construction to January 1, l<^2f> ' $191,044 7i
Land, water and power 29.400 00
$220,444 7^0
Less Balance of Income Account 120,687 77
$99,756 96
Less Premium on Bonds 2,859 55
$96,897 41
Bonded Debt $40,000 00
Cash advanced by City 57.460 00
$97,460 00
Less Cash on Hand 562 59
$96,897 41
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BALANCE SHEET
Dr.
To Bonded Debt $40,000 00
To Cash Advanced 57,460 00
To Premium Account 2,859 55
To Balance Income 120,687 77
$221,007 32
Cr.
By Cost of Works $220,444 7?^
Bv cash on Hand 562 59
$221,007 32
INTEREST ON WATER DEBT PAID BY CITY
$45,000 Bonds at five per cent $2,250 00
PUBLIC SERVICE ESTIMATE
Xinety-four pubhc hydrants at $35.00 $3,290 00
Four watering troughs at $40.00 160 00
Three drinking fountains 60 00
Water for flushing sewers 250 00
Water by meter, Citv stables and fire station 53 20
Water by meter, City Hall 107 88
Water by meter, City Library 47 57
Water by meter. City Hospital 125 00
^^'ater by meter, Engine House 7 50
Water by meter. Armory 8 60
Water by meter, Odell Park 23 00
Water by meter. School houses 1,357 84
$5,490 59
184 CITY OF FRANKI^IN
METERS SET
Style Size No.
Empire, ^ in. 1
Arctic, 5/g in. 20









Laid in 1928 1,590
91,962
SERVICE RELAID IN 1928
Number relaid 2
Length 166
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IRON MAINS
Total length 67,983
Laid in 1926, 8 inch from River street to South
Main street across the Pemigewasset
and Winnipiseogee rivers 2,369
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CONSUMPTION
Total population of city, estimated 7,000
Total population on lines of pipes, estimated 6,500
Number of persons using water, estimated. . 5,40^
Number of families using water 1,097
Number of taps or connections of service pipe
with mains 711
Hotels 3
Mills and shops 17
Churches 7
Street sprinkler posts 9
Public watering troughs and fountains 6
Schoolhouses 4
Railroad stations 3
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RECORD OF PUMPING SERVICE
A\eva.ge amount of gallons pumped daily by months
and total amount pumped.
Pemigewasset Colebrook Both Total
Jan. 57,871 180.968 238,839 7,404,000
Feb. 84,621 206.896 291,517 8,454,000
IMarch 66.806 182,903 249,709 7,741,000
April 86,833 216.500 303,333 9.100,000
May 87,032 226,935 313,967 9,733,000
Tune 89.133 218,500 307,633 9,229,000
July 110,729 225,484 336,213 10,422,600
August 123,348 221,129 344,477 10,678,800
Sept. 161,600 246,000 407,600 12,228,000
Oct. 151,226 217.258 368,484 11,423,000
Nov. 140,300 210,000 350.300 10,509,000
Dec. 140,258 202,255 342,513 10,618,000
Total for year, 117,540,400
Daily average for year, 321,148
Total from Pemigewasset station, 39,645,400
Total from Coldbrook Springs, 77,895,000
Daily average, Pemigewasset station. 108,320
Daily average, Coldbrook Springs, 212,828
188 CITY OF FRANKLIN
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Receipts and Expenditures of
190 ~ CITV Ol- FRANKLIN
RATES
All customers are supplied t'hroug-h meters. The
minimum charge is seven dollars and fifty cents per
year, which entitles the consumer to 2,000 cubic feet
during the year. Rentals are collected quarterly. For
the first 1,000 feet or less in each quarter the charge is
Z7y2 cents per 100 feet; for the excess over 1,000 feet
used each quarter 25 cents per 100 is charged. Upon all
quarterly bills exceeding $12.50 a discount of 25 per cent
of the excess over $12.50 is made.











Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1928 $166 42
Appropriation for 1928 75,889 00
Additional appropriation 2,600 00
From tuition 3,390 41
From sale of books anrl supplies 375 88
From dog tax 823 41
From rent 12 00
Miscellaneous 17 00
$83,274 12
Paid checks No. 5608 to 7104 inclusive $83,192 51
Balance on hand at this report 81 61
$83,274 12
WILLIAM A. DUSSAULT, Treasurer.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
To the City Council of the City of Frankhn
:
The Board of Education of the City of Frankhn sub-
mits herewith the report of the Frankhn School District
for the year ending December 31. 1928, it being the twenty-
eighth in the series of similar reports. The accompanying
reports of Superintendent Libbey, Headmaster Kendall,
Principal Rowell, and the heads of departments are inter-




To the School Board of the City of Franklin
:
Each school system has its own local problems and own
distinctive opportunities for service. Nevertheless, each
system is but a part of a great national plan, and its suc-
cess or failure depends upon the measure in which it
achieves the educational ideals of the nation as a whole.
In my 1927 report was shown how well the Franklin
schools were serving Franklin in local rec[uirements as well
as meeting college requirements.
The national educational ideals are progressing so rapid-
ly that the small communities can only adopt and apply the
few that meet its own distinctive needs, and many of those
must be applied under faulty and unsatisfactory condi-
tions. For instance our large cities have their "Division
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of Research" composed of experts who study individual
child problems, diagnose the cause or causes of behavior
and failure and specify remedial measures.
In Franklin we must rely upon the teachers to do this
with varied degrees of success. So it is with very many of
the ideals of education. We can adopt some to a certain
degree, and adopt others fully.
The one outstanding progressive step that schools of the
nation are taking, that schools in Franklin can take and
are taking, is that of individual child study; individual
teaching; seeking individual causes for misbehavior and
failures ; determining individual needs and attempting in-
dividual guidance.
It is this important progressive step, begun last year and
mentioned in the report, that the schools of Franklin have
been stressing for nearly two years and with considerable
success.
Last year we called attention to the adoption of new re-
port cards which consider individual characteristics indicat-
ing character, leadership and general ability. These were
to be taken into consideration in determining passing marks.
This was the first step toward minimizing percentage
ratings and giving due importance to those qualities that
experience shows are essential characteristics of success,
leadership and good citizenship.
The new report card necessitated on the part of the
teacher a more intimate knowledge of the pupil which
proved very beneficial to the pupil.
This year we are attempting to improve upon the efforts
of last year by a still more intimate knowledge of each
individual pupil. The teachers are endeavoring to make a
more extended analysis that they may better understand
the child. They are considering his home life, environ-
ment, likes and dislikes, purposes, desires, characteristics,
companionships, special abilities and exceptional talents.
And why all this? Because we have learned that unless
we really know the whole child we cannot understand
causes for many things concerning him and without this
understanding unfair judgments and wrong conclusions
may be formed. Many a pupil has failed mathematics or
grammar or other studies not primarily because of lack of
interest, but because of a teacher failing to knozv the pupil.
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riradiially \vc are workino- away from the class mass
recitation where all are ground through the same mill and
the same product expected as a result. The impossihility
of such procedure is quite fully recognized in educational
circles. The class recitation has its place and serves a
purpose. Knowing the child necessitates individual in-
struction. Causes of misconduct, failures and discourage-
ments in school are now heing subjected to individual
analysis and individual remedial help.
Too many are still leaving school too early because of
failure to fit into the environment of school life, and iiot
because of lack of ability.
How many of these failures are due to the teacher's un-
successful attempt to properly understand the pupil is un-
known but probably more of them than is realized. The
teacher today is adopting a self examination method be-
fore failing any pupil, and if this examination be honest
we may reasonably look for fewer failures of pupils.
Franklin schools are still promoting and demoting pupils
by the old absurd method of percentages, though modified
greatly in the last two years by the other considerations
referred to. I realize that it would be considered drastic
to abolish all percent ratings in most communities, but I
believe the time will come when ability to do an assigned
task, when real capacit}^ efifort made, when dependability,
successful development of even one real talent will deter-
mine promotions ; when the subject matter of school books
shall be divided into units of learning, which mastered,
which known, determined by universal standard tests, shall
be the basis of promotion. If a child can master addition
as a unit of learning in four months, proceed to subtraction,
then to multiplication and so on, whether others in the class
are ready or not. Thus we provide for those of excep-
tional ability and do not neglect those of slower mentality.
Progress is made according to accomplishment and as
rapidly as ability permits.
We will no longer attempt to judge by percentage that
this pupil knows 85 percent of a year's work and that one
knows only 60 percent and so fails. We shall substitute
the "unit of learning" method and have a definite basis of
promotion each month or each term instead of each semes-
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ter or once a year as now ; and that definite basis will be
:
the pujjil kiwtcs this unit of work or he does not.
It will be noticed that the individual method of instruc-
tion lends itself to this method of procedure, in fact be-
comes a necessity.
Thus we are in Franklin looking ahead to the school of
tomorrow and laying the foundation for a system that
meets the needs of the individual and recognizes the fact
that it is not 70, 80, or 90 percent attained in any subject,
according to a fallible judgment of a teacher, that warrants
promotion or determines success in life, but rather the
more substantial characteristics mentioned above.
Many other trends in present day education might be
discussed, which Franklin schools are practicing.
We have discussed this one as the outstanding progres-
sive thing in the past year and a half we have tried to de-
velop and still are developing.
I feel sure we are acting wisely and that in the near fu-
ture, our schools will be doing what they are supposed to
do to serve ALL the children for the purpose of an im-
proved citizenry.
I submit the following discussion of the usual routine
matters of administration and ask for your consideration
of them as well as of the reports of the Headmaster of the
high school. Principal of the junior high and special
teachers.
School Needs
All of the school buildings in Franklin are sadly des-
titute of school room decoration. The high school rooms,
fifty years in existence, have not more than a dozen pictures
appropriate for such a place and four pieces of statuary
;
the grade rooms are no better provided for; the junior high
has not even one picture in its recitation rooms and no
statuary.
The cultural value of good pictures is today unquestioned
in the educational world. The need of them in Franklir.
schools is great. I wonder if there are not those suffi-
ciently interested in the welfare of the schools who would
be glad to contribute to a substantial picture fund?
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Would it not be well if the graduating classes would
adopt the plan, so widely followed elsewhere, of donating
a suitable picture, or placques, frieze or statuary piece?
These to be purchased not as a mere conglomerate mass of
pictures without appropriateness, but in accordance with a
harmonious, systematic, purposeful, prearranged plan. If
the pupils themselves show real interest in such room
decorations I am confident interested citizens would give
financial assistance.
The necessity, for safety's sake, of cutting down old
trees on the junior high grounds has left several wide
areas open that detract very materially from the artistic
appearance of the grounds as a whole. I would suggest
that these places be supplied with shrubbery or evergreen
trees set in accordance with a landscape plan to be sub-
mitted by some competent person.
The manual training department needs more room. The
wood working department alone needs all the space now
used by both departments ; and there is need in the wood-
working department of six more work benches and the
same number of wood turning lathes. There is not now
room for more than one of each.
The machine shop work is done by juniors and seniors
only. With the machine shop at the junior high building
it necessitates the travel of these two classes from the high
school down there and back. This results in a loss of
time on both ends of their schedule which cannot be avoid-
ed under present arrangements.
The machine shop should be located in the high school
building, but there is no suitable place for it nor immediate
prospect of any. The need of more room is pressing.
The problem is where to get it.
The mechanical drawing introduced last year has proven
popular and beneficial.
Pattern making is the new undertaking this year. At
this writing the boys are constructing necessary patterns
for a larger wood lathe than any we have, and the ma-
chine shop will soon be busy building this lathe.
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Attention was called in my last year's report to the use-
lessness of the indirect heating system upon which depends
the system of ventilation at junior high school.
There is urgent, yes, vital need of this condition being-
remedied. Lack of funds prevented its being done this
year.
When we begin to enumerate the needs of the high school
Iniilding they are quickest and best summed up in the
words "We need an entirely new building."
The annual average repair cost on the high school build-
ing nearly equals the interest at 5 percent on an amount
sufficient to pay one-eighth of the cost of a new modern
])uilding. The citizens of Franklin who inspect this build-
ing are frank to express themselves as to its unfitness for
modern school purposes when considered in the light of
scientific investigation, research and experiment as to the
effect of environment upon the human mind.
It may not be possible at present for Franklin to have
a new high school building, but its need educationally
exists, nevertheless.
It does not seem practical nor economical to expend on
this old building the amount necessary to make it even ap-
proach modern requirements for schools.
It would mean new floors, new windows and more of
them, a new roof, new plumbing, an efficient ventilating
system, new toilets and reconstruction and rearrangement
of several rooms. When all through, we would then have
new wine in an old bottle.
So year by year an average of about $800 is expended
on the high school building for repairs.
The music supervisor, Mrs. Watts, in two reports has
emphasized the need of a room especially for musical pur-
poses. I believe this is a real need and should receive
consideration this year.
Glee Club, chorus, and orchestra rehearsals under pres-
ent arrangements cause considerable disturbance in the
other rooms of the building as can easily be imagined.
For such a room, another piano would be needed and the
gift of one would be much appreciated.
The increased enrollment at junior high necessitated the
need of another room there and greatly to our regret we
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had to use the rooms so long occupied by the Red Cross,
necessitating their removal to other cjuarters.
The expense of preparing and equipping this room was
unexpected and not provided for in the budget. The room
is admirably suited to its purpose and relieves the imme-
diate need for room. With the rapid growth of the junior
high, however, this relief is but temporary and another
September may present the same demand for more room
as we had this year.
There is need of at least two more sewing machines for
the Domestic Arts department.
I would call your attention to what Principal Rowell has
to say al)out the need of an Art teacher.
Equipment
The past year has demanded an unusual amount of new
equipment. Since the beginning of the year, the Mechanic
Arts machine shop has been equipped with two new ex-
pensive but absolutely necessary machines—a Barnes 24
inch drill press and a No. 1 Kempsmith milling machine.
These machines have added very materially to the number
and kinds of projects that the boys can undertake as well
as to the acquisition of skill in the handling of such
machines.
No expenditure of the year has lieen of greater educa-
tional value.
New tools and machine equipment have also l^een pur-
chased for the wood working department.
The mechanic arts department is an expensive part of
the school system requiring as it does for its working sup-
plies iron, steel, various kinds of wood, patterns and cast-
ings, all of which are expensive. On the other hand, the
number of pupils interested in this course and getting real
usable practical knowledge from it is large and fully war-
ran.ts the expense.
In accordance with a vote of the Board that two rooms
a year should be equipped with new modern seats and
desks, the two third grades were this year furnished as the
second were last year.
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The increased enrollment in all the upper grades, the
consequent new construction to provide more room at
junior high necessitated the purchase of many new seats
for class rooms and assembly hall.
This was an emergency expense of nearly $500.00 not
provided for in the budget.
Repairs
The cost of repairs and upkeep of buildings and grounds,
always large enough, have been larger than usual this year
Ijecause of unexpected emergency demands.
The roof of the high school sprang a leak during the
heavy rains early in the summer and a large surface had
to be repaired. Because of this leak, the ceiling of one
room and the walls of another were so badly damaged as
to need repairing and refinishing.
At the junior high at the same time the foundation of
the gymnasium was so undermined, that an entire new
drainage system had to be constructed, damage repaired and
considerable cement work done on the outside to prevent
like damage in the future.
These emergency expenses amounted to about $1900.00.
The usual minor repairs were made in or about all the
other buildings.
The Golden Rule Farm school in accordance with ap-
l)ropriations made, has received extensive repairs this sea-
son. A new building has been constructed and a new
chemical toilet installed.
This building will now meet the standard requirements
for school buildings of the state except possibly in the
matter of proper lighting.
Tlie wood shed was also rebuilt.
Athletics
The athletic teams of the school, both boys and girls,
have been very successful this past year, as in the previous
three years.
The boys basketball team \von the championship title of
the state ; the girls team lost five games and won five.
The baseball team won eight games, lost three and tied
one—a splendid record.
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The football team, developed largely from new material,
broke even during the season with four games won and four
lost. Under the circumstances this was considered a satis-
factory record.
The girls field hockey team was also very successful,
winning 4, losing 3, tieing 2.
Financially field hockey is not satisfactory. The ex-
pense of equipment is comparatively large and the patron-
age at games small. The latter fact is undoubtedly due to
ignorance of the game on the part of the public. Hockey
is as interesting, exciting and skillful a game as football
or basketball and when as well understood will be as well
patronized. I recommend its continuance as a suitaljle,
worth-while competitive game for the girls.
The one outstanding fault with all these sports is the
comparatively few who profit from the training. Prac-
tically the same pupil groups are found in all these sports.
The boys' football, basketball and baseball teams gave active
training this past year to only 27 boys out of 70.
The girls hockey and basketball teams were composed
of only^28 out of 90.
For coaching 27 boys it cost us $96.30 per boy. For
coaching the girls' teams it cost us only about $6.00 per
girl, as the coaching was done mostly by regular teachers
not paid for this work.
The major boys' sports are costing too much per capita.
I would not recommend omitting any of these sports from
our recreational program. They not only are good sports,
but valuable, when rightly conducted, for developing char-
acter, citizenship and true sportsmanship. I am anxious
to have the benefits derived from these sports by a few
extended to the many through other activities.
For this purpose I would advocate that "Track and Field
Events" be added to the other sports now sponsored by the
school.
There is no branch of sport that affords such variety of
athletic opportunity for the many as the track and field
sports do.
Last April more than fifty boys, only four of whom
were members of any other athletic team, reported for track
work and that without any regular coach or special urging.
With this sport a regular part of our program, and with a
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competent coach, I predict at least one hundred boys in
high and junior high schools would engage in its activities
together with many girls, because the girls, too, today are
engaging in track and field events.
In this way more than a hundred boys and girls would
be receiving the benefits of school athletics at comparatively
little if any more cost than for the 27 boys and 28 girls
who received the training this past year. I believe nothing
could broaden the helpfulness of the athletic activities of
the school so much as to develop track and field sports
along with the others.
The recent action of the Board in electing a teacher
coach will enable such a proposition to be undertaken,
though an assistant may be found necessary to secure best
results.
Wc have been fortunate in having such competent local
coaches for the football, basketball and baseball teams the
past three years. The work of coaches Harris and Proulx
is appreciated by the student body, citizens and school
authorities.
Physical Training
Physical training has been given since September in all
the schools below high school. This training has been pur-
l)0seful, healthful and corrective.
There can be no question as to the real value of this
work. Not only is the physical action of the child quick-
ened but also the mental. The stoop-shouldered and
droop-shouldered boy and girl are gradually being made
more erect ; the whole general carriage of the pupil is be-
ing improved ; more physically perfect boys and girls are
being developed.
But like most educational work, the real permanent re-
sults can be recognized only after the lapse of months or
years. Continued training in this kind of work from the
Kindergarten through all the grades, with the hearty
cooperation of the teachers, cannot fail to accomplish the
desired ends.
Debating
For the past four years Franklin High School has sup-
ported debating teams competing for state honors. Three
years ago the state championship title was won.
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The value of the study and research necessary for one
of these competitive debates cannot l)e questioned.
Debating needs every encouragement possible. It is a
very worthy school activity ; but like athletics only a few-
share its benefits ; in this state contest eight persons con-
stitute a team.
The state college sponsors these competitive debates ; it
makes all rules and regulations governing them ; it divides
the state into districts for debating and each winning team
in that district must debate with every other winning team
in the district, the time and place being assigned by the col-
lege. These arrangements are frequently unsatisfactory
and financially prohibitive. Last year every school in the
district comprising Franklin, Laconia. Meredith, Ashland,
Plymouth and Conway withdrew from the debating league
except Laconia and Franklin and the principal reason as-
signed was "financially impossible."
The income from these debates is derived from an ad-
mission fee. The same question being debated each time
attracts few after the first debate ; so the total income is
very small, while expenses of travel, hotel and securing of
judges is comparatively large. But the expense is but one
consideration and this could undoubtedly be provided for.
The difiiculty in obtaining three competent judges from
out of town willing to sacrifice time and effort for such
service is a real difficulty. In our school the coaching of
debates would need be done by two teachers whose time
is now fully taken. It would not l)e fair to ask them to
give the extra time to this work.
Then too, the members of the debating team almost in-
variably drop in their scholarship in other subjects, some-
times to the danger point during the debating season. While
debating could well be substituted for .English work, it
could not be for all other studies.
The fact that only 18 schools in the whole state are en-
tering the league this year is evidence that other schools
beside Franklin realize some of the difficulties and disad-
vantages of entering the state league.
The main consideration perhaps is whether the neces-
sary expense is warranted for the benefit of the few deriv-
ing the training.
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I believe it would be better for two or three years to
make one prepared de]:»ate a term a requirement of all
English classes in the high school, eliminating by a series
of debates, teams of the divisions of the same class and
dilYerent classes, until two teams shall be left to compete
for the school championship, a suitable prize being award-
ed. By this means a deljating spirit should be developed
that later would produce state championship material for
the state league, if thought best to enter it, and in the mean-
time be giving all pupils practice in del^ating.
Other Activities
The classes at both junior high and senior high at as-
sembly periods regularly present playlets, musical pro-
grams by glee clubs and choruses, and varied entertain-
ments and pageants illustrating phases of school work.
The purpose of these activities is to afford opportunity
for discovering, using and developing aptitudes and talents
of the students.
Civic clubs are organized to give the pupil a better con-
ception of government and to aid in acquiring a higher
sense of responsibility. "The Franklin Junior City" a
civic club organized in the ninth grade at junior high
school is functioning flaily in Ijoth the life of the puinl
anrl government of the school.
This club is organized with all the departments and offi-
cers of the regular city. It places certain duties and re-
sponsibilities upon the various officers that are teaching
valuable lessons of actual government and good citizenship.
In other classes and in the other schools similar things are
being done with like purpose.
All these activities while called "extra-curricula activities"
are recognized as essential elements of modern education
and as supplementary and practical aids to the work of
the regular curricula.
Play Grounds
The play ground facilities of the city of Franklin are
very limited and inadequate as all will admit.
Odell Park and the junior high school grounds are the
only suitable play ground areas on the Falls side of the
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city, and the Nesmith school grounds the only place in
Ward One. The grounds themselves are conveniently lo-
cated and adequate in area. The equipment is meagre
and inadequate to accommodate the demands made upon
them, especially in the summer months when play grounds
are most needed as an attractive place to which the chil-
dren of the city may go for play ; in fact there is little to
offer the children except the ground space.
The junior high grounds are especially well suited for
play ground development. The school district has each
year expended a small amount in preparing the grounds
and for equipment. It would seem to me that the city
itself should be willing to assist in adequately equipping
the junior high and Nesmith grounds with play ground
equipment sufficient to accommodate the children of play
ground age, which I estimate to be over 800 in the whole
city.
With present equipment I doubt if 200 children availed
themselves of the three play ground offerings last summer.
Where were the other 600?' It is a serious civic question
worthy of serious consideration.
Cafeteria
A year ago limited cafeteria service was established at
the junior and senior high schools. That a real need has
become a reality much appreciated is evidenced by the
patronage accorded both places. The cafeteria at junior
high has been self-supporting ; that at senior high not
c[uite so.
The one criticism of cafeteria service last season is, that
too many soups served were of the canned variety. So
far this season no "canned-goods-meals" have been served.
Thrift
^Ir. Dussault, cashier of Franklin Savings Bank, has
for the past three years l:)een in search of a school thrift
saving system that was simple enough in its equipment and
requirements not to be a burden to either school or bank,
and at the same time practical in its workings.
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Recently such a system has been found and with your
approval already registered, the schools and bank will co-
oj^erate in installing this system at once.
I believe this will be a valuable thing educationally and
profitable alike to the school children and bank.
Teachers
The task of selecting teachers is pei'haps the most seri-
ous and most important task the superintendent has to
perform. He has to be able to read personal characteris-
tics from observation and interviews aided somewhat by
recommendations of others. Pie must attempt to analyze
the abstract personal qualities which combine to make up
what we call personality : the cjualities of tact, charm, ear-
nestness, loyalty, ,poise, zeal, physical soundness, mental
ability and the ability to meet the moral and spiritual obliga-
tions so necessary in influencing the character of the young.
It is not strange that the superintendent sometimes finds that
he has failed in his judgment of the teachers he nominates.
Then, too, there is a wide dilTerence of opinion as to what
constitutes a good teacher. Different people have differ-
ent units of measure they apply in determining their final
judgment ; and so, frequently we hear the comment from
the outside by those applying one unit measure only, this
teacher ought to be dismissed, or that teacher ought not
to have been dismissed.
Again the community fails to realize that the small city
or town is at a great disadvantage in securing the best
teachers. The Normal Schools group their graduates as
A, B and C teachers. The A teachers can go where the
highest salary is paid and the smaller towns and cities can-
not compete. Franklin ought to be able to outbid the small
towns, yet this last year in a neighboring town of not over
2,000 population was a teacher I would have been glad to
get. The offer that I could make was $100 less than that
teacher was receiving in the small town.
Within two years, Massachusetts superintendents have
visited Franklin schools, spent a half day in the school
room, and before leaving offered one $500 more than we
were paying for the same identical work, and another $300
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more and took both of them away "from us. We have
others equally as good.
So salary paid is an important item in securing good
teachers.
The salary Franklin pays necessitates many times the
securing of teachers without experience. Personally I do
not object to this except for some particular position that
presents problems that especially need an experienced per-
son, and except that the salary that I can offer does not
always permit me to get an A teacher.
Ordinarily, of course, we would expect a teacher with
training and experience to be better than one with training
only. I should prefer however a teacher with training
with no experience, than one with experience without train-
ing for the work of the present day school.
The prol)lem of securing the right kind of teachers for
one's particular school system is indeed a real problem.
It should not be inferred from what I have said however,
that because a teacher gets more salary elsewhere, that she
is a better teacher than those we have in Franklin.
The two who went into Massachusetts to work at large
increase in salary are the same teachers doing like work
whom we had in Franklin. Salary does not necessarily
make the teacher, though it may enable a good teacher to
become a better one ; the good teacher however in most
localities does make for a better salary.
Franklin has 39 teachers at the present time, and with-
out hesitation I say that for the salary we pay, taken as a
group, they will compare favorably with any other group
in the state.
The fact is, Franklin does not pay enough to enable us
to secure and retain the best grade of teachers unless
other conditions enter into their staying.
Finances
The past year has called for an expenditure of money
exceeding our budget estimates for the first time since my
connection with the school. Even with an extra appro-
priation by the city, we have nearly a $500 deficit.
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The overdraw is largely due to emergency conditions
arising and from increased enrollment that called for more
money for repairs, books and supplies and equipment. In
fact the emergencies called for an extra expenditure of
nearly $2,900.00 and in every case the emergency was of
such a nature as to demand immediate attention and action.
The expenditures for schools in Franklin still compare
favorably with other places of about the same size and
valuation.
The equalized valuation of Franklin in 1928 was
$10,210,085. For every $1000 of this equalization Frank-
lin paid for current costs of education, $7.55.
There were 62 towns and cities in the state that paid
less, and 182 that paid more; ranging from $3.48 in Green-
ville with a valuation of $2,265,000 to $22.27 in Acworth
with a valuation of $387,574.
The average total cost for education per pupil of average
membership (all schools) in Franklin is below that of the
state as a whole. The state average being $88.92. Frank-
lin $83.88.
The average total cost for education per pupil of average
membership is below the average of the state in the high
school but above in the grades. The average total cost per
pupil for high school in the state for year ending June 30,
1928 was $133.30. In Franklin $120.98.
The average per pupil cost for high school instruction in
the state was $73.84. In Franklin $75.96.
The average per pupil cost for high school instruction in
the state for school year ending June 30, 1928 was $103.73,
(latest data) while in Franklin for year ending December
31, 1928, it was $86.42.
As last year the average cost per pupil for books and
supplies and for equipment is above the average of the
state.
Although Franklin is spending what seems a large
amount of money for its schools, comparison with other
places will show that for what we are offering, there can
be no just cause for complaint of over expenditure. The
following statement may be of interest.
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For every $100 expended
:
In 1927 In 1928
$63 29 $61 89 was for teachers' salaries.
14 17 14 34 was for operation and maintenance of
school plant (janitors, fuel, light and
power, janitors' supplies and repairs).
6 34 7 06 was for auxiliary agencies (Transporta-
tion,^ health, playground, etc.).
4 90 4 90 was for administration (Supt's salary,
per capita tax, truant officers, enu-
meration and office expenses).
4 67 4 83 was for equipment and new construction.
6 09 6 36 was for books and supplies.
54 62 was for insurance.
Conclusion
Mr. Maxime Proulx after serving his three year term
as a member of the Board, declined re-election. He has
been a faithful member of the Board and much interested
in the matters brought before it.
Mr. Charles E. Douphinett, the new member of the
Board, has always shown a very active interest in the
schools, and will undoubtedly make a good member.
I wish to express my appreciation of the cooperation
given me this year by the Board, the principals, the teach-
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEADMASTER
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my second annual report as head-
master of the Franklin Senior High School. There have
been few notable changes in the personnel and administra-
tion of the senior high school this year. The teaching
force is essentially the same, although the assignment of
classes is somewhat different ; our enrollment has increased
slightly, and our activities have not varied greatly from
those of the preceding year. Less time was needed for
adjustment of teachers and pupils at the beginning of the
year, and the routine work of the school was quickly taken
up. On the whole the school is functioning more smoothly
and efficiently than at the same time last year.
\\"e are this year operating with a daily schedule of
seven forty-five minute periods and we find that this is
much better adapted to our program than the six-period
plan used last year.
We have added a second year of algebra to our program
of studies, making it possible for a pupil to do four years'
work in mathematics if he wishes. This unit is called
Elementary Algebra H and is accepted as an entrance unit
by most colleges.
Our course in Biology, now offered to sophomores as an
elective subject, should l3e revised in such a way as to offer
considerably more laboratory work than it does at present.
This change would entail the purchase of more laboratory
equipment and supplies, and would also require that more
time be allotted to the subject on the daily schedule. Unless
this change can be made the science should be replaced by
some other subject, possibly one of the social science
group.
Another matter worthy of consideration is the adoption
of a new curriculum, of course. We are now offering five,
which include the Commercial, Domestic Arts, Manual
Arts, College Preparatory, and the Latin-Scientific, really
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a modificaticMi of the College Preparatory. Experience has
proven that there are numerous pupils who for good rea-
sons do not care to follow any one of the curricula of-
fered, and it frequently happens that others find themselves
unable to carry the more advanced of the required work.
For these we should provide a general course into which
they may change without penalty of failure to graduate.
Enrollment
The enrollment of the senior high school is only slightly
larger than that of the school year 1927-28, one hundred
and sixty pupils having registered as compared to one
hundred and fifty-one for the same period of 1927-28.
The distribution is as follows
:
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The Class of 1928
The graduation exercises of the Class of 1928 were the
first to l^e held under the new plan of selecting one speaker
from each of the several curricula. The exercises were
well attended and the speakers justified the method of
selection.
It is interesting to note the hues of activity which the
thirty graduates have taken up since the completion of
their high school work. Of the ten l:)oys two are attend-
ing preparatory schools, one is at a commercial college,
one has entered the General Electric Apprentice School at
Lynn, and six are employed in local industries. Twenty
girls were graduated and three are in normal school, one
is at preparatory school, two are continuing work at secre-
tarial schools, four entered hospital training courses, five
are engaged in office work, one is employed as an operator
by the telephone company, two are at home, and two are
in clerical work other than regular office practice. The
significant features of the distribution are the utilization
of the public school training and the evident desire to ac-
quire further training in some chosen field. No less sig-
nificant is the willingness of local business concerns to
employ boys and girls who have finished high school.
Business men who anticipate a need for employees should
make it a point to visit the schools and observe the pupils
at their work, for we have many intelligent and ambitious
boys and girls who are fully capable of working into posi-
tions of responsibility and trust after a few years of ex-
perience and practical training. The school welcomes the
chance to act as a connecting link between the boy and girl
and the business world. Our best young citizens will re-
main at home if the opportunities are opened to them.
Teaching Staff
Our teaching staff has undergone few changes. Miss
Comire and Miss Wells are now devoting full time to the
teaching of high school subjects, English and French re-
spectively. Miss Coolidge, a recent graduate of N. H.
University, has replaced Mrs. Shepard as teacher of Do-
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mestic Arts. The school has profited by retaming its ex-
perienced and trained teachers, and our teaching force is
above the average found in schools of this size.
Activities
Our social activities in the senior high school are not
as extensive as we might wish, but they have been very
successful in that they have been very well conducted. The
members of the senior class arranged an excellent Hal-
lowe'en Party which did much to demonstrate that a school
party may be entertaining and enjoyable. Both the senior
and junior classes have held corn-roasts, and each of the
three classes have provided assembly programs of merit.
The annual Christmas party planned by the mothers of the
seniors was, as usual, a lively and cheerful aflair.
Club work received a fine start with the organization of
two French clubs under the supervision of Miss Comire.
These meet twice monthly and hold their entire programs
in French.
The work in music is progressing as well as we may ex-
pect under present conditions. We should have a music
room, a Victrola with a generous supply of records, and
more time for classes in music. A new piano of the small
type should replace the one now in use. The work in
orchestra and chorus work is carried on without loss of
school time, and is elective.
Our football and field hockey teams made creditable
records during the season just past and the members de-
serve commendation for their fine conduct on and off the
field. The girls of the hockey squad entertained at their
own expense the members of every visiting team, and
several Saturday mornings the writer found the players
busily making sandwiches and cocoa for their guests of the
afternoon. Such practices do much to make athletics
friendly and worthwhile. I should not pass on without
mentioning the finest feature of the Franklin-Laconia con-
tests of November 17. The members of the Laconia
squads invited the boys and girls of the Franklin teams to
plan to remain after the games for a reception in the La-
conia High School. Needless to say, our people had a
most enjoyable time and I am sure that better feeling on
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l)oth sides will be one result of that courteous action on the
part of the Laconia pupils. Mr. Whitman, the Headmaster
at Laconia, was kind enough to write me a fine letter after
the game. Following are excerpts from it
:
"It is a source of great gratification to me that
the games last Saturday were characterized by so much
good feeling and sportsmanship on both sides.
"That situation is what should prevail when our teams
meet. It is entirely unworthy of our two communities to
foster the old bitterness of spirit which has long existed
and 1 for one shall be happy to see it disappear forever.
. "May our schools always l^e friendly rivals
without hard feelings and animosities ..."
Verne M. Whitman,
Headmaster, Laconia High School.
Through the generosity and unselfish interest of Mr.
Arthur L. Smythe the boys of the school were able to have
a golf team and arrange an excellent schedule of matches.
Mr. Smythe donated a fine silver trophy, emblematic of
the Golf Championship of Franklin High School, with
several smaller cups for individual winners in the matches.
Coupled with Mr. Smythe's kindness the officials of the
Mojalaki Country Club permitted any boy of the school to
use the course without charge, thus aifording our pupils
an opportunity probably unequalled in any public school in
the state.
The school is also deeply indebted to Mrs. Herman J.
Odell for her many services to our athletic teams, and to
other citizens we are grateful for support of various kinds.
A New High School Building
My last topic is one which I cannot conscientiously omit
It relates to the well-known need of a new high school
building. Sooner or later the people of Franklin must
raise the funds with which to provide a building which will
be adapted to meet the demands of modern educational
practices. Until that is done we can make little further
progress in the field of secondary education in this city.
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The present plant was inadequate and out of date twenty-
five years ago, and as a matter, of fact, was never suited to
school work. Briefly, we need a new schoolhouse because
the present one is unliealthful, because it limits the scope
of our school work, it prevents proper co-ordination of the
junior and senior high schools, it fosters poor ideals among
our pupils, and it makes impossible the growth or existence
of any genuine civic pride.
In my first report I mentioned the unhealthful conditions
under which our pupils and teachers are forced to work.
Particularly l)ad are the lighting facilities and the toilets.
Lighting experts state that "the transparent glass surface
should be one-fourth the floor space, and never less than
one-sixth." ( Dutton & Snedden : The Administration of
Public Buildings in U. S.) In Bulletin No. 5 of the Bu-
reau of Education the author s:iys, "The demands made
on the eyes of school children are greater than at any
previous time in the history of education, and therefore
whatever can be done in the way of furnishing better light
for our schoolrooms will serve to make school more inter-
esting and school work less fatiguing." In direct contrast to
these statements are conditions existing in our school-
rooms. Our geometry class recently measured the area of
the glass surface in several of the rooms and found that
in several of the busiest classrooms the lighting surface
is less than one-tenth that of the floor space. Of the toilets
nothing good can be said. A visitor at the school, speaking
publicly, exclaimed, "The toilets in that Imilding would
not be tolerated in a private home."
I have said elsewhere that progress in high school train-
ing has about reached its limit under existing conditions.
The modern secondary school must do more than provide
recitation and study rooms where lessons are prepared
from textbooks and classes are held in which pupils an-
swer questions set by the teachers. It should be equipped
to carry on extensive work in dramatics ; to give every pu-
pil a course in physical training under a trained instructor
;
to enable the school to meet in assembly under conditions
permitting proper presentation and enjoyment of the pro-
gram ; we should have rooms for clul> work ; and school
functions such as receptions and parties should be held in
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the school building. Dressing rooms with lockers should
adjoin a gymnasium where our indoor games and other
activities might be held.
Our Daniell Junior High School was built to carry on
some of the ideals of present day education, and it is func-
tioning well. Pupils are continuing school beyond the
eighth grade and are better prepared for high school work
than ever before, but much of the good work started in
the junior high school cannot be continued because of the
lack of proper facilities in the senior high school building.
Ideally, the senior high school should carry on the work
begini in the junior high, expanding it into a broader and
more comprehensive program.
It has been the experience of many school ofticials to
tind that problems of discipline, interest, and attitudes are
solved with the occupation of a new building. This is not
intended to imply that any one of these constitutes a major
difficulty at Franklin High School. To the contrary we
find that the spirit of the school is relatively excellent, but
nevertheless, there are a number of cases where interest is
lacking, and attitudes are poor. This fall I have visited
several New Hampshire towns in which there are fine new
high school buildings, and in nearly every case the head-
masters were agreed that the tone of the school had im-
proved wonderfully since moving into the new plant. One
schoolhouse. now occupied for six years, was practically
unmarred by pencil marks, scratches and the like, and the
headmaster stated that the pupils' pride in the institution
was sufficient to maintain it in that condition.
Not long ago one of our girls said, "After we have been'
to towns wdiere there are modern, beautiful schoolhouses,
where we have had the use of fine dressing rooms and
have been shown attractive auditoriums, gymnasiums, and
classrooms, we are ashamed when it comes our turn to en-
tertain our visiting teams." If our boys and girls grow
up with little pride in their home town it is not surprising.
The leading industrial and residential centers in this country
rank their schools as highly as assets as they do their in-
dustries, scenic wonders, and natural resources. The
schools of Detroit, Gary, Hartford, Springfield and Ber-
keley are among the features which made these cities
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well-known. In our own state Concord, Newport, La-
conia. Lebanon, Littleton and small Sunapee have shown
their faith in the value of fine schools as civic builders.
If Franklin wishes to be rated as a desirable place in which
to live and educate children; if it would hold its boys and
girls after they reach maturity, if it would deserve a right
to civic pride, it should at once set about the construction





REPORT OF PRINCIAL OF DANIELL JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
As I look back at the junior high school report for 1927
I find this must be very similar in its expression of ideas
and ideals for we have been unable to make any drastic
changes this year.
Our enrollment has been increased surprisingly this year
for some reason or other. There were 251 pupils regis-
tered during the first month and we were at loss to properly
care for them in a building already outgrown. After care-
ful investigation and planning, and looking at the problem
from all possible angles the only solution seemed to be to
take over the rooms used by the Red Cross ever since the
Daniell Estate has been owned by the city. We all felt it
a decided loss when the Red Cross moved to other quarters
for we always have been very proud to have such an or-
ganization housed under the same roof with our growing
boys and girls.
May we express at this time our sincere gratitude to
Miss Blake for all her timely aid and may we publicly
pledge our willingness to cooperate in any way we can
with the Red Cross.
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The courses offered to pupils have l:)een changed very
slightly. We have previously given a choice between two
subjects—Latin or Commercial Geography and History—
but this year the seventh grade has been given an oppor-
tunity to take Beginners' French instead of either of the
above mentioned subjects. Instead of Physical Geography
in grade nine a course in Vocational, Social and Com-
munity Civics has been introduced. In making such
changes the needs of the pupils are our only consideration
for our school work is of no value unless it can result in
an applied reaction.
Parents who have seen report cards for last term will
have noticed that all percent ratings have been blocked out.
We feel that the time is ripe for us to shed tradition and
grade each pupil according to his own individuality. There-
fore with the aid of intelligence and achievement tests,
conferences with parents, experience and careful study we
try to grade each pupil's work according to his own ability
in the group where he belongs—Excellent, Good, Fair,
Poor or Very Poor (Failure). Such rating should elimi-
nate comparisons which mean nothing and it gives the
recipient a record that is his own in every respect. You
will readily agree with me that it is impossible to accurate-
ly measure the mind and its abilities in percents and that is
our reason for our change in our grading policy.
The cafeteria has become a popular institution and every
effort is being made to have it function to the real needs
of the pupils. It is difficult to oft'er a great variety of hot
dishes for the small price charged luit wholesome food will
be furnished always.
Outside activities are still under-scheduled for lack of
time, room and money but we still have orchestra and glee
clubs and we have added Girl Scouts and a Franklin
Junior City, a civics club. At one assembly each week
there has been a program for the entertainment of the
students. Each room has in turn presented whatever type
of program it most enjoyed. Members of the classes at
high school have been down several times and given us de-
lightful programs. The Domestic Arts department held its
annual Christmas sale and the entire school has had one
out-door party. The purposes of the activities are legion
and have been stated so often I will not repeat them.
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Health is the first requisite for any work and must be
carefully fostered. Regular and purposeful physical ex-
ercise is conducted between class periods daily while each
class has an hour a week of corrective exercises and su-
pervised games. This work supplements the work of the
school nurse. To be sure the nurse can give but a cursory
testing of eyes, ears, weight, etc., because the enrollment
of all the schools is too great for one person to attend to
but her work would prove a decided value to each affected
child if parents would follow up suggestions made on the
health cards sent home during the year. There are sev-
eral children whose entire school work is being made
doubly hard and whose promotion is endangered because
the need of glasses is so great. Because a child can see
objects clearly doesn't always mean that his eyes are good.
Parents' careful investigation of such things as eye-strain,
adenoids, tonsils, defective hearing and defective teeth
would save some children years of discomfort as well as
retarded efforts in school work. Do not let dollars come
between the child and all he has a perfect right to expect
from his home.
Another dream is on its way to realization and that is a
library of reference books. We have about one hundred
volumes that have been assembled and in the room for-
merly used for commercial classes we have put a study
table, etc. This has to be used as a combined library and
recitation room in the same manner, as the former Red
Cross rooms serve for mechanical drawing and recitation
room.
We still have too large a number of boys and girls who
leave school during or at the close of the ninth grade and
this will continue until our course of study becomes suffi-
ciently elastic and our school plant sufiicicntly equipped
to offer those pupils work for which they are especially
adapted or in which they are to specialize. Again I plead
for courses in printing, drawing, millinery, electricity,
nursing, weaving, gardening and automobile repairing and
again I say do not let dollars come between the present-day
citizens and the making of future citizens.
I realize full well that there is in the community a group
of citizens who feel that the junior high school is not a
necessity, that it costs far too much and that the old
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eight-four plan was much better. Have you, who feel this
way, any pupils in school? Have you investigated school
systems over the country to know whether or not our
junior high compares favorably or otherwise with others?
With all grades in the city except one or two overfull,
what would have become of the two hundred fifty 7-8-9
grade pupils this fall if there had been no junior high?
Before passing adverse judgment read all you can find
about the junior high movement, then come to visit us.
There is always, also, a group of people who feel that
pupils are not carefully enough supervised during the noon-
hour or play time. During the noon period there are al-
ways four or five teachers in and around the building.
Whenever there are pupils playing in the gymnasium there
is always a teacher present. Because so many pupils like
to go up on the street at noon we have felt that the parents
should be responsible for whatever happens on the street
at that time so we have required notes from home request-
ing permission for leaving the school grounds. It is one
fundamental purpose of the junior high school to keep
adolescents so busy that there will be no time for mis-
demeanors. We would appreciate it very much if people
who question or criticize would come and talk things over
with us for the larger the group working harmoniously to-
gether the greater the work that can be done.
The junior high school has cost less than it ever will
again. Each year will see greater demands upon the city
treasury if we approach in even a small degree the ideals
set by the junior high movement but it will be our purpose
and privilege to justify the demands.
If all would read the reports of the Superintendent
Libbey, Mrs. Provost, Mrs. Watts, Mrs. Welch and Head-
master Kendall much Hght would he shed upon what
Franklin schools stand for.
In closing let me express to the School Board, Superin-
tendent Libljey, staff and special teachers gratitude and
appreciation for the very fine Avork and cooperation
during the past year. .
Respectfully submitted,
BESSIE C. ROWELL.
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REPORT OF MUSIC SUPERVISOR
vSuperintendent Fred S. Libbey
:
I herewith submit my twelfth annual report as music
supervisor of ihe public schools of Franklin.
It has given me pleasure to know of the musical ac-
tivities that have been opened to students leaving our High
School for Normal Schools and colleges in various loca-
tions. It is mteresting to see their interest continued ni
larger fields of music in its various branches.
As last year, in Senior High School, we have an elective
chorus, meeting weekly for thirty minutes, an orchestra of
fourteen, meets weekly for thirty minutes' practice. A
course in music as applied to public school needs is being
given to six girls who are planning for Normal School
work or special music work after graduation from High
School. This, also is a class held weekly for thirty min-
utes. Two Junior girls are taking special voice training
(Universal Song) which they are continuing from last
year. Owing to a crowded schedule no time during school
hours is available for glee clubs and outside of school hours
seems too busy with athletics, etc.
At Junior High School this fall, chorus was made elec-
tive. This group meets twice weekly for twenty minutes
:—a boys' glee club and girls' glee club meet once weekly
for same time (twenty minutes). Appreciation work
started last year has been dropped owing to the lack of
time.
A quarter of a point of credit is given yearly in both
high schools for participation in chorus, glee clubs, orches-
tra or band.
No operettas in either high schools were given last year.
Our second annual concert during Music Week was given
early in May—fully upholding the standards set at the first
concert. Both Senior and Junior High School orchestras
played and the combined boys and girls glee clubs of Junior
High School sang "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" and
Senior High School chorus sang "On the Nile."
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A girls' chorus gave the music for the graduation ex-
ercises in June.
The work of these choruses has been satisfactory but
it is a wish that sometime in the future more time can
be given to singing. Just what results would be obtained
if other studies were given as little time as is music?
During the recent Schubert Centennary, Miss Wells of
the English Department of Senior High School with a
group of English Students presented a short play "Scenes
from the Childhood of Franz Schubert." Some interesting
and noteworthy events of Schubert's life were also spoken
of. "The Erlking", his finest art-song, was played on the
X'ictrola as an example of his song writing, he being es-
pecially noted as the greatest song writer who has ever
lived. This program was presented at both Senior and
Junior High Schools at assemblies. Beginning in the
second grades all the children had special Schubert pro-
grams as part of their appreciation work. Some of the
older children wrote stories of Schubert's life, and children
are still reporting of radio music of Schul^ert's which they
are hearing.
The kindergarten and grade work is going very well
and the appreciation work is going on step by step and
proving of real worth along with the regular singing.
The Nesmith school presented a musical program for
their piano fund in the spring including two operettas
which were repeated at the annual meeting of the Woman's
Club.
Through the generosity of Mrs. Murray Hancock, an
excellent upright piano was given to the Nesmith School
last spring. This replaced an antique square piano which
long ago had ceased "having its day". The gift is very
much appreciated by the Nesmith teachers and myself.
Ownng to pressure of work, the piano classes were
dropped last spring. Most of the children in these classes
went on to private teachers and have done very good work.
It has been of interest to me to follow up these results.
A few have not been able to go on—but if classes are again
started will resume work and study in them. Classes will
he resumed when a place and piano can be found together.
For the third time (annual reports) I am still hoping
that there may yet be some way of providing a place and
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a piano for use in special music classes, orchestra, assem-
blies and so on. If any other person, like Mrs. Hancock
wishes to present us with a piano, I assure that giver, that
he or she will be doing much for the public school music
department.
Some little of our creative music and music note-books
were in the last school exhibition. We are still doing a
bit at this type of work though there is but little time to
devote to it.
The rural schools should have some music work.
A very little rhythm band work was done in the Nesmith
fourth grade last year. With equipment, much could be.
done, and it provides valuable practice when orchestras are
really arrived at with real instruments.
Every cooperation has been given me by superintendent,
principals and teachers, and last but not least by the pupils





Franklin, December 28, 1928.
REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF PENMANSHIP
Superintendent Fred S. Libl:iey
:
Seven years ago last September we inaugurated in the
Public Schools of Franklin, the Houston System of Writ-
ing. After seven years of effort on the part of your
supervisor, of splendid cooperation on the part of the
teachers, of helpful guidance by the superintendent and of
real work by the boys and girls, I think that, looking im-
partially at the writing in our schools today, as compared
with that of seven years ago, we can claim to have made
progress.
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There are many discouraging things in the teaching of
writing, because there, all pupils are expected to show re-
sults ; none are excused because the subject does not appeal
to, or is hard for them, and because we have in concrete
form, on paper, the success or failure of the teaching, as
applied to every individual child. We are often encour-
aged, on the other hand, because any improvement made is
so clearly seen, not only by the teacher, but by the child
himself, and because almost every child really desires to
be a good writer.
Plain legible writing, easily done, is our goal, and every
child and every parent can see the value of this achieve-
ment. Whether in business, in educational work, in social
life or in the home, the good writer has an advantage over
the poor one, and we try to have the children in our
schools realize that this writing, once a habit and a part of
themselves, will be something which they will value, and
which will always be useful to them. They do try, and
from time to time, when our improvement papers are
written, there is no doubt but that our children are interest-
ed in the changes which come, slowly but surely in their
handwriting.
We have many good writers -and we are trying especially
to help the poor writers, those for whom it is hard, and
who do not respond so readily to the training. A little
improvement in these pupils means a big step in the right
direction, and the next step is always easier as the muscular
control is gradually obtained.
I will not attempt to give in detail the different steps in
the writing process, because I think people are most inter-
ested in the results. Plain legible handwriting in friendly
letters, business correspondence, addresses, school work
and all practical home writing is, we hope, being attained
by most of our boys and girls.
Last year in the sixth grades, we gave a few weeks to
practice in printing, and some good work was done. It is
hoped that this training may be helpful in the Junior High
School work, where, in several departments, as in science,
in manual training, and in the commercial work, printing
is necessarilv done.
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The book-keeping class in the ninth grade is writing
well, and the training given is, as far as possible along the
lines of commercial work.
If every part of our writing can be made practical, a
help in present and in future work it must be worth while
to the pupils in our schools.
Once more I desire to thank the teachers for their un-
failing efforts, the Superintendent for his helpful assis-




REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
Mr. Fred S. Libbey, Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit the annual report on medical inspec-
tion for 1928.
Public School



























Enlarged tonsils m. 30 s. 7
Adenoids 27
Defective vision 35














The vv^ork of immunizing the children to diphtheria was
completed the first of the year. These children should be
given another Schick test, to be sure that they are immune.
I believe the majority of parents realize the value of this
work, and with their consent, we hope to give the test very
soon.
At the beginning of the school year, the vaccination law
was carefully looked after and the children who were not
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^•accinate(l were excluded until the parents complied with
the law. Doctor's certificates excusing children from vac-
cination on account of ill health at the time, do not hold
good for life. The State Board of Health informs us that
the certificate must be renewed each year.
Five clinics for tonsilectomy were held at the Franklin
Hospital and one at the Memorial Hospital in Concord.
Thirty-six cases were taken care of.
The Orthopedic cases are under observation and treat-
ment. One case was taken to the Children's Hospital in
Boston. This was done by the Rotary Club.
The nurse has taken care of a number of Social Welfare
cases through the Red Cross Social Welfare Service.
Glasses have been procured for several children. Sev-
eral cases have been taken to Specialists for examination
and treatment. These cases have been referred to the
nurse by their family physician. Milk and crackers are
being served to the children of the Nesmith Kindergarten.
The notice cards, telling the parents of the defects found
are sent each year, but very little attention is paid to these
cards by the majority of parents. The child is allowed to
continue in this condition, very much handicapped in try-
ing to do his or her work in school.
This is true of a child who has defective \ision or de-
cayed and aching teeth. Surely these children cannot get
the best of what is given them in school, to say nothing of
the injury that is done to their health.
I wish to thank you. the teachers and all others for their
cooperation.
Respectfully submitted.
ANNIE R. PROVOST, R. N.,
School Nurse.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Receipts
Balance on hand, January 1, 1928 $166 42
Api)roriation for 1928 75,889 00
Additional appropriation 2,600 00
From tuition 3,390 41
From sale of books and supplies 375 88
From dog tax 823 41




Salaries, High School Teachers $14,265 34
Salaries, Junior Hig'h School Teachers 15,791 98
Salaries, Elementar}- Teachers 16.947 51
Salaries, Summer School Teachers 387 50
Salaries, Special Teachers 3,228 48
Books and Supplies 3,501 22
D. A. Supplies 164 16
M. A. Supplies 1,130 50
Care of Buildings 4,396 90
Fuel 2,917 42
Transportation 5,790 25
Minor Repairs and Expenses 3,682 05
Water, Light and Janitor Supplies 1,326 36
Equipment ." 3,420 48
Per Capita Tax 1,848 00
Truant Officers 252 00
Expense of Administration 955 64
Enumeration 75 00
Supervisory District 970 00
Permanent Construction 759 04
Play Ground Ecpiipment 340 88
Insurance 448 53
Other Special Activities 108 84
Flags and Appurtenances 80 70
Health Supervision 13 07
Golden Rule Farm 390 66
Cash Balance, January 1, 1929 81 61
$83,274 12




Coleman, Marion $166 65
Coolidg-e, Irma 408 24
Comire, Irene 408 24
Davis, Mary F 1,469 86
Glode, Virginia E 1,508 78
Kendall, Raymond L 2,573 70
Manuel. Ida M 1,308 78
Pierce, Walter 1,672 80
Rand, Olan 999 90
S'hepard, Eleanor B. . . 687 38
Turnl)ull, Robert 1,742 99
Wells. Caroline 1,318 02
$14,265 34
Junior High School
Rachelder, Helen $1,376 26
Brown, Harry L 1,031 18
Burke, Florence 1,267 28
Corbin, Charles 466 62
Coulter, Maxwell 622 16
Craven, Mary G 408 24
Foss, Harriet 1,216 55
Foster, Alice 408 24
French, Hazel A 749 93
Harris, Ellsw^orth 1,255 47
Hebert, Dorothv 1,134 54
Jeffords, Alice L 1,540 68
Nutting, Louise 687 38
Price, Ellen 718 65
Rowell, Bessie C 1.825 00
Thayer, Esther M 1,083 80
$15,791 98
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Elementary Teachers
Bowll)y, Margaret R $982 33
Brown, Grace 1,185 27
Comire, Irene 643 95
Campbell, Hattie 1,286 74
Colby. Elizabeth 982 33
Conant, Helen 624 94
Hebert, Beatrice C. 1,033 18
Holmes, Helen 1,185 27
Hurlin, Eb'zabeth 1,079 32
Jackman, Florence 1,064 34
Lindquist, Marion 931 82
Noyes, Leona 562 50
Oddy, Laura 330 54
O'Neil, Mary 931 82
Ormsby, Jeannette 330 54
Plaisted, Ruth 886 35
Perreault, Alice 962 87
Pike, Mary 912 50
Tarr, Florence 931 82
Piper, Alberta, substitute 54 00
Stevens, Mrs. Charles, substitute 26 50
Pearsons, Rachel, substitute 9 30
Hurley, Rena, substitute 9 28
$16,947 51
Special Teachers
Harris, Lester $1,067 50
Proulx, Henry 500 00
Watts, Estelle 849 95
Welch, Helen 81 1 03
$3,228 48
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$75
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Charles E. Merrill Co
Lyons & Carnahan
Silver Burdett & Co
R. H. Hinkley Co




John C. Winston Co
American Educational Digest
Journal of Education







Holmes & Nelson Co
Franklin Light & Power Co
W. S. Stewart
P. W. Hern & Co
Mcintosh Publishing Co
Remington Rand Business Service, Inc.
Franklin Grocery Co
Educators Association
Kee Lox Mfg. Co
Cambridge Botanical Supply Co
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins
Ryan & Buker
Hill, Smith & Co
Literary Digest




J. & H. Prefontaine
4 86
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Minor Repairs and Expenses
H. W. Burleigh & Son $37 83
George E. Clark 744 30
Keegan & French 800 69
Standard Electric Time Co 44 96
Judkins & Wallace 256 76
Chadwick & Kidder 81 08
L. C. Stevens 60 20
Henry L. Young 73 32
Franklin Grocery Co 2 62
Charles R. Pease 6 00
O. M. Ross 116 71
Franklin Light & Power Co 231 91
Griffin Drug Co 34 88
C. P. Stevens Co 59 43
William Taylor 9 25
B. F. Quindley 75 90
Pioneer Mfg. Co 82 50
W. S. Stewart 11 66
Richardson &. Powell 2 40
Leon A. Howe 13 88
Sulloway Mills 9 52
A. V. Gilkerson 26 83
Rvan & Buker 2 67
Robert Turnbull 9 04
R. M. Merrill 21 00
I Miskel 109 67
Towne & Robie 36 50
City of Franklin 92 10
A. Duhamel 3 22
Rachel Woodward 15 00
Bessie Rowell 6 70
Prescott's Garage 4 00
M. D. Woodard 2 00
C. J. N.ourie .. 13 50
Frank Heminway 7 50
G. A. Rennie 1 00
Alphonse Beaupre 1 00
William H. Martin 124 15
Billings-Chapin Co 61 25
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Franklin Floral Co 20 05
Seneca Hoyt 7 15
Holmes & Nelson Co 4 20
Franklin Water Works 8 85
Cadue's Garage 3 25
Tropical Paint & Oil Co 23 52
F. S. Libbey 31 21
W. U. Welch Mfg. Co 46 14
E. G. Colby 5 80
E. M. Willard 75
Chas. E. Doup'hinett 223 50
J. F. Sanders & Son 14 70
$3,682 05
Water, Light and Janitor Supplies
Judkins & Wallace
Griffin Drug Co
Franklin Light & Power Co.
M. A. Proulx
Franklin Grocery Co
W. T. Grant Co
Fuller Brush Co
Soapitor Co
Acme Textile Mill Ends Co.
L. M. Glover Co
C. P. Stevens Co
H. I. Dallman Co
Santiary Service, Inc
















J. L. Hammett Co
E. H. Sheldon Co
Concord Furniture Co
Ernest E. Elliott
Simonds Saw & Steel Co
Cambridge Botanical Supply Co
Page Belting Co




Gignac & Gerry :





Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co





Beaupre Bros $88 88
Keegan & French 47 95
Stompor & Piwonski 367 40
Chadwick & Kidder 103 11
C. P. Stevens Co 319 65
W. E. Clark 32 00
Edgar T. Ward's Sons Co 16 34
$47
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Beckley-Cardy Co





Chandler & Farquahr Co.
Masurv-Younsf Co
Domestic Art Supplies
Htilmes & Nelson Co
G. W. Sawyer & Son
M. A. Proulx
Shepard Bros
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Insurance
Thomas F. Clifford $175 00
A. W. Frost 55 80
D. E. Sullivan 59 60
H. A. Griffin 55 80
H. A. Currier 74 00
E. G. & E. W. Leach 28 33
$448 53
Transportation
Lloyd Kelley $576 00
H. E. Piper 1,240 00
Frank Prescott 950 50
Frank Plizga 972 00
Clinton Davidson 2,000 00
Boston & Maine Transportation Co 51 75
$5,790 25
Care of Buildings
A. Eliasson $L814 00
Sidney Holmes 1,170 00
Ira Berry 1,300 00
Ned Witham 14 00
Melvin Woodward 10 00
Rachel Woodward ' 21 00
A. J. Kelley 22 00
Walter Kliszwski 8 10
Ralph Trottier 37 80
$4,396 90
Fuel
City of Franklin $2,766 92
A. J. Meaney 12 50
J. W. Emerson 100 00
Stompor & Piwonski 30 00
Frank Buczynski 8 00
$2,917 42
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Truant Officers
Algot Eliasson $198 00
Sidney Holmes 54 00
$252 00
Flags and Appurtenances
J. L. Hammett Co $80 70
Health Supervision
Griffin Drug Co $13 07
Per Capita Tax
Henry C. Chamberlain, State Treasurer $1,848 00
Supervisory District
Joseph C. Bodwell. Treasurer $970 00








Class Prophesy, Part I,
Class Prophecy, Part H,
Address to Undergraduates,
Presentation of Gifts,
Constance Young- and Beatrice Rousseau












Doris Roberts and Olin Swett
Class Day Committees
Program—Sadie Brooks, Bernice Gibbs and Olin Swett.
Grounds—Robert Cunningham, Bernard Sleeper and
Ralph Trottier.
Speakers' Stand—Villa Shaw, Velma Kellogg, Iris Blake
and Susie Fanning.
Cars for Parade—Ernest Brown, Everett Leonard and
Yanina Buczynski.
Decorating Cars—Doris Roberts, Eileen Stott and Reta
Consfer.




Senior High School Orchestra
Invocation,
Rev. Wilton E. Cross
Essay, "History, a Mig'hty Drama,"
Mary Stevens
First Honor College Preparatory Curriculum
Essay, "Chemistry, Science and Civilization,"
Everett Wallace Leonard
*Second Honor Latin Scientific Curriculum
Selection, "Happy Days,"
Senior High Girls' Chorus
Essay, "The Value of Domestic Arts as a High School
Subject,"
Arlene Johnson
First Honor Domestic Arts Curriculum
A^iolin Solo,
Stanley Walter Ozog
Everett Wallace Leonard, accompanist
Essay, "Values in the Manual Arts Curriculum,"
Bernard Osgood Cross
First Honor Manual Arts Curriculum
Selection, "The Forest Dance,"
Senior High Girls' Chorus
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Essay, "Business Eng-lish,"
Helen Augusta Stevens
First Honor Commercial Curriculum
Essay, "The End Depends Upon the Beginning,"
Mary Theoda Shepard
First Honor General Sc'holarship
Presentation of Class Gift,
Andrew Garneau
Acceptance,
Mrs. Marguerite T. Clififord




Rev. Wilton E. Cross
*First Honor Latin Scientific Curriculum
Gerald Anson Boyce. (Excu.sed).
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CLASS ROLL
Domestic Arts Curriculum
Iris Mahitable Blake Velma Elizabeth Kellogg"
Susie Viola Fanning Beatrice Olive Rousseau
Arlene Dorothea Johnson Villa Maria Shaw
Commercial Curriculum
Sadie Addie Brooks* Doris Abbie Robertsf
Yanina Catherine Buczynski Helen Augusta Stevensf
Reta Mary Conger Eileen Emma Stott*
Frances Arlene Gwendolyn Huntoon*
Constance L. Young
College Preparatory Curriculum
Bernice Bessie Gibbs Ralph William Trottier
Mary Theoda Shepardf *Myrtle Ethel Wells
Mary Stevensf
Latin-Scientific Curriculum
Harriet Isadore Harmon Rodney Almus Griffin
Gerald Anson Boyce* Everett Wallace Leonard*
Ernest Herbert Brown Stanley Walter Ozog
Andrew Joseph Garneau
Manual Arts Curriculum
Robert Oscar Fellows Cunningham
Bernard S. Sleeper
Bernard Osgood Cross* Olin Louis Swett
fAttained an average of 90% or better for four years.
*Attained an average of 85% or better for four years.
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ROLL OF HONOR FOR PERFECT ATTENDANCE
For the Year Ending June 30, 1928
High School—Doris Bates, Thehna Beaupre, Ray-
mond Barney, Gerald Beaulier, Margaret Beauchaine,
Gerald Boyce, Henry Clifford, George Donovan, Marion
Glines, Everett Leonard, Ellen Longfellow, Mary Per-
kins, Everand Young.
Junior High—William Benson, Helen Deane, Helen
Duplaga, Charles Elliott, Dorothy Fowler, Ruth Griffin,
Tadeusz Grzelak, Roland Hebert, William Hancock,
James Keegan, John Keegan, Marion Kimball, Raymond
Lorden, Violet Ladd, Helen Martell, Pauline Ozog,
Vernon Winn, Audrey Young.
Falls—Stanley Bonk, Walter Bucynski, James Frye,
Wilfrid Heath, Harold Varney, Edward Buczynski,
Alden McGloughlin, Emila Gut, Olga Bonk, Genia Gut,
Adella Surowiec, Gizela Simaly, Helen Varney.
Hancock—Annis Ford, Edward Giezlak.
Nesmith—Hazel Boomhower, Peter Merrill, Julia
Weglarz, Nina Martell, Dorothy Benson, Caroline
Kulacz, Earl Benson, Anita Ladd, Gean LeClair.
Morrison—William Mazur, George Patten.
Golden Rule Farm—Frederick Tirrell, W^illiam Wil-
liams.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY
Board of Education
MRS. MARGUERITE T. CLIFFORD, President.
DR. JAMES B. WOODMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES E. DOUPHINETT.
The regular meetings of the Board are held at the
office of the superintendent of Schools, Junior High




Residence, 150 View Street
Office, Franklin Savings Bank
Superintendent of Schools
FRED S. LIBBEY
Residence, 13 Winnipesaukee Street. Tel. 380. Office,
Junior High School. Tel. 210.
Office hours from 8.00 to 8.30 at High School build-
ing ; 8.30 to 9.00 and 3.30 to 4.00 at Junior High.
Teachers
High School
Raymond L. Kendall, Headmaster, 123 Orchard St.
Mary F. Davis, Mathematics, 97 Orchard St.
Irene Comire, French, Elkins St.
Irma Coolidge, Domestic Arts, 7?) Franklin St.
Virginia E. Glode, Commercial, 85 Pleasant St.
Ida M. Manuel, Latin and History, 55 Prospect St.
Walter Pierce, Science, 25 Highland Ave.
Robert Turnbull, Mec'hanic Arts, 92 Pleasant St.
Caroline Wells, English, 85 School St.
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Junior High School
Bessie C. Rowell, Principal, 83 So. Main St.
Alice L. Jeffords, Assistant Principal, 83 So. Main St.
Helen Bachelder, Physical Instructor, History, 22 Oak St.
Florence A. Burke, History, 14 Sanger St.
Charles Corbin, Science, 92 Pleasant St.
Mary G. Craven, Commercial, 55 Central St.
Harriet Foss, Mathematics, 18 No. Main St.
Dorothy Hebert, Latin and English, 558 Central St.
Ellsworth Harris, Mechanic Arts, Franklin R. F. D. No. 1.
Alice Foster, Domestic Arts, 13 Winnipesaukee St.
Esther Thayer, English, 31 Franklin St.
Hancock School
Grace Brown, Principal, First Grade, 18 Lancaster St.
Elizabeth Colby, Second Grade, 31 Franklin St.
Mary O'Neil, Third Grade, 31 Franklin St.
Elizabeth Hurlin, Kindergarten, 31 Franklin St.
Falls School
Hattie Campbell, Principal, 96 Franklin St.
Laura Oddy, Fourth Grade, 13 Winnipesaukee St.
Jeannette Ormsby, Sixth Grade, 46 Sanborn St.
Nesmith School
Helen Holmes, Principal, Sixth Grade, 72 No. Main St.
Florence Tarr, Fifth Grade, 215 So. Main St.
Margaret Bowdby, Fourth Grade, 32 Depot St.
Marion Lindquist, Third Grade, 215 So. Main St.
Florence Jackman, Second Grade, 32 Depot St.
Beatrice G. Hebert, First Grade, 558 Central St.
Ruth Plaisted, Kindergarten, 215 So. Main St.
Golden Rule Farm
Mrs. Alice Perreault, Salisbury Road.
Morrison School
Mary F. Pike, New Hampton Road.
Special Teachers
Mrs. Estelle \\ atts. Supervisor of Music, Calef Hill Road.
Mrs. Helen Welch, Supervisor of Penmanship, 19 Pine St.
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Resolved by the Board f)f Education of Franklin :
Whereas, Warren F. Daniell has by his written com-
munication addressed to the Board of Education, ex-
pressed 'his intention of estalilishing a free scholarship
for graduates of the Franklin High School in Simmons
College in honor of his mother, and to be known as the
"Sanger Scholarship," and agreeing to pay annually a
sum suf^cient to pay the costs of tuition for one student
for four years in any of the courses described in the
catalogue of the College, and
AX'hereas, a student to be awarded this scholarship
must comply with the following regulations: First, she
must have completed four years' satisfactory work at the
Franklin High School ; second, her parents must reside
in Franklin ; third, the student's parents must be unable
without undue deprivation to pay the tuition themselves.
Be it Resolved : That the Board of Education of the
City of Franklin fully appreciate the spirit that prompted
Mr. Daniell to establish this sc'holarship for the benefit
of the young women of said city, thereby creating an
additional incentive for higher educational advantages : and
Be it further Resolved : That said Board of Education
willingly accepts said trust: and
Be it further Resolved : That a permanent Committee
on Scholarship shall be established to consist of the
Chairman of the Board of Education, the Superintendent
of Schools and the Headmaster of the High School of
said city, and
Be it further Resolved : That this resolution shall be
printed annually in the school report of said Board.
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FRANKLIN STUDENT AID FUND
To the Mayor and Members of the City Council, Frank-
hn. N. H.:
In June, 1921, I placed \vith Dartmouth College at
Hanover, N. H., a fund of $2,500.00—the income from
which I wished to be used to assist under certain con-
ditions students at that institution who were residents
of this city.
It was found incompatil^le with the methods of dis-
posing of the funds at Dartmouth College, to handle this
fund under the conditions u''hich I wished to impose
—
and for that reason I have transferred this sum from
Dartmouth College to the City of Franklin.
I am attaching herewith the securities representing the
fund together with a statement of the methods I wish
followed in disposing of the income from the fund.
Respectfully yours,
WALTER F. DUFFY.
FRANKLIN STUDENT AID FUND
Established by Walter F. Duffy, June, 192L
A sum of $2,500.00 is entrusted to the City of Frank-
lin, N. H., the income from which is to be used to assist
worthy boys and girls, residents of this city, to secure a
collegiate education or its equivalent.
The recipients of the income from this fund are to lie
selected by a board of three consisting of the Chairman
of the Board of Education. Superintendent of Schools
and Principal of the High School of the City of Frank-
lin. N. H.
The income from this fund fis to be disposed of under
the following fixed conditions :
—
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I. Scholarship
A student must attain such satisfactory standing in
studies as to make it apparent to the authorities of the
institution of learning where he attends, that it is
advisable that the student pursue his studies and that he
is on this account worthy of financial aid.
II. Financial Needs
It is to be required that ihe students who receive bene-
fit from this fund shall be ol^liged, through lack of family
financial resources, to earn at least a substantial part of
the money necessary to meet the expenses of their at-
tendance upon their studies.
III. General Restrictions
It is to be understood that in alloting the proceeds of
the fund, preference is to be given to students at Dart-
mouth College, Hanover, N. H., who are residents of the
City of Franklin, N. H. If no such students apply for
the l)enefits of this fund, then the income can be used to
assist any boys or girls who are residents of the City of
Franklin, N. H., and who are pursuing a course of studies
in any institution of learning giving a collegiate education
or its ecjuivalent. pro\'ided that the first two conditions
covering the disposition of the l)enefits of this fund are
fulfilled.
It is also to 1)€ understcjod that the income from this
fund may- be divided between two or more students, and
that any students who receive financial aid from the in-
stitutions of learning where they attend are not thereby
prevented from receiving aid from this fund.
If no students fulfilling the above requirements apply
for the benefit of this fund the proceeds may be used as
they accrue each year as seems best to the three persons
mentioned above for the general educational good of the
citizens of Franklin, N. H.
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DANIELL SCHOLARSHIP
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
A resolution relating- to the "Daniell Scholarship."
Resolved l-iy the City Coitucil of the City of Franklin, as
foUows :
Whereas, Jere R. Daniell of New London, Connecti-
cut, on the second day of April, 1914, by his written com-
munication of that date, addressed to the Mayor and
Council of the City of Franklin, expressed his intention
of establishing' a free scholarship for graduates of the
Franklin High School to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, in memory of his father, the late AVarren F.
Daniell. and to be known as the "Daniell Scholarship,"
and together with his letter of the 16th of May, 1914, in
which he agreed to give the sum of two hundred and fifty
dollars each and every year, hereafter, beginning Septem-
ber 1st, 1914, to cover the cost of tuition for one student
for four years in any one of the courses described in the
catalogue of the Institute, and,
That a student to be awarded this scholarship, in whole
or in part, must comply with the following named con-
ditions :
First. He must have completed four years'
satisfactory work at the Franklin High School.
Second. His parents or parent must reside in
Franklin, and l>e unable without undue depriva-
tion, to pay the tuition required themselves.
Third. He must show during his four years'
work at the High School, marked ability in some
one of the several sul:)jects covered by the In-
stitute courses.
In case several candidates present themselves
in any one year, the scholarship will be awarded
by competition in the entrance examinations for
the Institute. The candidate entering with
hie^hest standingf to receive the award.
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A holder of the scholarship will be expected
to maintain the same standard of work at the
Institute as that required of holders of regular
Institute Scholarships and the scholarship will
be withdrawn in case the work is unsatisfactory.
The right is reserved to divide the amount of
the scholarship among several applicants should
such action seem desirable.
Be it Resolved, ^fhat the City of Franklin fully appre-
ciates the spirit that prompted Mr. Daniell to establish
this scholarship for the benefit of the young men of said
city, thereby creating an additional incentive for higher
educational advantages in those who through misfortune
or adversity would otherwise be prevented from obtain-
ing the same ; and
Be it further Resolved, That said City willingly accepts
said trust, and does hereby direct that the annual pay-
ment of the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars s'hall be
made to the city Treasurer, who shall pay the annual
tuition of said student or students upon the presentation
of the bill for same by the Bureau of the Institute, and,
Be it further Resohed, That a permanent Committee
on Scholarship shall be established to consist of the chair-
man of the Board of Education, the Superintendent of
Schools and the Principal of the High School of said City
of Franklin, and
Be it further Resolved, That this resolution shall an-
nually be printed in the reports of said city.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed June 1, 1914.
RESOLUTIONS
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resokition relating to the appointment of the Standing
Committees of the City Council.
Resolved by the City Council of ([ic City of Franklin, as
folloivs
:
That the Mayor be authorized to appoint the following













Finance to consist of the Mayor and two members
of the Council.
Passed January 2, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to hiring money.
Rcsolz'cd by the City Council of flic City of Franklin, os
folloii^'s :
That the Mayor and City Treasurer, for the time being,
are authorized to hire money to pay the current expenses
of the several departments, and any outstanding notes,
bonds, or evidences of debt of the City becoming due, and
to give promissory notes therefor.
Passed January 2, 1928.
Approved. W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to the weekly pay rolls.
Rcsok'cd by the City Couneil of the City of PrankVui, as
follo7Cs :
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw his
draft each week for the payment of the weekly pay rolls
of the highway, sewer and other departments where weekly
payment is required.
Passed January 2, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to the discount in the collection of
taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows :
That in the collection of taxes the tax collector be au-
thorized and directed to make the followins: discount:
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Upon all taxes paid on or before August 1, two percent,
and the collector shall give notice to all persons whose poll
tax remains unpaid September 1, and if same is not paid
in fourteen days thereafter, twenty cents shall be added.
Passed March 19, 1928.
Approved. W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to the appropriations for the year
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight.
Resolved by tJie City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follo70s :







Water Debt Bonds $2,250 00
Water Works Notes of April 1.
1927 190 00
Mack H. & L. Truck and Chev-
rolet truck 382 50
Alemorial Hall and Sewer Ex-
tension Bonds 1.750 00
Nesmith School Registered
,
Bond. 1927 1.316 25
Temporary Loans 1,100 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 1,200 00
Odell Memorial Arch Fund . . 80 00
Odell Park Cottage Fund .... 80 00
Central St. Improvement Loan 240 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 1.518 75
Junior High School Loan .... 2.250 00
$12,357 50
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Centennial Celebration 2,500 00
City Poor 4,500 00
Fire Department 13,000 00
Fire Alarm House 2,000 00
Highways 32,000 00
Sidewalks 600 00
Trunk Line Maintenance 3,300 00
State Aid Maintenance 4,000 00
State Aid Construction ?i,177 50
Garbage Removal 2,700 00
Sewers 50 00
Sewer Maintenance 500 00
Memorial Hall 2,500 00
Memorial Day 300 00
Public Library 4,500 00
Police Department 6,500 00
Salaries 5,900 00
Street Lighting 8,600 00
Public Health Nurse L700 00
State Tax 2L508 45
County Tax 12,198 25
Tree Warden 600 00
Incidentals 3,300 00
Red Cross 300 00
Schools 75,889 00
Hospital 1,000 00
Odell Park 500 00
Heating Plant ^. . . 1,900 00
Central St. Improvement Loan 3,000 00
New Daniell Bridge Loan 2,250 00
Water Works Bonds 5,000 00
Junior High School Loan 4,000 00
Mack H. & L. and Chevrolet Hose Truck Loan 3,000 00
Nesmith School Loan 1,500 00
Water W^orks Notes of April 1, 1927 1,000 00
Band Concerts 200 00
$248,430 70
Passed June 11, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to raising money by taxation.
Resolved by tlie Cit\ Council of flic City of Franklin, as
follows
:
That the sum of $214,859.38 be raised by taxation the
present year and that the assessors be instructed to assess
for that amount as follows
:
State Tax $21,508 45
County Tax 12.198 25
Public Library 4.500 00
School Money by Law .... 26,112 98
Bearing Money 4,069 70
Poll taxes 6,448 00
National Bank Tax 1,522 00
$76,359 38
and the sum of $138,500.00 to meet the current expenses
provided for by the appropriations made and the same be
appropriated with the other revenues of the City to meet
the same.
Passed August 6, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to the Refunding of Memorial Hall
Refunding and Sewer Extension Funding Bonds of the
City of Franklin, issued October 1, 1908.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows :
That for the purpose of paying the fifty thousand dollars
of Memorial Hall Refunding and Sewer Extension Fund-
ing Bonds of the City of Franklin, issued October 1, 1908,
and to refund the same under authority of and in com-
pliance with Chapter 59 of the Public Laws of New Hamp-
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shire 1926. the City borrow the sum of fifty thousand
dollars and issue Bonds therefor ; that the Mayor and City
Treasurer be and are hereby authorized and directed to
make and execute, sign and affix the city seal thereto, and
issue Bonds of the City for the sum of fifty thousand dol-
lars, substantially in the form prescribed by Chapter 43
of the laws of 1895, said Bonds to be fifty in number for
the sum of one thousand dollars each, to be dated October
1, 1928, to be made payable to the bearer with interest
coupons attached, bearing interest at the rate of four and
one-quarter per cent per annum, payable semi-annually
on the first days of April and October in each year. The
Principal of said Bonds, and the interest coupons attached
to be made payable upon presentation at maturity, at the
First National Bank of Boston, Mass., or at the office of
the City Treasurer ; said Bonds to become due and pay-
able serially, three thousand dollars on the first day of
October, 1929, and three thousand dollars on the first day
of October of each year thereafter until October 1, 1938,
and two thousand dollars on the first day of October of
each year thereafter until October 1, 1948.
The Treasurer is hereby instructed and empowered to
procure proposals for the sale of the Bonds hereby au-
thorized, and such bids as seem for the best interest of the
city shall be accepted by him, provided the same are ap-
proved by the Finance Committee.
Passed September 5, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to borrowing money for the pur-
pose of paying for flood damage.
Rcsoh'cd by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs :
That for the purpose of paying for repairing damage to
the City highways caused by the flood of November 4, 1927,
that the City borrow from the Franklin Savings Bank the
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sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000.00) and issue its
notes payable serially for that sum with interest at the rate
of four and three-fourths (4^) per cent per annum, that
the Mayor and City Treasurer be and are hereby au-
thorized to make, execute, sign and issue six notes of the
City for two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) each, payable
serially, one each year, the first note due and payable De-
cember 15, 1929, and the proceeds of said notes are here-
by appropriated to the payment of said flood damage.
Passed December 18, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-eight.
A resolution relating to new roadway at the Kenrick
underpass.
Resolved by tJie City Council of the City of Franklin, as
folloivs :
That at the completion of the work of constructhig the
new highway at the Kenrick underpass, the City borrow
the sum required to pay for same and that the amount be
paid in equal installments distributed over a period of years.
Passed June 15, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS. Mayor.
ORDINANCES
Relating to the Collection of Garbage
In the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
Be it ordained by the City Couneil of the City of Frank-
lin, as follozvs
:
Section 1. The collection of garbage by the highway
department of the city shall be made at the times and un-
der the conditions herein set forth, and in no other manner.
Section 2. Weekly collections will be made each Sat-
urday starting at seven a. m., at the Daniell bridge on
Central street and continuing easterly to the Sanborn
Ijridge, including Smith, Canal and Memorial streets, and
Franklin street southerly from Central street to Ayles
Court. Commencing at ten a. m. on each Saturday collec-
tions will be made on Main street.
Section 3. That on the first Tuesday of each month,
collections will be made on Willow Hill, Bow street. Glen-
wood avenue. River street, Terrace street and Ward one
;
on Wednesday following, collections will be made on
Franklin street and all streets westerly to River street, and
on Myrtle, Pleasant, Oak, Orchard, Pine and Beech streets.
Highland and Elm avenues ; and on Thursday, collections
will be made on Prospect street and all streets between
Prospect and Franklin streets.
vSection 4. It shall be the duty of all persons residing
wdthin the limits hereinbefore set forth who desire to have
garbage or refuse matter removed by the city to place same
in suitable receptacles that can be handled by two men,
carefully separating all papers, tins, bottles and other ma-
terials from ashes, and placing them in separate receptacles.
No garbage or refuse of any kind shall be put into the
highway unless placed in receptacles, and all receptacles
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shall be placed on the outer edge of the sidewalk, a rea-
sonable period in advance of the time specified for col-
lections.
Section 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage.
Passed March 6, 1916.
Approved, A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Report of Committee on Street Lighting Relating to
Poles and Wires of Telephone and Other Companies
To file Mayor and City Council of Franklin :
The Committee on street lighting to whom was referred
the subject matter, relating to the wires and poles of tele-
phone and other companies, having considered the same
herewith file their report and recommend that the same be
adopted, to wit
:
1. That poles of every kind and description and all
overhead wires of telephone or other companies on Central
street, between the Daniell bridge, so-called and the San-
born bridge, so-called, shall be removed on or before July
1st, 1916, and that all wires between said points on Central
street shall hereafter be placed under ground, in accord-
ance with such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the highway committee of said Franklin, with adequate
provision made for installing by the city of such wires in
the future as may be necessary for municipal purposes.
2. That the regulations now in force in said city relative
to the erection of square poles by telephone and other com-
panies, as adopted by said city. May 13. 1901. be and the
same are hereby revoked as of July 1st, 1916, and that
telephone and other companies on and after July 1st, 1916,
may erect round, straight and painted poles on any street
in said Franklin, other than on Central street between
Daniell bridge so-called, and Sanborn bridge so-called,
provided, such poles proposed to be erected and the loca-
tion of the same, shall first meet with the written approval
of the highway committee, said written approval to be filed
with the City Clerk of said Franklin.
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3. That the maintenance of United States mail boxes
and fire alarm boxes are exempt from the provisions of
the reg'ulations 'hereinliefore set forth.






Committee on Street Lighting.
Approved. D. E. DAVIS, Mayor.
An Ordinance Relating to Unloading and Loading
Vehicles Near the Underpass on South Main Street.
In the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-three.
Be it ordained by ihc City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as folloivs:
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for the driver of any
motor truck or other vehicle to stop and unload or reload
any part of his load v^^ithin the limits of the highway with-
in fifty feet on either side of the underpass on South Main
Street in this city.
Section 2. Any person violating this ordinance shall be
liable to a fine not exceeding ten dollars.
Passed Mav 7. 1923.
Approved,
'
L. H. DOUPHINETT, Mayor.
An Ordinance Relating to the Erection of Signs and
Advertisements
In the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-four.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the Cit\ of Frank-
lin, as follows :
Section 1. No person shall place, establish or maintain
any sign or advertisement over any part of any street, lane.
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alley, or sidewalk, without first having obtained a permit
therefor from the City Council and Chief Engineer of the
Fire Department.
Section 2. Such sign or advertisement shall be safely
and securely fixed and supported ; shall not project over
the sidewalk more than two (2) feet, and the owner shall
assume all risks to the public caused by such signs.
Section 3. Persons applying for a permit to erect a sign
or advertisement shall state its size and weight, the nature
of the material of which it is to be constructed and the
manner in which it is to be supported.
Section 4. Any person or corporation violating any of
the provisions of this ordinance shall be liable to a fine not
exceeding twenty dollars.
Section 5. All ordinances or parts of ordinances incon-
sistent with this ordinance are hereby repealed, and this
ordinance shall take efifect upon its passage.
Passed April 7, 1924.
Approved, L. H. DOUPHINETT, Mayor.
An Ordinance Relating to the Regulation of Street
Traffic
Be it ordained by tJie City Council of the City of Prank-
Jin , tu follows :
.\RTICLE I
Definitions
Section 1. The word "vehicle" herein shall include
horses hitched to vehicles, horses ridden or led, motor ve-
hicles of all kinds, bicycles, and everything on wheels or
runners excepting light carriages for the conveyance of
children.
Section 2. The Avord "horse" herein shall include all
domestic animals.
Section 3. The word "driver" herein shall include the
rider, driver or leader of a horse, the rider of wheels and
the operator of motor veliicles.
Section 4. The word "curb" herein shall mean the
lateral boundaries of that portion of a street designated
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for the use of vehicles whether marked by curb stone or
not so marked.
Section 5. The words "intersecting way" herein shall
mean any way which joins another at an angle whether
or not is crosses the other.
Section 6. The word "crossing" herein shall mean a
way for pedestrians to go from one side of a street to the
other which is marked by a pavement or otherwise; also
points bordering the intersection of streets not marked
but which are commonly used to go from one side of a
street to the other.
ARTICLE II
Vehicles in Motion
Section 1. A vehicle, except when passing a vehicle
ahead, shall keep to the right and as near the right curb
as possible.
Section 2. Vehicles meeting shall pass each other to
the right.
Section 3. A vehicle overtaking another vehicle shall,
in passing, keep to the left, but it shall not leave the line
on the right unless there is a clear wav to advance on the
left.
Section 4. A vehicle turning to the right into another
street shall turn the corner as near to the curb as possible.
Section 5. A vehicle turning to the left into another
street shall pass to the right of and beyond the center of
the intersection of the street before turning.
Section 6. A vehicle crossing from one side of the
street to the other shall do so by turning to the left so as
to head in the same direction as the traffic on that side
of the street.
Section 7. Slow moving vehicles shall keep as close
as possible to the curb on the right so as to allow fast
moving vehicles free passage on the left.
Section 8. No driver of a vehicle shall allow' the same
to come within ten feet of any vehicle in front of him
when approaching and passing over a crossing.
Section 9. The driver of any vehicle, before turning
the corner of any street or turning out or starting from
or stopping at the curb line of any street, shall first see
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that there is sufficient space free from other vehicles so
that such turn, stop or start may be made safely, and
shall then give a plainly visible or audible signal.
Section 10. Every bicycle operated during the period
of one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour before sun-
rise shall display one lighted lamp on the front.
ARTICLE III
Signals, Noises, Smoke and Traffic Signs
Section 1. Every driver of a vehicle shall, in slowing
up, stopping, or backing, give a plainly visible or audible
signal to show his intention.
Section 2. In turning \Vhile in motion or in starting
to turn from a standstill, a signal shall be given by the
driver of the vehicle about to be turned by raising a w^hip
or hand indicating the direction in which the turn is to
be made.
Section 3. The police department shall control all
traffic in the streets or highways. Police officers may
divert vehicular or pedestrian traffic w*hen necessary to
avoid congestion or to promote safety and convenience
;
and no person having charge of a vehicle shall refuse or
neglect to stop or start or place the same as directed by
a police officer.
Section 4. No person shall break, deface, or move any
official sign, post sign, post or signal device placed in a
highway for direction of traffic.
ARTICLE IV
Stopping, Standing and Turning
Section 1. No vehicle shall stop so as to interfere
Avith or prevent the passing of pedestrians at crossings.
Section 2. On Central Street, between Memorial
street and Prospect street, motor vehicles must park at
an angle of about forty-five degrees or in accordance with
the markings on the surface of the highway. On Frank-
lin street between Central street and School street and
on Memorial street and Smith street and on Central
street between Memorial street and Main street, motor
vehicles shall park with both right wheels close to the
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curb. The City Marshal under the supervision of the
highway committee may have lines drawn on the surface
of the highway and have suitable signs erected for the
direction of traffic.
Section 3. No vehicle shall stand within the inter-
section of a street nor within five feet of a fire hydrant
nor within ten feet of a street curb corner.
Section 4. Unless in an emergeny, or to allow an-
other vehicle to cross its path, no vehicle shall stop in any
public street except close to the curb line.
Section 5. When a horse drawn vehicle is backed up
to the curb, the horse or horses shall be turned so as to
stand as near parallel with the sidewalk as possible and
headed in the general direction of traffic for the side of
the street on which the ve'hicle is standing.
Section 6. No vehicle incapable of being turned with-
out backing shall be turned about in any of the following
streets : Central street between Prospect street and River
street, Franklin street between Central street and School
street, Main street between Depot street and Webster
street and Smith and Memorial streets.
Section 7. No horse or vehicle shall be driven back or
allowed to stand on any sidewalk.
Section 8. No vehicle carrying passengers or mer-
chandise for hire shall park on Central street between
Memorial and Prospect street nor on Franklin street be-
tween Central street and Churc'h street longer than neces-
sary to discharge and take passengers or load or unload
merchandise. The City Marshal may assign such ve-
hicle parking stations for their exclusive use.
ARTICLE V
Right of Way-
Section 1. Police, Fire Department, United States
Mail Vehicles, Ambulances, Funeral Processions and
Emergency Repair Vehicles of Public Service Cor-
porations shall have the right of way in any street.
Section 2. A person driving or controlling a vehicle
waiting at the curb shall promptly give place to a vehicle
about to take on or let off passengers.
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Section 3. The driver of a vehicle, on approach of fire
apparatus, shall immediately draw up said vehicle as near
as practicable to the right hand curb and parallel thereto,
and bring it to a stand still.
ARTICLE VI
Stealing Rides
Section 1. No person shall steal a ride upon any ve-
hicle and no person shall ride upon the rear of any vehicle
without the consent of the person in charge thereof.
ARTICLE VII
Penalties for Violation
Section 1. Any person violating any of the provisions
herein contained shall be liable to a penalty not to exceed
ten dollars for first offense, or not to exceed twenty
dollars for any subsequent offense.
Section 2. Complaints against any person violating
any of the provisions herein contained may be made at
police headquarters or to any police officer. Copies of
this ordinance may be obtained at police headquarters.
Section 3. The City ^Marshal may suspend any of these
rules at any time if in his judgment it is wise to do so for
the safety and convenience of the public.
ARTICLE VIII
Previous Ordinances Repealed
Section 1. All ordinances inconsistent herewith are re-
pealed, and this ordinance shall take effect on passage.
Passed July 7, 1924.
Approved, L. H. DOUPHINETT, Mayor.
Attest: IRVING \'. CxOSS. OVy Clerk.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-six.
An ordinance in amendment to the ordinance relating
to mspection, sale and care of milk, skim-milk and cream
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and the premises connected therewith, passed May 4,
1914, to l^e inserted between section 20 and 21.
Be it ordained by flic City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follozvs :
That all cattle producing milk or cream for the above
mentioned purposes, for the City of Franklin, shall pass
a satisfactory tuberculin test, as recjuired by the State
Department of Agriculture, on or after September 1,
1926. At the time of applying for a license the dealer
shall file a certificate signed by a veterinarian approved
by the Board of Health, stating that all cows in the herd
or herds from which the milk is produced, have been
tuberculin tested by him within one year and found to
be free from tuberculosis, together with a detailed report
of such tests.
Passed May 3, 1926.
Approved, ' ELMER D. KELLEY, Mayor.
Amendment to Ordinance Relating to Street Signs,
Awnings and Trees.
Amenchnent to the City Ordinance in relation to Street
Signs, Awnings and Trees adopted by the City Council,
October 3, 1910.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of
Franklin as follows : Said ordinance is hereby amended
as follows
:
Permission is hereby granted to Charles H. Bean to
erect a canopy awning over the sidewalk on the North
side of Central Street, opposite and South of the Pastime
Theatre, said awning to be constructed of metal, to be
twelve feet abo\e the sidewalk, supported by iron posts,
on condition that an electric light not less than sixty
candle power is maintained by him therein so placed as
to light the sidewalk and the entrance to the theatre
during the night time.
Passed February 6, 1928.
Approved, W. EARLE GOSS, Mayor.
AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and Council of the City of
Franklin
:
I have carefully examined and verified the books and ac-
counts of the City Clerk, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Board
of Water Commissioners, Superintendent of Water Works.
Board of Education, Overseer of the Poor. Park Commis-
sioners, Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin
and Clerk of the Municipal Court, and find the same cor-
rectly cast with proper vouchers corresponding to all ex-
])enditures. all receipts properly accounted for, and
find the following- balances to the credit of the city.
Statement
Treasurer $2,291 12
Water Commissioners 562 59
Board of Education 81 61
Park Commission, in Savings Bank 4,733 29
Park Commission, Cash on Hand 117 56
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin
Cemetery Trust Funds $33,676 00
Interest Cemetery Trust Funds 3,338 61
Davison Bonds .' 2.000 00
Mary T- Colbv. Ransom F. Evans and Frank
H'. Chapman. Funds $15,000 00
Cash on hand, Mary J. Colby, Ransom F.
Evans and Frank H. Chapman, Funds. . 337 02
x\nd there is due from :
Tax List, 1924 $86 90
Tax List, 1925 80 58
Tax List, 1926 576 50
Tax List, 1927 1,385 15
Tax List, 1928 10,924 15
State of New Hampshire 3,007 12
Merrimack County 2,144 21
Respectfully submitted,
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